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Office of Connectional Ministries
Liberia Annual Conference

United Methodist Church
Corner of Tubman Boulevard & 12th Street, Sinkor
Monrovia - Liberia

1.0 Introduction & Overview
The Office of Connectional Ministries of the Liberia Annual Conference is honored to
present its program performance report for activities undertaken over the last conference year,
March 2020 – February 2021. Thou challenged by the global health pandemic, and occasioned
by the shot-down of routine activities, the Liberia Episcopal Area undertook a number activities
that provided basic health services as well as humanitarian support. The health services
provided some essential medical support while humanitarian support provided some immediate
relief supplies to local communities.
In support of the global call for addressing situation, the Resident Bishop of the Liberia
Area Episcopal Area, Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr., constituted an Anti-COVID-19 Task Force.
With reasonable normalcy emerging few months later, the LAC-UMC Anti-COVID-19 Task Force
was reconstituted and named: Disaster Relief and Response Committee. Alongside the limited
activities undertaken, the Office of Connectional Ministries coordinated the execution of some
essential mission and ministry actions. As such this program performance report is presented
for your appraisal. This stock taking exercise is to appraise you of some the various actions
undertaken by the various organizations, program agencies and mission stations as activities to
support the mission and ministry of the United Methodist Church in Liberia.
This annual performance review covers actions taken by a number of program agencies
and mission stations whose activities particularly focus on addressing the needs of the health
pandemic, Anti-COVID-19 and the provision of some basic relief support as well as limited
program management support and services. However, as a result of the challenging situation,
the global health pandemic, only a few program agencies and mission stations could undertake
some activities. The annual program performance review is being facilitated through the
Strategic Direction Program implementation process with the conference organization, program
agencies and mission station positioned accordingly. However, this annual performance review
contains submission from two (2) conference organizations, seventeen (17) program agencies,
and, four (4) mission stations.

a)

Program Management & Implementation

Administration & Supervision
The cardinal duties for managing the program implementation of the Liberia Episcopal Area is
being facilitated by the Office of Connection Ministries through two keys functions - general
administration and personnel services, and supervision, monitoring and evaluation. These
functions executed a number of activities this conference year. Among the various activities
executed include the following:
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i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Distribution of Solar System Accessories;
LAC-UMC Web Site Development;
LAC-UMC Internet Usage Policy;
LAC-UMC Email Address (www.liberiaumc.org); and,
LAC-UMC Staff Manual.

Communications & Information Dissemination
The dissemination of information is entrusted to the Liberia Annual Conference’s Department of
Communication. This responsibilities is extending beyond radio broadcasting to other activities
that include internet television broadcasting, audio-visual activities, among others. However, the
information technology system recently provided by a program partner of the Liberia Episcopal
Area is making communication interaction a little more accessible with the global community.
Meanwhile, the Department of Communication remains most instrumental, very serviceable and
useful in providing information dissemination.

Department of Communications
Introduction:
The Director of Communications, Station Manager and the entire Staff of the Communications
Team extend deep and sincere appreciation and greetings to the Director of Connectional
Ministries for his continued guidance and support during the reporting period. His occasional
insights and perspectives contributed enormously in containing several explosive situations at the
department.
We also owe a debt of deep gratitude to our Bishop, Dr. Samuel Jerome Quire, Jr. and the entire
leadership of the Liberia Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church for the opportunity
given us to serve our church.
Administration:
The establishment of the Department of Communications was flawed with the exclusive focus on
the Radio Department to the exclusion of audio visual and print productions.
All staff, tools and equipment were purchased to support radio production. No attention was given
to other areas of communications including print and audio visual. Trying to reverse this trend
has been challenging; especially without budgetary support. We have however made some
progress in utilizing other media channels but not in a very sustained manned.
We also have not succeeded in enlisting the support and mainstreaming communications’
activities of the various programs, missions and clusters in crosscutting communications. Most
programme agencies are just not interested or feel comfortable with external media collaboration.
The DOC have a staff of seven (7) on the payroll of the Annual Conference and nine (9) volunteers
drawing from various communications training schools in the country. In this group, the Station
Manager has a BA in Sociology and the rest of the Team are High School graduate and at various
levels of college.
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Finally, there is too much favor and external interferences in the activities and management of
the Department. We will not advance the objectives of the DOC without reversing these vices.
The DOC must be made into a professional entity with highly principled and disciplined staff.
The Department of Communications of the Liberia Annual Conference has repeatedly faced
enormous challenge of power supply during the reporting period, this situation became even
more complex the five ampere provided to the Department by Orange Liberia could no longer
operate our transmitter and studio equipment.
With the assistance of the Bishop and other Annual Conference Members, we negotiated with
Orange Liberia and our electricity supply from Orange was increased from five ampere to twenty
ampere. We want to thank the Bishop for his kind intervention.
Radio Broadcasts
During the reporting period, the Department through its Radio Station 98.7 FM broadcast daily
from 4:00am to 12:00am. The broadcast includes a mix of sermons, hymns, top shows,
announcements and other motivational purposes.
Repair and Rehabilitation:
During the reporting period, the Department purchased a new control board, a new Head phone
and new Air-condition for the studio. We also purchased sixteen new batteries, one blower, and
etc.
United Methodist Church Television:
The Department of Communications has commenced the expansion and diversification of its
program and structure with the creation of the Department of Online Television within the Audio
Visual component of the Department.
We manage forty (40) hours of daily broadcasts, two hundred and eighty (280) hours of weekly
and one thousand one hundred and twenty (1.120) hours of monthly broadcasts using sixteen
(16) staff.
Programme/Mission Communications Support
This aspect of our work is what is generally referred to cross-cutting communications support.
What it means is the mainstreaming and prioritizing communication issues of the various
programme agencies; mission stations and ensuring that there are disseminated regularly and
strategically. It implies a clear consensus of the target audience, key messages, and channels
and use of message treatment and positioning principles. It also suggests a desire and willingness
of programme agencies to appreciate the need for strategically driven communications.
During the reporting period, the Department of Communications commenced assigning staff at
the various programme agencies to support their communications initiatives. As a result of these
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initial engagements, the DOC have visited the Old Folks Home, the Agriculture Project, the Basic
Education and have produced various programs and special features.
Bishop’s Prayer for the Nation:
During the newness and heat of the Coronavirus in Liberia, the Bishop initiated a series of daily
prayers for the nation. This initiative supports what we started earlier and styled “The Episcopal
Hour”.
The Bishop is the Chief Communicator, inspirer, motivator, team builder and pacesetter. His
people must hear him periodically with motivational messages to help keep hope alive. This
program must therefore be sustained.
We are quite aware of the Bishop’s internal and external travel schedules, but the program can
be a mix of live and pre-recorded. Other officials of the conference such as the Administrative
Assistant, Dean of the Cabinet and District Superintendents could continue the program while the
Bishop is away.
Recommendation:
1.
2.

Recruitment of staff be done through a participation vetting process and outcome
submitted to the Bishop for the endorsement and action.
That staff be recruited to manage the Audio Visual and Online Television

Submitted by:
Bro. MacArthur Hill
Director of Communications

b)

Strategic Direction Engagements

Program Pillars Composition
The Strategic Direction Program implementation extended its institutional engagement with the
designation of the various boards, commissions, councils and committees to the program pillars
based on their respective tasks and functions. Based on the program agencies and mission
stations duties, they are executing their activities in consonance with the structure of the
program pillars and in accordance with their defined mandates, specific roles and institutional
responsibilities.
Meanwhile, the program pillars composition designation has been facilitating interactions and
actions execution for the enhancement of the missions and ministries of the Liberia Episcopal
Area as a connectional engagement. This organizational arrangement has provided for the
efficient and effective management and implementation of the various activities being
undertaken routinely by the program agencies and mission stations.
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Districts Connectional Ministries
Engagement with the Districts Connectional Ministries has been initiated with contacts through
the various District Superintendents of the Liberia Annual Conference. Thou this process has
been a bite challenging as a result of the health pandemic, movement and interaction continues
to remain a herculean task for the program management. In the meantime, awareness building
and program sensitization is been considered for immediate execution to enhance district-level
program performance.
The district-level program execution is further consolidating the Strategic Direction Program
execution in tangibly directing mission and ministry activities. This role is deepening the mission
and ministry of the church through preaching, teaching and healing with evangelization,
resource mobilization, agricultural activities, educational enhancement, health services, social
welfare, and laity organizational and ecumenical interactions. The Districts Connectional
Ministries’ efforts over time is driving a reform process in reinforcing connectionalism in the
Liberian mission and ministry, thus grounding the United Methodist Church.
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2.0 Program Performance & Ministry Actions
a)

Pillar One - Evangelism, Spiritual Formation and Mission

Department of Evangelism & Missions
Greetings:
On February 4-7, 2021, the DEM conducted its annual School of Evangelism and Missions in
collaboration with ILI: over 45 persons attended the training and 10 of the participants graduated.
Feb. 10-15, 2021 the DEM participated in the 187th annual session. During this time, the
Conference fast and prayer and evangelism night were spearheaded by the department and it
impacted the conference.
On March 3, 2020 the Conference year 2020/2021 started on a slow pace due to almost two
weeks of lack of electricity. Just within that time, Covid-19 ensued globally, which didn’t only
impact the LAC/UMC but Liberia as a nation. As we all know, everything came to a standstill.
As a result of this pandemic, the entire nation and the church were shut down. However, the
UMC didn’t sit supinely but responded effectively. Let it be noted however, that in the conference’s
response, the DEM was completely left out. There was no invitation from the LAC/UMC Committee
on Covid-19 to the Department to be involved with the exercise. This, we believe did not offer
well for the Conference because the entire world knew that this pandemic was not only physical
but also spiritual. Moreover, as far as the LAC/UMC Strategic Plan is concerned, Evangelism is
“Pillar One”, and therefore, should not be left out of what we considered to be a spiritual battle?
On the other hand, as Covid-19 raged, the DEM continued its Radio Ministry on ELUM. This
Evangelistic program is a weekly radio ministry of the Department which is run every Tuesday
from 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm. Through this Evangelistic broadcast, lives were impacted and
transformed with several calls made which confirmed the outcome. The Radio Ministry is still an
ongoing priority ministry that continues to preach and teach the word of God to people in various
communities across the nation where the station is heard. To God be the glory!
It is important to also mention that the Department’s monthly prayer calendar program resumed
in October and has since been ongoing. The monthly prayer calendar effort is an Evangelistic
strategy of the Department intended to mobilize prayer within the various agencies of the
LAC/UMC. In this program, prayer calendar is produced monthly and distributed to the various
agencies/departments of the Conference to pray for the UMC, national, regional and global issues.
Let it be noted that the changes we desire to see in the family, the church, and the government
can only come about through the “Power of bent knees.”
The Department in partnership with ILI conducted a regional conference with the Transcea Bible
Church Men’s Department at the Mount Sinai Prayer Garden in Marshall City from October 28-30,
2020. About 150 men including youth and young adults were trained and equipped for works of
ministry using the ILI training materials. A number of life-changing testimonies were written and
sent in at the close of the training.
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When the lockdown was relaxed, the DEM like every other agency resumed it normal ministry
activities but at a slower pace. In light of this, we immediately started implementing our strategic
task as far as the LAC/UMC strategic plan is concerned. We visited Guinea, Gompa, St. Paul and
Monrovia districts to conduct our quarterly need assessments within the five (5) regions of the
LAC/UMC. More districts are pending.
The DEM visited and served as facilitator for revival and other services held at the following
churches: Omega UMC, J.J. Powell UMC, Refuge UMC and New Hope UMC. The impact was great
to God’s glory.
On the other hand, the Department hosted few consultation meetings with few of the district
superintendents who visited the office. Plans are underway to visit these districts to conduct need
assessment and evangelistic and leadership training.
CONCLUSION/COMMENDATION
We want to firstly thank God for allowing us to serve Him through the Department of
Evangelism and Missions; secondly, to Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr. for his moral support; to
our COM, Rev. George D. Wilson for his continued advice and team spirit; to our hard working
staff and volunteers, for the cooperation and sacrifice; and to our local and international
partners, for the financial support. May God bless us all as we strive for the faith for the
Gospel.
For the Liberian Harvest,
Respectfully submitted by:
Pastor Matthew B. Williams
Director, DEM/LAC/UMC

Department of Christian Education
Greetings:
Members of the Department:
This Department has as Director D. Bolee Cheechea, I (Rev.) and as secretary, Sis. Thelma A.
Cooper. Meanwhile, the following persons have agreed to be volunteers: Bro. Nyankun Togba of
Trinity United Methodist Church-Monrovia, and Bro, Conrad Porte of Martha Tubman Memorial
United Methodist Church-Monrovia.
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I.
Programs and Activities:
During the period under review, we at the Department were not able to have done what we
planned. This was due to the Locked Down as a result of Corona Virus in our country-Liberia, and
other parts of the world.
Amidst this perilous period, however, God guided us in doing something’s:
A. Outreach / Visitation (phone calls and face to face)
We were able to greet and talk to some of our church school workers, superintendent and
teachers in Monrovia, Sinoe and Maryland on matters pertaining church school and how to make
it more vibrant and with life. For example, we spoke on how to set up the classes to enhance
effective teaching and learning so as to have better learning outcomes.
B. Preparation of lectionary, teaching and learning materials
In addition to the materials written by the former Director of Christian Education, Rev. Joseph T.
Garkpee, we have prepared the following materials and have them available to help pastors,
church school workers and superintendents, Christian Education teachers, local church leaders
and members:
1. Sin
2. Freewill
3. Grace
4. Nomination and Leadership Development committee in the local church
5. The composition, Duties and Functions of the Staff Pastor. Parish Relations committee
6. The Election, Functions and Duties of a local church Lay leader
7. How to read and respond to God’s word, and some church related terms
C. Christian Education Radio Program:
It is also important to let you know that we have designed a Radio Program. It is intended to
enable us discuss Christian Education matters on our conference Radio Station –ELUM 98.7. It
will help the children, the youth, the young adults , the women and the men listen, learn and
respond to Christian Education matters in our church, we hope to do it once a week-Saturday. It
is our prayer to get your endorsement and support.
D. Leader Training:
We had one training workshop with our volunteers, church school superintendents and church
school workers in the Monrovia area. The first was done for two volunteers and five church school
workers, and the second was done for Monrovia District church school workers the following were
taught:
1. How to set up the church school classes, what and how to teach to get good results and
how to keep them active and effective
2. Raising and Managing the church school fund/offerings.
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3. Integrity
II.

Present challenges, prospects opportunities and Recommendations for progress:

A. Present challenges
The lack of laptop or desktop computer is a serious challenge at the Department of Christian
Education. As a result, we do much of our work along the streets at commercial typing areas.
Further, we were unable to produce the expected, appropriate and relevant materials to enhance
ministry, church school, Bible studies and improve the lives of the members of our church.
In addition, the Christian Education is not observed by many districts and their churches. As such,
the ten percent (10%) that every local church should send to the Department is not forth –
coming. This also makes things more difficult.
B. Prospect opportunities:
While we remain focused, diligent and committed to bringing about positive, appropriate and
relevant changes to the Department of Christian Education, it is our ardent prayer and fervent
hope that our District superintendents and pastors will give more attention to the Christian
Education programs of the church, and become even more participators. Therefore, while we
hope in all our efforts to cordially coordinate, cooperate, collaborate and consolidate, the words
of Albert Einstein must keep in our hearts and minds that we cannot keep doing the same thing
over and over again and expect different results. We must jointly embark upon new ways to get
positive new results; for Together Everyone Achieves More (TEAM).
C. Commendation:
Many thanks and appreciation to you, Bishop Quire, on my appointment as Director of Christian
Education.
My gratefulness extends to Rev. Innis L. Miller, and Rev. Julius Y. Collins, II, about their touch on
my ministry.
Our gratefulness and appreciation extend to Bro. David Guinkpa and the GBGM family on enabling
us to get a printer.
With thankful heart, I recognize the diligence, respect and honesty of the secretary of the
Department of Christian Education, Sis. Thelma A. Cooper.
I am humbled to express my thanks to my beloved wife, Agatha W. Collins–Cheechea and my
son, Bishop D. Bolee Cheechea, II, on their countless services retendered.
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D. Recommendations
In order to get support and to enhance the Christian Education programs and activities we are
pleased to recommend the following for progress:
1. That all District superintendents put in their calendar of events the Christian Education
week and Sunday (2nd Sunday of April), ensure that planned activities are held, and ensure
that the Department receives its ten percent (10%)
2. That the cabinet views and approves the establishment of the Christian Education Radio
Program, so that we can have a one hour radio program.
E. Conclusion:
We are confident that if we make Christian Education a top priority in our homes, in our
communities, in our local churches, in our districts and in our entire Annual conference, ignorance
will be dispelled, interests will be aroused, hearts and minds will be focused on teaching and
learning, and our lives will be enriched; we will work harder for Christ, and can be sure of our
salvation both now and in the future. Therefore, let us coordinate, cooperate, collaborate and
consolidate our efforts and make Christian Education great in our conference, so that the world
will see us and know that we are not just a preaching church, but also a teaching and learning
church.
Let me leave with you the words of my late and foster mother, Mrs. Sarah Jane Dade (Ma-lil-ma1890-1990), “Dare to be right, dare to be true”. If you have a work that you know others can do,
do it so bravely, so kindly and so well, and angels will hasten a story to tell”.
Work while time is in your favor!!
Yours in Ministry,
D Bolee Cheechea, I, Director
(0770-462-162/0886-409540)

LAC-UMC Central Office Chaplaincy
Greetings
We are grateful and may the Lord bless and increase us, in strength and deals to be active,
regular and loving Staffers who own the chapel. May those who know but have not accepted
the chapel belonging to them, join us to serve to the pleasure of the Lord. The below names
are recognized for their extra services and contributions made in the life of the chapel. They
are: Mth. Hawa Cole- she provides us monthly Communion Elements and serve as SPRC.
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Mth. Frances Porte, she provides us candles and linens to dress the Communion table. The
Weeks family provides us candle stamp and cross for the Alter Table.
Non Methodists who appreciate the chapel and join us in service at all times. The Conference
Deaconesses for preparing the table every first Wednesday headed by Mth. Sarah Life, Sis.
Florence Allison for keeping the chapel clean. Rev. Dorothy Macaulay, for her Special assistance
to the chapel in the presence or absence of the Chaplain. Sis. Lucky TKW Vanceay who serve
the chapel as Treasurer. She had deposited 10% from a offering raised during chapel worship
services. May the Lord bless you and everyone for such services we are rendering to our God
and Savior Jesus Christ. The Staffers at the Conference Center gather together on every
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 9:30 am -10:am to worship -praying, asking and
thanking the Lord for his grace, mercy and providence upon us all as individual or group; His
strength and protection which keep us active and alive, carrying on our calling and
responsibilities interceding for our families, Societies, residents and the government of Liberia;
giving special attention to those who are In need for consolation, comfort healing and or
deliverance; praying for peace and unity in the general Christian Church and the United
Methodist Church at home and around the whole wide world.
NECROLOGY: We regret the home going of our Friends, Rev. James Smallwood, Associate
Chaplain and Bro. Joseph Zor, Chief of Security. May their souls rest in peace with the Lord until
we meet.
Generally the Chapel family is concerned for one another. The Social concern Committee reach
out to those who have fallen into some kind of trials and temptations, death, sickness and other
unbearable situations, we pray and share with them some cold water. The Chapel family
provided me enough in finance and Kinds during the wedding of my daughter. I am grateful to
this wonderful family. May God bless each of them, for more in their lives. Amen
May the Lord Bless and Guide us all.
Yours.
Rev. Weh Weah Betieh, Sr., Chaplain
Marco Prout-Dennis
(betiehw@gmail.com)
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b)

Pillar Two - Financial and Infrastructure Management,
Accountability & Stewardship

Office of Board of Trustees
Greetings:
We bring you greetings of love and peace in the name of our Lord and Master, who has
sustained us and blessed our collective efforts throughout this reporting period. We want
to thank God for His saving grace upon us from the deadly Corona Virus that took away
the lives of our love ones. We also want to extend our profound thanks and appreciation
to Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr., who continues to afford us the opportunity to work in his
administration.
Brothers and Sisters in Christ, this assembly remains vital as far as the Church’s life and
ministry which require the total participation of all of us, are concerned. As we emerge
from this Gathering, the various program agencies and work units are strengthened to
fully contribute to the task of church growth and nation building. It is therefore our hope
and prayers that our deliberations will continue to generate the means of contributing
positively to the work of the United Methodist Church in Liberia, and exalt the name of
Jesus.
During the period under-review, the affairs of the Board of Trustees were conducted by
the Director and one staff, Bro. James T. Zoegar’II However; the Secretary position is
vacant, due to the transferred of Bro Samuel Karr to the General Board of Education as
Associate Director. We praise God Almighty and our Bishop for the preferment and
promotion.
Activities:
1. Payment Schedule:
For the period under review, there were no actual activities due to the pandemic
(Coronus Virus) which locks down the whole world. It was difficult to collect rentals
payment. However, we were able to collect about 90% of the rental payments.
2. Episcopal Vehicle:
We are pleased to inform the Conference that in collaboration with the Episcopacy
Committee and the Business Office, the Board of Trustees was able to purchase a
vehicle for the use of the Resident Bishop.
3. Gift from Dr. Kanda Golofale:
In April 16, 1999, Dr. Kanda Golofale wills the Liberia Annual Conference, the United
Methodist Church Four Hundred (400) acres of farm land in Geihpa Town, Zor Clan,
Gompa District, Nimba County. The Tribal Land Certificate and other related
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documents were left with the late Mr. Peter Selekpo. We want to inform the conference
that we were able to find the children of the late Mr. Selekpo, at which time the
documents were turn over to the Board of Trustees through UMRAP. All legal
documents including the deed are in the possession of the Trustees.
4. Board of Pension Project:
The Board Pension expressed their interest in portions of the Dwazon Land, to erect
housing units for the low income earners. However, the Board of Trustees along with
members of Pension went to the sight for assessment to find out if there were available
sports for the project
before the Board decide to give them authorization. Based on assessment, the entire
properties have been encroached upon with the exception of the football field.
5. The Aging Ministry:
The entire surrounding of the Ministry to the Aging had been encircled by encroachers,
at which time the Director to Aging Rev. Anna S. Kpaan convey a meeting with the
Board of Trustees to see how best the issue of encroachment could be resolved.
6. White Plain Retreat Center:
The White Plain Retreat Center as you may know lies in a deplorable condition. The
center is one of our historical sights which was named in honor of our first indigenous
Bishop, Bishop S. Trowen Nagbe, therefore, we should never forget the Center. Our
recommendation to the Conference is that a quarterly or bi-annually budget of Twenty
Thousand United States Dollars (US$20,000.00) be put aside for renovation work on the
center.
7. Dwanzon Land:
The issue of encroachment on the Dwanzon has become a national anthem, as we speak
65% of the land had been encroached upon. Moreover, the most recent area which is
now occupied is the surrounding of the Old Folks home.
Meanwhile, about 2 years ago, the Board of Trustees had several meetings with the
encroachers (about 65 persons) to inform them that the property of which they are
residing belong to the United Methodist Church, they consented and we needed a way
forward. Based on the foregoing we recommend that the Chancellor, through the court,
request the encroachers pay lease rental or rebuy the land.
8. The Decousey Land;
The Decousey Land is seriously under an embarrassing situation. One of the Care Takers
in person of Mr. Albert McGail furnished the Trustees with the information that the poro
Society issue in the area is becoming tensed. This means that the country devil has no
time to only when schools are in section or sometimes churches. During their appearance
of the devil, people lost their belonging and life stocks, etc. This poses threats for
students and church goers who are none members.
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Recommendations:
Please see below the following recommendations;
1. That a quarterly or bi-annual budget of Twenty Thousand United States
Dollars ($20,000.00) be put aside for renovations’ work of the S.T. Nagbe
Retreat Center.
2. That a budget put aside for legal actions in support of our Chancellor to secure
the Liberia Annual Conference, the United Methodist Church properties in and
around Liberia.
Commendations:
We want to take this time to thank our Resident Bishop, Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr.
immense spiritual advice and support, the Chairperson and Board Members, The District
Superintendents, agencies/departments and the Treasurer’s Office of the LAC/UMC for
their understanding and cooperation. My sincere gratitude to my beloved husband Mr.
Andrew W. Kronyanh for his unrelenting support and pieces of advice in this endeavor;
and finally, my hardworking staff for his tireless efforts in running the office.
As we begin this New Year, 2021, with new enthusiasm and commitment, we must use
what we have to sustain ourselves as a blessed Church of God. For, if we do not use
what the Lord has given us, he will surely take it from us.
With this renewed life-force of commitment for 2021, we remain.

Respectfully submitted
Sis. Eliza D.J. Kronyanh
Director, Board of Trustees, LAC/UMC
Approved:
Bro. Henry N. Brunson
Chairperson, Board of Trustees, LAC/UMC
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Liberia United Methodist Empowerment Foundation (LUMEF)
Introduction and Greetings
I bring you greeting on behalf of the Board of Directors of the Liberia United Methodist
Empowerment Foundation (LUMEF) and my family. LUMEF is pleased to submit her annual
report covering the period February 2020 to March 2021.
God has find a way of escaped for us from the COVID 19. Another opportunity to execute our
stewardship as we serve the Liberia Annual Conference, United Methodist Church. In life
journey, fast runner do not always win the race and the brave do not always win the battle. The
wise do not always earn a living and the intelligent people do not rise to high position. Bad luck
happen to everyone but it is always good to battle against the challenges and strive to finish
what you start (Eccles 9:11).
LUMEF Board Members
1. Bro. Monie R. Captan 2. Bro. John Togba
3. Rev. Dorothy W. Macaulay
4. Sis. Mildred Reeves 5. Bro. Henry W. Brunson
6. Bro. Joseph Duo
7. Sis. Theresa Davies 8. Sis. Angeliqne Weeks 9. Sis. Saydah Miller-Duncan
10. Dr. Samuel J. Quire -

-

-

Chairman
Co-Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Trustee
Member
Act. Lay-leader
Member
Member
Resident Bishop/Ex-officio

Board Activities and Office Operation
The Board of Directors of LUMEF continues to keep alive the oversight of the operation of the
foundation. The secretary Rev. Dorothy W. Macaulay execute the operation of the office
throughout the week from Monday thru Friday. Awareness and sensitization throughout the
Liberia Annual Conference due to the COVID 19 was interrupted.
The withdrawal and depositing of funds transactions were very slow. However, we continue to
engage contributors despite the slow pace.
The project site is expose to looters because the Zenith construction company has withdrawn
from the site and the security is no longer guarding the area. A major cleaning up was done on
the site by brushing and cutting the grass for a phase lift.
Vision of LUMEF
Vision is seeing into the future before it come into being. It is a mental picture of your destiny.
God gave humanity the gift of vision so we can’t live by what we see. It is in this light that we
stand to commend and applaud past and present leaders for being innovative and creative for
the establishment of LUMEF. The desired to make the church self-sustainable for the
advancement of the kingdom of God and not to rely on partners. It’s very essential, as far as
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positive stewardship is concerned for ministry. The foundation is a prevalent vision throughout
the Liberia Annual Conference which should be given serious attention to execute her function
by buttressing the ministry of the Church. We wish to call on all United Methodist both local and
abroad to continue to support the foundation. If said vision will not be executed, we will be
refer to as failure.
Update on the ongoing Commercial Project
We all are aware of the investment project of the foundation. The foundation of said project
has been completed. The constructor of Zenith Construction Company Bro. Victor Smith has
received the final payment of US$35,000.00 (Thirty Five Thousand United States Dollars)
for additional work done. The ground floor which was estimated to cost US$409,979.44 (Four
Hundred Nine Thousand, Nine Hundred and Seventy Nine United States Dollars Forty Four
Cents) contains eight stores.
Bishop and members of the Liberia Annual Conference, there is a saying “That Rome was not
build in a day time”. This investment is in the interest of the Liberia Annual Conference, the
United Methodist Church. Therefore, let us collaborate and network for the implementation of
this construction work and save us from this shame of looking for outside investors.
A way forward for the Commercial Project
As a way forward to execute the construction work, in consultation with the varies Board
Chairman, Bro. Monie R. Captan and Bro. Henry Brunson of Trustee, Sister Eliza Kronyehn and I
have begun the ground work by soliciting the possibility of getting loan from Banking institution
in the amount of US$409,979.94 (Four Hundred Nine Thousand, Nine Hundred and Seventy
Nine United States Dollars Forty Four Cents) to commence the eight stores for commercial
purposes. Upon completion proceeds, will gradually complete the second and third story and
bring our dream to reality.
Summary of Accomplishment
Financial Status LBDI
BF Liberia Currency BF United States Dollars
BF Oversea
Date
02-10-2020
02-13-2020
02-13-2020
Date
11-20-2020
02/12/201

-

LD$41,197.00
US$883.00
US$12,956.93

The Supplementary listing of 2020 contributors
Church/Institution
Amount
First U M Church
100,000
Garaway
5,000
J.L. Morris
60,350
2021 Contributors
Church/Institution
Amount
Kakata/Farmington
15,000
Tappita District
5,000

District
Monrovia
Garaway
Monrovia

District
Kakata/Farmington
Tappita
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Commendation
We want to express our gratitude to the Bishop Dr. Samuel J. Quire for leading the people
called United Methodist in a peaceful and harmonious atmosphere, we pray that God will grant
you extra strength to complete what we started and end your tenure by accomplishing your
mission.
We want to recognize the entire United Methodist Church, Liberia Annual Conference for
embracing this vision for her valuable contribution into an investment of a commercial project.
Allow me to say a big thanks to the First United Methodist Church family, our Director of
General Education, Rev. Christopher Marshall and the institutions, Monrovia District Women for
the tireless effort in striving to see this vision comes to reality.
Conclusion
We are in transit church, this is not our final destination. We will all give account on our
stewardship so let us finish what we start.
On behalf of the Liberia United Methodist Empowerment Foundation Board of Directors, I ask
that we all redouble our efforts in implementing this worthy cost.
May God bless us all.
Respectfully submitted
Rev. Dorothy W. Macaulay
Coordinator, LUMEF
Approved:

Bro. Monie R. Captan
Chairman, LUMEF
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Pillar Three - Agriculture & Rural Development

c)

United Methodist Rural & Agricultural Development Programme
(UMRADP)
Greetings:
We, the Leadership Team are indeed under obligation to continue to give accounts of our
stewardship as the chief administrators of the United Methodist Rural and Agriculture
Development Program (UMRADP) of the Liberia Annual Conference, The United Methodist
Church. In mid-March, 2020, just at the start of the 2020 Conference Year, the Episcopal Head
of the Liberia Area, Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr. in consultation with the Executive Committee of
the Liberia Annual Conference effected the closure of all Church related activities in compliance
to the preventive measures for the control of the deadly Covid-19 pandemic. This lockdown
remained in force for a period of seven (7) to eight (8) months, from March – September, 2020.
It is interesting to inform the Conference that during the period mentioned, UMRADP could not
halt some strategic agricultural activities; as it was highly unrealistic to fully suspend food
production activities. Insodoing, all Agriculture Projects and Mission Stations around the
Conference operating under UMRADP remained in operation during the Covid-19 Lockdown and
the following activities were undertaken and with their respective achievements; as follows:
1. We continue coordination, monitoring and networking with Mission Station agriculture
components through means of communication include phone calls, emails and text
messages.
 Ganta Mission and UMRADP through the mediation efforts of Bishop Quire
entered a gentlemen agreement in which Ganta Mission through its
Superintendent, Rev. Pricilla Gilayeneh offered an investment package worth
United States Dollars five thousand (US$5,000.00) to UMRADP. Under this
agreement, poultry production and beekeeping activities have been introduced in
White Plains. Most of the funding was given in kinds, except for the funds require
for operations and minor renovation of the poultry facilities.
2. Maintenance works in White Plains and Decoursey continued along the St. Paul River in
Rural Montserrado County; as UMRADP demonstration projects.



Progress in White Plains:
(1) The livestock program in White Plains has expanded from only small
ruminants (i.e. sheep and goats) to include pigs and chickens. The funding
received from Ganta Mission was used to facilitate the renovation of one poultry
facility and the purchase of 250 birds from the Ivory Coast which were brought
in through Ganta Mission. Evidently, poultry production will now continue in
White Plains.
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 (2) The funds were also used to introduce beekeeping by initiating five beehives.
Some of the beehives have been colonized and we expect to harvest honey very
soon.
 . (3) Variety of crops including ten (10) acres of Cassava (Manihot esculent), one
(1) acre of yam (Dioscorea alata) intercropped with twenty (20) plantain suckers
and ½ acre of pineapple (Ananas comosus) are under maintenance. Pineapple is
being harvested during this heavy season.
Decoursey:
The tapping of a ten (10) acre rubber farm was initiated in Decoursey following
its rehabilitation. We are also monitoring the Decoursey Farmland through
assigned care-takers.
One of the greatest among our achievements during the period under review is
the establishment of full control over the 400 acres of land acquired from the
late Dr. Kinda Golafale in Geihpa, Gbehlay-Geh Chiefdom, Gbehlay-Geh
Administrative District, Nimba County. In 2017, a team from UMRADP visited the
site and it was discovered that the land was 100% intact in the custody of one
Mr. Peter Saye Slelekpo since the early 1990’s and it remained in his care at the
time of the team’s visit. Therefore following consultation with the Directress of
the Board of Trustees, it was agreed that an honorarium in the amount of
US$1,000.00 would be given to Mr. Slelekpo for all of those who were involved in
the safekeeping of the parcel of land.
Notwithstanding, the provision of this honorarium was greatly delayed until
recently when it was released by the Business Office through the intervention of
the Bishop and the cooperation of the Directress of the Board of Trustees,
Mother Eliza J. D. Kronyanh. Although Mr. Slelekpo died last year, but the
honorarium was paid to his children whom he left in charge and upon the receipt
of said funds, they formally turned over the documents for land. It is noteworthy
to inform the Conference that the title deed for the 400 acres is also the archives
of the Board of Trustees.
Our challenges: Our challenges as we have reported over and over and again,
remain the same in reference to financial constraints, lack of mobility, and
impasse over the land audit requested by GBGM. We have identified and
scrutinized land professionals who have submitted a proposal. Notwithstanding,
it is still not approved neither is it being funded.
It is regrettable that UMRADP nominee to the 2020 Rural Leadership Training
Program of the Ancient Rural Institute (ARI) in Japan, Miss Mary S. Ylatun, a
2019 graduate of the College of Agriculture and Forestry and a contractor with
UMRADP could not go to Japan like other participants from Sierra Leone and
Liberia due to the outbreak of Covid-19 Pandemic.
It is also unfortunate that Brother Ezekiel Tye Freeman, UMRADP Associate
Director gained admission at Africa University in 2020, but could not be admitted
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for the 2020 -2021 academic year due to lack of funds; however, said admission
has been rescheduled for the August, 2021 semester term.
Acknowledgement: It is indeed gratifying to acknowledge the cooperation and support of the
Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr. and the Chairman and members of the Conference Committee on
Agriculture and Rural Development. In a special way, we want to recognize the cordial working
relations with the Ganta United Methodist Mission Maintenance Ministry and the Business Office.
Finally, we also appreciate the working relations with our Mission Stations and other projects.
“To God be the glory for great things he has done”
Respectfully submitted,
Rev. Joseph T. Theoway
Director, UMRADP, LAC/UMC

Ganta United Methodist Mission Station
Greetings:
Bishop Samuel J. Quire, dean of the Bishop’s Cabinet, Cabinet members, Rev. George D.
Wilson, Jr. Director the Connectional Ministries and members of the conference!
We bring you greetings on behalf of the Ganta United Methodist Mission Station Family at the
seat of this 188th Annual Session of the Liberia Annual Conference held in Gbarnga, Bong
County.
The Ganta Mission Station Maintenance Ministry report covering the year under review, 2020
The Mission Station is grateful to God, for its agriculture program in the midst of the Covid-19
pandemic. During the lockdown our office and the farmers worked from 7:30 am - 2:00pm
daily. We observed the curfew and tried to keep safe the completion of clearing and cultivating
of land was delayed due to the restricted hours and caused a reduction in crops production.
Nevertheless, the curfew didn’t totally stop the Ganta Mission Station from working with local
farmers through her Sustainable Agriculture Program. Two trainings for local farmers in pig,
beekeeping and snail rising were conducted in February and March 2020.
The following persons were the facilitators for the training:
Mr. Ezekiel Freeman, who presented on snail and improved Bee keeping
Mr. Joseph Blasin and Racy Qonqui presented on improved pig farming.
Thanks to our facilitators for a wonderful job done during these two days! The Agr-Extension
program continues to work with local farmers within 36 communities. There are 24 pig farmers
in different communities, 15 improved bee keepers and others into beans and cassava farming
within the Gompa District.
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The Agri-extension pogrom extended to White Plains, LAC/UMC Agriculture program, 230 chicks
and five bee hives were given to the project in partnership.
The mission station harvested her 42 plots of low land rice planted and realized 25 bags of
25kg clean rice.
Poultry, 295 chickens (broilers) raised, and sold during Christmas and at the Gompa District
Conference, generating one thousand seven fifty dollars ($1,7500 plus LD$ 120,000
5-6 months piglets 25, 3-4months piglets 40, one month and weeks piglets 32, boar 5 and sow
8 numbers of pigs 110. The ginger farm did not yield well harvested two bags in April 2020.
The problem was it still too long in the ground. After harvesting, the mission station brought the
first fruits of her labor to the church, and gave the first fruits chicken and rice to our District
Superintendent, the Reverend Aaron O Yekee, the associate pastor Rev Jerry N. Kandea at the
Miller McAlister UMC including four of our pastors at the Mission station.
All other projects continue: cows, oil palm, honey, guest house etc.
Land Issue: Mr. Fred Surah is still encroaching and selling the land even through the case is in
court. The case is in Sannquellie Circuit Court scheduled to be held on March 2nd 2021
The “Gonglo and the Associate Law firm”, working in collaboration with our Annual Conference
Chancellor brother Powo C. Hilton and Chancellor James N. Gilayeneh as legal counsel for the
case.
Ministry areas:
The Ganta Hospital continues to provide quality health services to the public in these
challenging times. The Hospital is under taken a Solar Project currently with the support of The
General Board of Global la Ministry to reduce electricity expense at the Hospital.
United Methodist University/ College of Health Sciences: The school through its dean
Mr. Clinton Zeantoe continues to provide excellent leadership to the school with the enrollment
of 417 for academic year 2020/2021.
The Ganta United Methodist School: commenced the academic year 2020/2021 with the
enrollment of 925 and completed the academic year 2019/2020.
Miller McAlister UMC:
The church conducted all her activities during the year and hosted a youth camp for the Gompa
District under the theme; Camp Integrity 2020, from December 22-27. It was amazing, fun filling
and learning in the Lord, no better way to spend the Christmas than this.
Commendation
Our Thanks to our partners for their prayers financial support toward our ministry: the North
Carolina Conference, the Illinois Great River Conference, North Georgia Conference, East Ohio
Conference, Goshen UMC in Indiana Conference, Minnesota and Texas Conferences.
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Special thanks to Bishop Samuel Quire for his continue support, my husband the James N.
Gilayeneh for his support and to the Ganta Mission Station Council members for being good
team members
In Mission Together
Rev. Priscilla Legay- Gilayeneh
Superintendent, Ganta Mission Station
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d)

Pillar Four - Education, Human Capacity Development &
Outreach

Department of General Education & Ministry
Introduction:
As it relates to the mission and vision statement of the teaching and learning ministry of the
Liberia Annual Conference, The United Methodist Church and the educational sector of our
country and that of the Liberia Annual Conference five (5)- year approved Strategic Plan, which
captures the Department of General Education and Ministry, under pillar four (4), referencing our
strategic objectives, to provide quality general and Christian education and capacity building skills
to members of the Church and the Liberian community, as well as the holistic development of the
Church and society, it behooves me to report at the Seat of this 188th Session here, in the City of
Gbarnga, Bong County, the Republic of Liberia, on the educational activities of our Church,
covering 2019/2020 school year, with focus on the following:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Greetings
The Administrative Structure of the Department
Schools Enrollment Statistics, 2019/2020
Academic Status of WASSCE
Summary Update on Local Income and Donor Funds
New Plans for 2020/2021 School Year
Commendations/Conclusion

A. Greetings:
Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr., and Members of this Conference, I bring you Christian greetings on
behalf of the Chairperson and Members of the Board of General Education, and my Associate
Directors and Staffs of the Department, in the name of our risen Savior, Jesus, the Christ.
B. Administrative Structure of the Department:
For the period under review, we wish to report that the Department of General Education and
Ministry has eight (8) personnel which include: Director, Rev. Christopher G. Marshall; Associate
Director for Instruction and Supervision, Sis. Helen Roberts-Evans; Associate Director for
Administration and Scholarship, Bro. Samuel K. Karr; Chief Accountant, Bro. Cephas Williams;
Warehouse and Procurement Manager, Bro. Samuel S. Thompson; Executive Secretary, Sis.
Nassah P. Caulker; Driver, Bro. Koikoi Flomo; and Bro. James Sengbe, Office Assistant.
To have an efficient, proactive, and active department, we still need at least two more associate
directors- one for Statistics, and one for Scholarships. Unless these positions are created, the
Department will still have some challenges in carrying out its holistic functions. From this
backdrop, we saw it expedient to work alongside the United Methodist Schools Principal
Association to enhance the smooth working relationship and implementation of the various
policies of the school system, which has allowed us to make some strives in reaching
administrative decisions. It is our hope and aspiration that God will use us to reach out to find
faithful men and women in the field to occupy those vacancies to better carry out God’s work in
this department.
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C. School Enrollment Status & Statistics 2019/2020
Even in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic that engulfed the entire world, we are glad to report
to this conference that, by the saving grace of God, we were able to end the 2019/2020 school
year successfully, especially with many of our 27 High School’s students performing very well in
the just ended West Africa Secondary School Certificate Examination (WASSCE) as you will see
in the statistical data below.
United Methodist Schools 2020 WASSCE Results
School

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

J. J. Roberts
J. L. Morris
College of West
Africa
St. Matthew
Trinity
John Kofi Asmah
Henri Wilmot Dennis
Bishop Arthur F.
Kulah
Anderson Weamah
Urias B. Freeman
I.J. Williams
Harriette E. Bailey
George V. Gibson
Quest
John Wesley
W. P. L. Brumskine
Tubman Gray
Ganta
Agnes Labala
Tappita
Zwedru
Jasper Grant
J. S. Pratt
Harrison Grigsby
J. J. Dickson
Eric Scott Memorial
TOTALS

Reg.

Sat

Passed at
least 2
subjects

Eco

Geo

His

Lit

Eng

Math

Bio

Chem

Phys

97
151
150

96
147
137

95
41
130

19
1
63

25
22
44

71
70
38

82
5/49
53

92
54
129

86
6
11

29
0
11

0
3/30
0

36
0/30
116

106
59
29
61
94

102
57
28
57
88

91
3
14
52
66

54
3
2
44
0

4
0
0
7
1

67
12
2
4
6

0
6
15
25
1

39
5
13
17
83

96
2
6
57
66

3
0
1
0
0

6
0
0
0/1

17
0
0
1/1

32
4
64
97
98
113
61
83
110
123
31
31
82
109
63
47
11
11

32
4
64
94
95
112
59
81
109
122
31
30
78
99
58
44
11
8

0
0
18
92
88
107
2
79
109
4
5
0
0
57
56
43
8
6

0
0
5
0
0
0
0
76
0
0
0
0
1
0
54
40
0
7

0
0
0
6
0
60
0
78
18
2
0
0
0
10
2
0
0
7

0
0
1
93
37
108
4
79
99
5
14
0
1
73
57
31
11
5

0
0
0/27
19/32
0
27/64
0
69/102
1/47
0/11
0
0
4
0
7
0
0/7

1
0
16
87
82
84
13
63
107
2
6
0
0
60
13
44
8
0

0
0
64
65
95
70
0
76
108
0
0
0
0
12
54
4
0
0

0
0
0
7
3
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

0/8
0
0/13
12/62
0
0/48
0
0
6/7
0/73
0/11
0
0
0
2
0/30
0
0/1

0/8
0
0/13
14/62
15
7/48
0
5
2/7
0/73
0/11
0
0
4
0
0
0
0/1

1913

1878

1166

369

286

888

314

1006

878

58

29

217

United Methodist Schools 2019/2020 Enrollment
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

HIGH SCHOOLS
J.J. Roberts
John L. Morris
College of West Africa
St. Matthew
Trinity
John Kofi Asmah

MONROVIA DISTRICT
Sinkor, Montserrado
Paynesville, Montserrado
Monrovia, Montserrado
Logan Town, Montserrado
New Kru Town, Montserrado
West Point, Monrovia

Mr.
Mr.
Rev.
Mr.
Mr.
Rev.

PRINCIPAL
Samuel Sagbeh
Glenn Pelenah
Paye Cooper Mondolo
Alphonso Sieh
C. Wleh Nyenkan (Acting)
James Fomgbeh

STUDENTS
812
852
349
325
284
511
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7

Henri Wilmot Dennis

8
9
10
11

Bishop Arthur F. Kulah
Urias B. Freeman
Anderson Weamah
Eric Scott Memorial

12
13
14
15

I. J. Williams
Harriette E. Bailey
George V. Gibson
Quest

16

John Wesley

17

W.P.L. Brumskine

18

William V.S Tubman-Gray

19
20

Ganta
Agnes Labala Memorial

21

Diecke

22

Tappita

23

Zwedru

24
25

Jasper Grant
J. S. Pratt

26

Harrison W. Grigsby

27

J. J. Dickson

NO

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

1

Rev. C. W. Duncan Memorial

2
3

Evelyn S. Chapman
New Hope UMW

4

Janice Lee. McClain

5
6

J.C. Early
J. F. Yancy

7

John N. Gwaikolo

8
9
10

Gbloryee
Kpain
Yao-Lepula

Lower New Georgia, Montserrado
ST. PAUL RIVER DISTRICT
Virginia, Montserrado
Robertsport, Grand Cape Mount
Tubmanburg, Bomi
Bopolu, Gbarpolu
KAKATA-FARMINGTON RIVER
DISTRICT
Unification City, Margibi
Duahzon, Margibi
Kakata, Margibi
Cotton Tree, Margibi
WEALA DISTRICT
Wealah, Margibi
Grand Bassa District
Buchanan, Grand Bassa
GBARNGA DISTRICT
Gbarnga, Bong
GOMPA DISTRICT
Ganta City, Nimba
Saclepea, Nimba
GUINEA MINISTRY
Diecke, Guinea
TAPPITA DISTRICT
Tappita City, Nimba
Gee River DISTRICT
Zwedru, Grand Gedeh
CAPE PALMAS DISTRICT
Pleebo, Maryland
Harper City, Maryland
SINOE DISTRIC
Greenville, Sinoe
KRU COAST DISTRICT
Barclayville, Grand Kru

MONROVIA DISTRICT
Clara Town, Bushrod Island
Montserrado
New Georgia, Montserrado
Mount Barclay, Montserrado
KAKATA-FARMINGTON RIVER
DISTRICT
Marshall City, Margibi
ST. JOHN RIVER DISTRICT
Buchanan, Grand Bassa
Tubmanville, Grand Bassa
TAPPITA DISTRICT
Zekepa, Nimba
GOMPA DISTRICT
Gbloryee, Nimba
Kpain, Nimba
Lepula, Nimba

Mr.

Rev. Ishmael Walbuck
(Acting)

362

Mr.
Mr.
Pst.
Pst.

H. Nagbe Botoe
James Kiazalou (Acting)
James P. Zebedee
F. Shaffa Seward

369
141
136
291

Mr.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.

Gregory Goaneh
Charles W. Fiske, Jr.
Rev. Alexander Boe
Lawrence Mbona

250
541
355
490

Rev.

Moses Mulbah

320

Mr.

Abraham Carr

417

Rev.
Dr.

Anna Labala

Mr.
Pst.

Zawolo Zwagele
Stanley Mabah

787
423

Mr.

Niankoye Camara

597

Mr.

Tony Gborlorwolo
(Acting)

346

Rev.

Sam Kanwea

293

Mr.
Mr.

Joseph W. Kay
Scearis Doe/
Management Team

779
488

Rev.

S. Snoh Myers

464

Rev.

John Wreh (Acting)
Total

Day 732
Night 40

305
12,059

PRINCIPAL

STUDENTS
332

Sis

Etta N. Geleplay

Mr.
Mr.

Peter Harris
Saye Wehyee

671
175

Rev.

Emmanuel Bentil

110

Rev.
Rev.`

Aquinas Kulah (Acting)
George Mingle

286
209

Ms.

Surprise Yarwon

115

Pst.
Pst.
Pst.

Prince S. Tokpah
P. Luogon Sayeboe
Suomie J. Tomah

178
265
125
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11

Sanniquellie

12

Tailor- Ta

13

Cestos

14

J. J. Roberts Memorial

15

Mary Allen

16

Anna E. Hall

1
2

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Hope for the Deaf

4

Gretta Moffat UMS
St. John Neepu U. M.
Community School
Zacchaeus Garjay Memorial

5
6
7

Garr
Gbedin
Korsen

8

Samuel Ziah

3

9
10

Francis Asbury
Toe Gbadee Memorial

11

Thomas Brewer

12

Dweken

13

Jemima Camp Freeman

Sanniquellie City, Nimba
GBARNGA DISTRICT
Tailor-Ta, Bong
RIVERCESS DISTRICT
Cestos City, Rivercess
ST. PAUL RIVER DISTRICT
Siafa Keh Town, Grand Cape
Mount
NANA KRU DISTRICT
King Williams Town, Sinoe
GARRAWAY DISTRICT
Atlantic City, Grand Kru

MONROVIA DISTRICT
Monrovia, Montserrado
ST. JOHN RIVER DISTRICT
John Dean Town, Grand Bassa
Borzohn, Grand Bassa
Gboko Town, Grand Bassa
GOMPA DISTRICT
Dingamon, Nimba
Gbedin, Nimba
Korsen, Nimba
RIVERCESS DISTRICT
Kpah Town, Rivercess
NANA KRU DISTRICT
Nana Kru Town, Sinoe
Sinoe
GARRAWAY DISTRICT
Behwan, Grand Kru
KRU COAST DISTRICT
Dweken, Grand Kru
LOFA RIVER DISTRICT
Voinjama City, Lofa

Rev.

Maxwell Moses Gausi

199

Pst.

Harry D. Cooper

298

Rev.

Robert Tommy

204

Rev.

Milton B. Dunbar

Rev.

Toby Pah

Pst.

J. Flahn Nyema
Total

265

202
217
3851

Mr.

PRINCIPAL
David T. Worlobah,II

STUDENTS
54

Mr.

Jerry C. Giah

132

Rev.

Jacob S. Nathan, II

165

Pst.
Mr.
Pst.

Saye M. Nyan
Cooper Paye Qoei (Acting)
Majestu Kruah

96
97
184

Mr.

Johnson S. Yannion/Isaac
B. Trobeh

154

Mr.
Mr.

Jeremiah Dapae
McCauley W. Boe

205
82

Mr.

Frederick Dioh

Mr.

Isaac Sackie

Pst

Prince Cummings
Total
Grand Total

98

252
15196
17429

D. Summary Update on Local Income & Donors Funding
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic which caused the Resident Bishop of the Liberia Annual
Conference, Liberia Area, to suspend worship activities in the local churches for about three (3)
months, we were not able to raise all the necessary funds in line with our fiscal budget2019/2020.
Howbeit, we are glad to share with you this update of our financial status for the period January
2020 through February 2021. Please note that these are all designated funds in these various
accounts sent to DGEM for disbursement.
Local Source(s)/ Summary
Income………………………………………………………………
Expenditure………………………………………………………….

L$403,180.00
(L$354,550.00)
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Balance

L$48,630.00

Foreign Sources /Summary
Incomes:
The Advance #15125B Scholarships for Elementary Secondary, College & Seminary
Education
US$62,198.99
The Uniting Church of Sweden Support for Hope for the Deaf

10,228.75

Central Church, Oslo, Norway Support for Zacchaeus Garjay United Methodist
School

10,115.38

The Advance #3020494 Operation Classroom Indiana

5,076.73

Operation Classroom Indiana wire transfers

19,624.28

Escanaba UMC, Michigan

8,035.00

Total Gifts Received January 2020-Feruary 2021
Total Gifts Received

US$96,143.49

Total Operation Classroom Savings Account 19,624.28
Expenditures
Total Expenditure

($9,294.76)

($67,683.61)

$10,329.52

$28,459.88

E. New Plans for 2020/2021 School Year
Being very cognizant of the Annual Conference’s five (5)-year Strategic Plan that placed the
Department of General Education and Ministry under pillar (4), which empowers us to provide
quality general and Christian education and capacity building skills to members of the Church and
the Liberian community for the holistic development of the Church and Society, we are pleased
to report to this Sitting that, from November 1-2, 2019, the Board of General Education, in
collaboration with the Department met at a planned retreat sponsored by two of our high schools,
specifically, John Lewis Morris and St. Matthew United Methodist Schools, hosted on the campus
of the John Lewis Morris United Methodist School, Weaver Avenue, in the City of Paynesville and
drew up our Strategic Tasks focusing on the following:
I.
To re-brand the school system by recruiting qualified teachers and administrative
personnel (March 2019-2023);
II.
To establish an equitable salary scheme for all teachers and administrators serving in
the United Methodist School System (March 2019-2023);
III.
To facilitate teacher training and human resource capacity development of members
of the church and the community (March 2019-2023);
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IV.

To equip fifteen (15) primary, elementary, and secondary schools with textbooks
prescribed by government and WAEC for implementation from March 2019-2023, God
being our Helper.

F. Commendations:
First, we would like to thank God for life given, and His preservation. We also want to thank
Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr., and Cabinet for the confidence reposed in our abilities to serve our
people through the education ministry of our Church. We would like to also express thanks and
appreciation to our partners, Deborah Moore, friends, family members, spouses, staff persons,
and others for their prayers, advice, support, and love shared with us in the discharge of our
works. May God lead and guide all of us as we strive to do God’s duties here on earth.
G. Conclusion
As we bring this report to a close, let me say that, we are all God’s Servants called out by God,
to serve God’s people through The United Methodist Church with our gifts and talents given to us
by God Himself. Let us remember that as we strive to do so, there will be a day and time to come,
when we shall all be called upon to give account of our stewardship before our Author and Finisher
of our faith. So my friends, may I remind all of us to work while it is yet day, for surely night time
will come when we can no longer work; so let us do all we can to zealously discharge of our
Christian responsibilities in the midst of the raging storms.
God bless.
Respectfully submitted,
Rev. Christopher G. Marshall
Director, DGEM, LAC/UMC
Approved:____________________________
Dr. Mator M.F. Kpangbai
Chairperson, DGEM, LAC/UMC

Liberia United Methodist Development Service (LUMDS)
Greetings/Overview:
This report includes a brief profile of LUMDS, programs and activities of LUMDS and the goals
and values she espouses. This report covers the period March, 2020 to January, 2021; including
highlights on achievements, challenges and recommendations.
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Introduction/Administration:
The Liberia United Methodist Development Services, LUMDS, is a registered Non for-profit
Organization of the United Methodist Church in Liberia with focus in Education, Health, WASH,
Empowerment and Capacity Buildings. LUMDS is supervised by a seven members Board of
Directors; and the day-to-day activity is managed by a senior management team. LUMDS Goals
is to provide comprehensive and sustainable social services to Liberians no matter your tribe,
religion, color, sex, or location. The United Methodist through LUMDS remains a beacon of hope
for many Liberians, especially in these difficult times of our country postwar rebuilding process.
Presently, LUMDS is implementing three main
programs and two sub-programs with three main
partners namely; Mission Alliance of Norway,
(Community Integrated need Based Development
Education
Program,
CINDEP),
UMC-Norway,
(Community Development Program, CODEVPRO)
Plan International Liberia, (TB Notification Program)
and Giving Hope to a Child of Norway, (GHTAC).
The year 2020 was a very challenging time for
humankind worldwide; especially for our brothers
and sisters in the United States of America, Europe and other parts of the world. But despite the
many difficulties with the rolling covid19 pandemic and financial recessions; our partners continue
their support from January, 2020 to December 2020 and went beyond the original plans and
budget.
During the period January 2020- December 31, 2020, the Community Development Program
(CODEVPRO) executed projects/programs as planned. Local projects were implemented; reports
were submitted and capacity buildings/trainings were delivered. Board meetings and retreat were
held to develop and conclude policy documents that will guide the management team of LUMDS
as they move the organization forward. During these troubling times, most of our meetings with
partners were held online.
The Community Development program (CODEVPRO) was also evaluated by external consultants
from Kenya, Nairobi. The report was good and the recommendations are being worked on by the
Board and the Management team of LUMDS.
For the year 2020, the Community Development Program (CODEVPRO) adopted for
implementation seven (7) local community projects including ten sets of trainings in different
thematic areas for the communities.
With regards to the above, we are pleased to provide updates on the projects and other activities
beginning January, 2020 to December 31, 2020.
ACHIEVEMENTS
PROGRAMS/PROJECTS:
1. CODEVPRO:
CODEVPRO implemented seven (7) projects
1. (Greeta Moffta United Methodist Elementary School)
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The Greeta Moffa Elementary School is located in John Dean Town, District No. four,
Grand Bassa County. The project started in 2019 with the following objectives; to
rehabilitate the old school and construct a new annex that will provide additional space
for the students and administrators. To date, the following has been achieved, renovation
of the old school is complete, and the annex has been constructed. The facility has about
17 rooms to include 8 furnished classes; three offices; 1 reading room furnished with
textbooks; a store room and four sets of latrine. The school has since been completed
and in use by the students.
2. Klehn Bridge
Klehn Town is located in District # 3 C, Grand Bassa County. This is 175ft long. The bridge
is a partnership project between LUMDS and the government of Liberia through the office
of Senator Jonathan L. Kaipay of Grand Bassa County. The project started
in 2019.
At present, construction work on the bridge is complete including the backfilling as well.
As we await dedication, travelers, vehicles, motorbikes and other motorists are currently
using the bridge. The bridge is connecting three majors counties in Liberia; Nimba, Bong
and Grand Bassa respectively. The bridge is 100% finished with the help of the people
and Government of Norway, the office of the Grand Bassa Senator, Jonathan L. Kaipay,
Community dwellers and LUMDS.
3. Tolomani (WASH)
Tolomani is a traditional town located in Bong County, Jorquelleh District 2 Mouta Clan,
twenty-five minutes’ drive from Gbarnga, the Capitol City of Bong County. The town was
established around 1926 by traditional indigenous people who were from the kpelle ethnic
group, the largest speaking tribe in Liberia.
The town or community has a population of one thousand nine hundred six-three
inhabitants including men, women, children and the elderly). The town is divided into
three quarters.
THE OBJECTIVES:
1. To construct and rehabilitate one hand pump for Tolomani and train seven persons as
Community WASH Committee
2. To enhance the construction of household latrines that will reduce open defecation and
promote better hygiene practices.
The pump is finished; water tested by the Ministry of Health water testing coordinator and
currently, the pump is being used by the community. In the same vein, eight households
now have their own latrines in Tolomani because of our intervention.
The training for community WASH committee (CWC) was conducted by both LUMDS staff
and the Bong County WASH coordinator. The project provided some tools to the
committee for future maintenance of the pump.
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4. YARKPOLOLA (WASH)
Yarkpolola is a town with around 201 persons including women, men and children
including elderly. Yarkpolola is located in Bong County, Jorquelleh District 3. The town
was established around 1946. The habitants are generally farmers and they belong to the
kpelle tribe in Liberia. Over fifty plus years the creeks and streams remain an important
part of their everyday lives; such as drinking, cooking, washing, fishing and many others.
Even though it has caused them problems ranging from diseases to death. The people
have lived with this dilemma for many years now. Today, a new well provide safe drinking
water for the community.
5. TOMUE
Tomue is part of the Gbahnhay Clan, Jorquelleh Dist # 2, Bong County. The towns have 11
other villages connected to it with another 10 villages further away. There are 42 households
in the community. There is no access to clean water for the people in the community. There
is no latrine for household in the community. Also, households have no dish rack and cloths
lines, which speak to serious challenges with hygiene issues in the community. The community
had a single pump that was damaged many years ago prior to our intervention.
Todate, CODEVPRO, in cooperation and partnership with the community, Ministry of Health
and the Bong County WASH Coordinator, Tomue has a new constructed pump that is presently
serving the people. The Community WASH Committee was established and trained and this
was followed by the pump mechanic training and other WASH awareness activities.
6. JUNDU
Jundu Town is located in Garworla District, Grand Cape Mount County and is about two hours’
drive from Monrovia heading to the Capital City of Grand Cape Mount, Robertsport on the
West Coast of Liberia. It has been in existence since the 1800s. The community has about 4
satellite towns connected to it. Jundu and other towns access basic services and amenities
through Monrovia, Sinje which is the provincial capital of the district and Robertsport
especially for health and commercial needs. The education needs of the town since 1958 has
been addressed from the beginning as a mission school which later transitioned into a full
educational facility for meeting the needs of the people of the community as of the early
sixties. The said school constructed since that time has made enormous contributions in
molding the minds of the citizens of the community and is still a vital component for learning
in today’s Liberia.
The school provides the only basic primary and junior high education for a population of 4500
inhabitants and a school going population of around 400 pupils. But presently, the school
itself is in dire straits. The years of existence have had its toll on the building. There is ninety
percent leakage on the entire building as the zinc is in terrible shape. The timbers too on the
roof have deteriorated. The ceilings have all damaged, doors damaged, benches and desk
torn apart or in short supply. This condition normally causes serious embarrassment for
students and teachers especially during the rainy season.
The old school is being reroofed and community members are producing bricks for the teacher
quarter.
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OBJECTIVES:
1. To Rehabilitate the Jundu Elementary and Junior High school and teacher housing in
Grand Cape mount County. Community whereby conducive classroom, library, teacher
lounge, student latrine, etc will be available for the students
2. To provide training for students and members of the PTA so as to enhance learning outside
the classroom and promote effective school management and supervision.
The community training and other procedures to get this project off the ground are
completed including the site selection, production of dirty blocks among others. The
physical renovation work has commenced.
7. KWELIMININ DAIBOLO SCHOOL
K. Diabolo School is located in Bong County, the Central Region of Liberia in a town called
Weinsue. Weinsue has a population of 7000 inhabitants. The school has about 568
students
Boys-247; Girl-321; Teachers 23; Volunteers-5; GOL -18
OBJECTIVES:
3. To construct an annex to be used as high school for the K. Daibolo Public School in
Weinsue Community whereby conducive classroom, library, teacher lounge, student
latrine, etc will be available for the students
4. To provide training for students and members of the PTA so as to enhance learning outside
the classroom and promote effective school management and supervision.
The community training and other procedures to get this project off the ground are
completed including the site selection, production of concert bricks.
PROJECT LOG
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

County

Bassa
Bong
Bong
Bong
Bassa
Bong
Grand Cape Mount

Community

John Dean
weinsue
Yarkpolola
Tolomani
Klehn’s Town
Tormue
Jundu

Category

Education/School
Education/School
Water
Water
Bridge
Water
Education/school

Duration

STATUS

2yrs
1yr
3months
2months
2yrs
2months
2 months

complete
Ongoing
complete
complete
complete
complete
Ongoing

TRAININGS:
LUMDS/CODEVPRO provided series of trainings for eight communities in four Counties; (Bong,
Cape Mount, Bassa and Margibi) in the following disciplines; project management, financial
management, leadership development, WASH/Sanitation, Environment, Gender, conflict
management/ Do No Harm, Pump Mechanic, and the Right Based Approach using both internal
and external facilitators. The department also conducted capacity buildings that focus on
leadership development and other academic related topics for students, parents and teachers as
well. During this training, the students, parents and teachers are taught extracurricular activities
including the establishment of school clubs (health clubs, etc.) at the same time, awareness is
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created for many life challenging situations & deceases; such as personal hygiene, behavioral
change, HIV/ADIS, teenage pregnancy, amongst others.
CAPACITY BUILDINGS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS
No.

Communi
ty

Comm.
Trainin
g&
Frequen
cy

Training
participants
Male & Female

PTA
Traini
ng
Freque
ncy

Training
participants
Male &
Female

WASH
AWAREN
ESS/Pu
mp
Mechani
c
training
frequenc
y

Participants
Male & Female

Heal
th
Awa
rene
ss
Freq
uen
cy

partic
ipant
s

2.

John
Dean
weinsue

2

135 M-80 F-55

2

2

8

M-5 F-3

3

90+

2

80-

M-45 F35

2

2

7

M-4 F-3

2

50+

2

75

M-35 F40

-

2

7

M-4 F-3

2

60

2

2

8

M-5 F-3

2

110

2

95+
50+

8.

Kiamia

1

110
F50
125
F50
45
F20
45
F25

M-60

7.

Yarkpolo
la
Toloman
i
Klehn’s
Town
Tormue

82 M-35
F-47
150 M 90
F60
-

3.
4.
5.
6.

2
2

M-75

-

M-25
M-15

2

8

M 5-F-3

2

2

7

M4 F-3

2

CINDEP PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND RESULTS ACHIEVED
The project in 2020, focused on all its areas of intervention to include health, education, WASH,
and Capacity Development. The project was also engaged with full interventions in areas where
the previous CIEP projects were implemented (Bassa, Margibi, RIvercess). Additionally, the
project implementation in 2020 included activities and interventions in all thematic areas to
include gender, environment, disability, and diaconia service. However, COVID19 was a major
inhibiting factor during the year. It slowed down progress and achievement of goals and also
engendered new ways of community engagement towards achieving project objectives. It is
noteworthy to mention that in spite of COVID19 and all its restrictions, project goals were
achieved as planned. LUMDS also received funding to respond to the pandemic in Liberia reaching
out with awareness messages, sanitation buckets, and others to communities where project
interventions exist. Creating awareness, distribution of buckets, flyers, and stickers. The exercise
served 9,752 households; 56,239 persons with 720 buckets, 1500 flyers, stickers and brochures.
EDUCATION
In 2020, Zebay new annex for the Junior High School was
completed and turned over. This will provide an
opportunity for 500 and more students to conveniently go
to school. The old building constructed since 1964 was
outgrown by the student population. As school year
resumes with COVID19 still an impediment, the new
school is set to provide accommodation for more students
including up to Junior High School. The new school will

Gretta Moffatt UMS, John Dean Town
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also provide a new opportunity for establishing the first high school in the entire clan. In 2020,
the other schools under the program to include Garplay Public School, Nyantakula Public School,
CWC Public School, Tonglaywin Public School, Pengai Public School were all affected by COVID19
in terms of enrolment. Meanwhile, the project remained engaged with students, PTA, and
teachers at different levels providing training and home study programs. LUMDS volunteers with
the addition of printed texts, which was designed due to COVID19, provided training using safe
protocols around COVID19.
While schools are currently opened, and students have been back in the classes, over all
enrolment for all fourteen schools under the CIEP and CIDNEP programs suffered serious
enrolment deficits. To date, schools are reporting around 40-50% enrolment of their preCOVD19
enrolment status. It is hope that these schools will provide learning opportunity for students
continuously as the pandemic subsides and conditions return to normal.
The Zebay school is the first to follow approved Ministry of Education standards for school
structures and was completed and turned over in 2020. Additional two separate public schools
providing educational services got 5 sets of latrines from the project. Each containing 4 cubicles
(2 for females and 2 for males). Kollie Town Public school got 2 sets of latrines, while the John
Mitchell Public School in Gboindoi got 3 sets of latrines. 700 students on these two campuses will
benefit from the intervention. The schools themselves were not built by the project. The latrine
will help to reduce open defecation and poor sanitation in both school’s environment. The project
also maintain engagement with Garplay, the school that benefitted from Teacher Housing and
other schools selected as of 2016. Overall, as of 2020, 14 schools have been covered by the
project directly or indirectly catering for about 4000 students.
WASH
Five additional water wells/hand pumps were provided in 2020 to serve around 200 households
in five new villages/towns. This brings to close to about one thousand households being served
with clean drinking water since 2016. These wells in 2020 were a miracle for many of the towns,
like Gboryama situated on a hill and has never had clean water before. In fact all efforts prior to
our interventions have all proven futile. Today, the community have a source a clean drinking
water.
HEALTH
On the health front, the project ensured that existing health facilities completed and turned over
remained opened for the period and serves their respective communities. In Zebay and Glahns
Town, the two health facilities were engaged with COVID19 awareness and preventative care
including treatment of traditional health problems. Even though shaken by COVID19, the facilities
provided traditional care for people seeking treatment.
The Gbartala Clinic Maternal waiting Home and Nurses
Quarters were dedicated and turned over to the
community in the latter part of December 2020. The three
projects benefitted from in service training for Traditional
Trained Midwives totalling 150 persons. The exercise was
geared toward improving TTMs competence and ensuring
delivery takes place inside the facilities. TTMs were
Kollieta Public School - Institutional Latrine
selected from the three communities.
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Additionally, the project provided COVID readiness back to school kits for all schools in the
program. This included prescribed materials by MOE for reopening of schools after the height of
the pandemic (thermostat, hand washing buckets, soap and detergents, gloves, etc). The school
health clubs in several schools benefitted from training whilst at home using prepared school
health text. The training took place on each school campus. The training was geared towards
helping kids to respond to challenges around health issues in their communities. School health
clubs conducted periodic health engagement with the community during the pandemic.
TRAINING
The COVID19 heavily impacted on our capacity to conduct training in the period under review.
The restrictions prevented the coming together of people which was a hall mark of our training
engagements. However, management found creative ways working with our partners to respond
to needs of the community through training. Project provided for the printing of different amounts
of training booklets for different kinds of community actors and leadership. 500 AEL WASH
Booklets were prepared and reproduce for Community WASH Committees. 100 MOE school health
booklets was prepared for school health clubs. 500 PTA booklets were prepared for PTA leaders
and 500 Leaders Booklets were prepared for all project leaderships. The leadership booklets were
designed from LUMDS leadership training manual. COBIP conducted several layers of training
with leadership and community leaders using the booklets and adhering to COVID19 protocols.
The project provided trainings for local communities and community service providers. Teachers,
Health Club members in schools, students, Project leaders, Community health workers, and other
local community actors, like women and women leaders.
In 2020, About 30 communities under the CIDNEP and CIEP programs received direct training
and follow up engagements with COBIP using the booklets. All 30 communities including existing
local leaderships organized or strengthened as a result of the project local community training or
follow up engagement. All combined leadership training was cancelled due to COVID 19
pandemic. 2 sets of PTA leadership were reorganized for two schools that received latrines. 5
community WASH teams were organized. 9 other communities under the CIDNEP program
received follow up engagements and training at leadership and community levels. Under the CIEP
program 8 sets of PTA leaderships were thoroughly engaged and empowered including local
communities training done on an on-going basis by COBIP volunteers on the grounds. With 7
persons per leadership, around 182 persons (56 for 8 projects active in 2020) with 30% females
were engaged directly or indirectly with better skills to deliver effective leadership in communities
with schools, water wells and health facilities. The CIEP communities benefited from PTA MOE
texts booklets training and received final engagement for phase out. As is, out of the 8 schools
under CIEP, three of the schools are seriously challenged with delivering on quality education due
to lack of teachers and low parents engagements coupled with COVID19 impacts. 4 schools have
bounced back successfully after COVID19 and one school is showing positive sign of improvement
in spite of COVID19 challenges. project also provided for leadership training for schools and
students in 8 schools under CIDNEP program and 8 schools under the CIEP program.
COMMUNITY INTEGRATED EDUCATION PROGRAM (CIEP)
The project intervention with the eight CIEP schools and communities was rewarding. The
COVID19 had a serious blow on enrolment and school activities for the eight CIEP schools. The
1684 student’s population for all eight schools before COVID19 have seen drastic reduction.
Schools are reopening but the impacts from the virus is seriously been felt. Girls enrolment has
seen a sharp decline many of which are due to pregnancy for long stay at home. All eight-schools
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are now opened but picking up from the onslaught of the pandemic will be a long hard recovery
process for many of the schools.
The total teacher enrolment for the schools at 84 persons preCOVID19 is down by 20% for the
new school year post/mid COVID19. The schools had a combined teacher enrolment of 84
persons as compare to 41 when COBIP volunteers began working with the communities. Now,
post COVID that number has shrinked and we have phased out. It is hoped that the PTA as
empowered as they are, will began to work with authorities to get their schools back on track.
Three of the schools received additional help by being enrolled in the Public Private Partnership
Schools program. This is big news for these schools who for many years were out of the radar
from educational authorities at both the local and national levels.
SUMMARY
Overall and in spite of the challenges, the project investment delivered at 98% on meeting targets
for 2020 approved plans. All targets for the year were achieved with challenges in few areas.
With focus on overall project goals, the project provided additional access to education, water
and sanitation, and health care. There are results in the area of health, education, water and
sanitation, and human development that points in said direction. CIDNEP project went through
her final external evaluation as project phased out in 2020. The results show great progress and
delivery of vital services for Liberians in targeted areas. LUMDS and partners agreed to extend
CIDNEP by one more due to COVID19 impacts.
RESULTS
In 2020, 16 schools (2 WASH schools (schools receiving only latrines), 1 completed structure; 5
follow up; and 8 CIEP) were covered by the project, both under the CIEP and CIDNEP programs.
These schools together will create opportunities for more than 4000 students to be in school in
six counties in Liberia. This is huge with regards the challenges of getting rural children to school
around the country. The bigger efforts through several programs to keep teachers in the classes
in all schools have also being greatly helpful. School enrollment has been impacted by COVID19
but will stabilize as we take control of the virus and return to normal. The dropout of students is
huge recovery in this regard will take time. Other conditions for learning like teachers, extra
school activities, parental engagement showed were impacted by the virus and thus negatively
impacted on wholesome learning. 80 teachers (including 14 females) from 10 CIDNEP schools
gained new skills in teaching as they benefitted from in-service teacher training to enhance
learning at CIDNEP schools. Schools are now actively engaged with health activities on campuses
that encourage washing hands but are still struggling with open defecation. Other health
awareness engagements in the communities by students have made incremental steps. There
are schools now that have started regular health tips during devotion which was interrupted by
COVID19. Over 100 health club leaders received training to enhance health club activities on and
off campus. Close to 2000 students on all these campuses received general health awareness
messages and knowledge to remain engage with club activities. PTA meetings for schools are
now more regular. PTAs are also engaging and taking up more responsibilities especially catering
for the needs of volunteer teachers. PTAs are also more engaged in advocacy for better conditions
of teaching and learning at community local schools. Students made outreach to community
once a month or once a week depending on the individual school. The outreach was the first to
happen by students in the communities. When parents see that their kids can get out and talk to
them and other people in the community about health issues they are surprised, encouraged and
motivated and are less likely to see them leave school. Others are encouraged to send their kids
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to school because what they see other kids do. The project was helpful in these six counties of
Liberia in responding to Pillar One of the National Development Agenda for the Country (PAPD)
which focused on “reducing out of school rates and increasing retention and completion rates for
girls, while raising minimum education infrastructure standards for boys and girls and ensuring
appropriate responses to Gender-Based Violence, as a major thrust for human capacity
development”.
The social change component of the project remained a secure medium for facilitating community
behavioural change processes. 10 volunteers in 9 CIDNEP communities reported impressive
results of change at all levels. These volunteers worked with communities in spite of the COVID19
pandemic such that behaviour change in hygiene, social change actions, and awareness around
environmental issues were improved.
LATEST DEVELOPMENT:
LUMDS and her collaborating partners (Riders 4 Health, LAC/UMC Health, and LAC Human Right
Monitor) was one of the many organizations who received an award letter from Plan International
Liberia in December 2020, to implement one of the Global Fund Projects (TB notification in Nimba
and Bong Counties) for three years, 2021-2023. The contract has been signed and the project
has kick-off. Congratulations to LUMDS her collaborating partners.
WEST AFRICA REGIONAL CENTER
The West Africa Regional Center (WARC) is a brain child of the Community Development Program
(CODEVPRO) of Liberia and the Community Empowerment and Livelihood Development (CELAD)
of Sierra Leone. It is a partnership initiative that involves UMU Liberia through the Bishop John
G. Innis Graduate school of Theology and UMU Sierra Leone with focus on Value Based
Leadership.
The West Africa Regional Center has hired a new Coordinator on a contractor basis for three
months probationer period; beginning January-March, after serving his probationer satisfactorily,
he will be awarded a full contract for one year.
COMMUNITY CHANGE AGENT (COPIB)
In order to enhance community behavioral change practices in schools and communities, and
mitigate some of gaps created by the absence of LUMDS presence in the communities, LUMDS
in consultation with her partners, have recruited, trained and assigned 21 college graduates from
the Social Science Department of the United Methodist University and other universities who is
serving as Community Based Change Agents for (12) months. This approach is being welcomed
by the community dwellers and the schools. It is making a lot of impact in the schools. The
volunteers were involved with both the schools and the communities through teaching, meetings,
creating awareness etc.
GIVING HOPE TO A CHILD
The Giving Hope to a Child Program (GHTAC) sponsor by Giving Hope of Norway implemented
by the Liberia United Methodist Development Services (LUMDS) of the United Methodist Church
in Liberia is a humanitarian based program that reached out with Education implements and
Financial Aids for children who are vulnerable, orphans, destitute, disadvantage and students or
children with basic needs. The package includes but not limited to registration/school fees,
uniform, shoes, back bag, copy books, pencils, pen, etc. The program has also provided lighting
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system (solar panels) for two schools (Valleyta Public School located in Margibi County and
Vartekeh & Gbamokollie Towns Public School also in Margibi County) to enhance education
activities in those school, allow dropped out students continue their quest for learning and provide
opportunity for students to study and write their assignments during night hours.
NEW VEHICLES:
In 2020 the UMC of Norway purchased a new land cruiser jeep for the Community Development
Program (CODEVPRO) to be use in Liberia. And there is a plan for our newest partner, Plan
International Liberia to also purchase one for the TB notification Program scheduled to be
implemented in Nimba and Bong counties.
ALIGNMENT WITH STRATEGIC PLAN OF LAC/UMC:
LUMDS activities are inline with pillar four of the LAC/UMC strategic plans; with an objective to
provide holistic development for the church and society. Along this line, LUMDS has remained
helpful to the church and society. LUMDS has reached out to many communities already with
needful interventions because of the church including the rebuilding of the Grette Mafat United
Methodist School located in John Dean Town Grand Bassa County.
CHALLENGES
1. Less money verses huge community demands
2. Parents are appealing for more students on GHTAC Scholarship
CONCLUSIONS/ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Our gratitude to Bishop Samuel J. Quire, jr and his cabinet, our Norwegian partners, LUMDS
Board, Conference officials, including our family, staff and the community dwellers for the
overwhelming support we received during the period under review, especially in the midst of the
pandemic.
Respectfully Submitted
Emma Okai-Wleh
DIRECTOR, DCS/LAC-UMC
Approved:

Cllr. Ruth M.S. Jappah
Board Chairperson, LUMDS

Gbarnga United Methodist Mission Station
Greetings
Let me greet all of you on behalf of the Gbarnga Mission Station as we assemble here in
Gbarnga City, Bong County to celebrate the one hundred and eighty-eighth annual session of
our conference. I hope our meeting here will yield the needed results.
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The Mission Station priority areas include
maintenance, guest house, skill training, swamp
rice production, re-conditioning of the ponds, and
demarcating the land from the three communities.
Maintenance
The Gbarnga School of Theology is actively
involved with the maintenance of the ground
including T-Gray High School and the St. John
UMC. These components of the mission station
experienced serious burglary of cottages, the church building and harassment from criminals
during the COVID-19. Thanks to the leadership of these institutions for collaboration with us
during the lockdown and not forgetting Rev. Dr. Jerry P.Kulah, Rev. Dr.James Z. Labala, and
Rev. P. Cooper Modolo for helping our community with rice and other food items.
Guest House
We received 1,200.00USD for Gbarnga United Methodist Station and Theological infrastructure
development. We renovated six cottages, installed windows bars and commodes, and four
double windows of the guest house were changed from wooden to sliding windows. Thanks to
the donors for the amount and was very timely when we needed to relocate students and
faculty member at the time.
Carpentry Shop
We are anticipating empowering some of our brothers and sister in the community, and we
received 1,437.00 USD through Advanced for skill training at the carpentry shop. We requested
for said amount and attached profoma invoices for the Area Financial Executive to release the
money; we got the money in March before the lockdown, kept the money until July the training
started to December, 2020. The second phase will resume March 1, 2021. We recruited
candidates from Gbarnga District, Kokoyah, and Jorquelleh Districts. Lofa River will be joining
the second phase.
Swamp Rice
This production is in its seventh circle. Thanks be to God for the effort of Dr. James Z. Labala
and Steve Labala as they are trying to extend this project as they cultivate the entire pond. We
pray and thank the donor for the support.
Fish Ponds
We decided to harvest and recondition the pond, but the entire Gbarna community and its
environs came and harvested and took away the fish, we could not contain the crowd that
gathered on that day even the police and army personnel were called to assist in regulating the
activity but to no avail. We are holding on to this project until funds are available for the
project.
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Challenge
Encroachment on the mission station land is a serious challenge and the huge presence of
zogos or less fortunate brothers and sisters who are drugs users on the property. We contacted
the county authorities and the police and they were dislodged from the compound, and after
few weeks, they re-assembled, series of meetings were held to relocate them and we are
waiting to hear from the city and county authorities.
Recommendation
The Mission Station Council is recommending that the Annual Conference approves that long
serving Pastors of our Conference be given house spot at the Bassa and Cotton Tree
Community boundaries of the Mission Station Land for protection of the encroachment.
Commendation
Our gratitude goes to UMRADP, Bishop Quire, Helen Roberts and the leadership of the station
including the four district superintendents residing in Gbarnga for their level of support to the
Station. May the Lord Almighty bless us all.
Respectfully Submitted
Rev. Boyd B. Davies, Sr.
Station Superintendent

Bopolu United Methodist Mission Station
Greetings
We started with the construction of the Gorlu UMC at the new Lofa Mission when the news of
Covid-19 was beginning to spread. The church was completed as shown in the photo above. We
then switched our attention to lunch the computer program at the Bopolu Mission. By May of
2020, it was evident that the necessary precautionary measures had to be in place for the
wellbeing of the students and staffs. So classes were suspended and a plan was designed to
have parents or guardians come on campus to pick up assignments for their children.
These assignments were designed to meet the learning requirements which qualified students for
promotion.
Blessedly, we supplied each student with four to six of the required textbooks which facilitated
their assignments. This continued for the entire second semester. But for the semester's
exams, grade 12 students were brought in for six weeks before writing the school's exams and
then the regional West African Senior School Certificate Examinations.
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Thereafter, students of grades 11 through 7 were brought on campus for eight weeks before
their semester's exams while grade 9 students wrote the regional examination. For the
elementary division, only grade 6 students were allowed on campus to write the school's exams
along with the regional examination.
Finally, the school year ended November 22,
2020 instead of July. Making progress, four of
our students in the senior high division of the
regional examination came highest in our
county, Gbarpolu. This information was made
available to the Dr. Daniel E. Cassel
Foundation—a charity group—and it decided to
honor the three highest from each of our 15
counties.
The vision to establish and build this facility comes from the backdrop of transforming the lives
of children who are from the margins of society into competing individuals whom in return will
develop their communities for the betterment of their kinsmen, community and nation to avoid
the visual circle of poverty, illiteracy, and disease. And this transformation is made possible,
through the gifts of the good and peace loving members of Changing Our Tomorrows, by the
provision of these integrated learning platforms.
During the year under review, we, in preparation for
the 2021 school year, installed the concrete floor of
the basketball foundation along with the poles,
boards and rims. We also installed eight doors at the
middle school and painted both elementary and
middle school buildings as well as the auditorium.
These hands on touching are vital to the holistic
development outcomes of the everyone using these
facilities. The clinic was given a touch to meet the
new guidelines from the County Health Team as mandated by Liberia's Medical and Dental Council
for upgrading our license. This also included the acquisition of Dr. Peter George service as our
covering doctor.
The construction of this basketball court is
another blessing the boys and girls at our school
and, those from the community are grateful for.
Though they have no formal training in this sport
because this is probably the first standard court
ever built in the county, they have seen some of
the NBA games and have developed interest in
the game.
Since they are very excited with their limited
knowledge of the game, we’ve allowed them to play and enjoy themselves. Interestingly, they
are exactly what I anticipated: fun and cheer.
So, having captured their interest, we are putting in place a training program that will help
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them develop basic skills. This is with the help of Aletha who played on the national level, and
some community members who played the game before. The good of all this is that they are
willing to learn and be a part of the FIRST basketball team to come from probably the entire
county.
Enrolment Statistics
Academic Year

Gender
Male
Female

2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020

49
80
94
137
146
143

8
94
113
107
99
148

Total Beginning
Year

120
174
207
244
235
291

Year-end Status

Promoted

Retained

112
160
184
182
156
221

8
14
23
47
26
33

Total
Ending Year

120
174
207
226
202
254

Completion
Rate

100%
100%
100%
99.85%
85.9%
87%

We started in 2014 and had the 100% completion record up until 2019 when we began to
experience a fall in our completion stats. Upon studying the situation, we discovered that there
were many factors contributing to this fall.
Our Traditional Bush Schools that are called the Poro and Sandi were opened for enrollment. For
a better picture, the Poro is for the boys while the Sandi is for the girls. Here, these students get
training that prepare them for family living and qualifies each graduate as a full member of he
culture. As such, they are keen to be a part of the tradition so they wouldn’t be looked at as
outcast. Such is a way of life that has been passed down from time in memorial.
The reason for the 2020 decline or drop out on completion was due to the coronavirus that has
plagued the entire. Most parents, with the experience of the Ebola Virus Disease, EVD, outbreak
that took many lives and left orphans in their number, did not risk sending their children to school.
Although we had a plan in [lace, some parent said their children will learn when they are alive
and well.
Notwithstanding, those some trusted that our community with its single route in and out served
as a shield from the Covid-19 reaching Bopolu. Unfortunately, yet unbelievable for most
residents, one person died of Covid in Bopolu (contracted it from Monrovia).
While these activities were ongoing in Bopolu, we had in place a construction team in total
locked down at the Lofa site to carry on the construction of the elementary building. This locked
down decision was helpful and we completed that project with zero health risk, and met the
implementation timeline.
Brethren, l like to take this time before closing, to extend our deepest condolences to all of you
who may have loss a family, friend or love one during this pandemic. We too, experienced two
losses, a teacher and the school board Chairman. May their souls and the souls of all faithful
departed rest in peace.
In doing all of these work, we who are giving our time, gifts, talents, and resources are
demonstrating good stewardship of God’s creation, and to God. Stewardship characteristics
Some truth to be remembered in relation to stewardship of life include the Diversity of Gifts, Mt.
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25:14-15, which makes us a team; we are doing these exploits as Stewards, not Owners, Lk.
19:13 and the Faithfulness Required, 1 Corinthians 4:2 is evident of each of our commitments to
the cause of CHANGING OUR TOMORROWS .
I hope you find great joy in knowing that your gifts
are helping bring others to Christ, educate our
children, bring hope to the hopeless, and put food
on the tables of those care providers. Without kind
hearted people like you, who are being used by God,
this great act of humility would not have reached us.
Please let me know of how we can be of more
service. So, I, along with Aletha and all the children
at the Bopolu and Lofa Missions, wish to thank you
for your faithful to God’s work through our church. I
pray that together, our actions can lead more and more people to understand the blessings of
this calling of blessing others to live and experience God’s love.
F. Shaffa Seward
Mission Superintendent
fshaffaseward@gmail.com
088-654-4358

Camphor United Methodist Mission Station
GREETINGS
On behalf of the Camphor Mission Station, I bring you sincere Christian greetings in the name of
our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
I am grateful to God Almighty and to our Resident Bishop, Rev. Dr. Samuel J. Quire, Jr. for the
opportunity given me to stare the affairs of this Mission. Since our last annual assembling, another
year of health and bountiful harvest has passed and while it has pleased the Almighty God to
bless us with return of peace we can press on, guided by the best light he gives us trusting in his
own good time all will yet be well.
INTRODUCTION
The Camphor Station been one of our oldest institutions established in the year 1940 has directed
its functions toward developing a healthy environment for the Liberian children, quality education,
spiritual leadership for the transformation of the church and society.
The goals of the Mission are to foster academic excellent and spiritual leadership based on
character and integrity.
ADMINISTRATION
The Camphor Mission Station is being ably administered by your humble servant Rev. George M.
Mingle as Director/Principal and assisted by hosts of Support Staff to ensure the smooth operation
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of the Mission Station and the school. At present we have 41 workers, 17 teachers and 24 support
staff. To God be glory.
STAFF STATISTIC
Category

Male

Administration
Instructional staff
Support staff
Grand Total

Female

7
14
10
31

Total

1
3
7
11

8
17
16
41

ACADEMIC YEAR 2019/2020
The academic 2019/2020 commence on September 16, 2019. The school started with the
enrollment of 209 students, 128 boys and 81 girls. Out of this number we have 15 boys and 26
girls as dormitories students totaling 41, out of this number we have 6 students, 2 boys and 4
girls as Mission sponsored students because they are fatherless and motherless. We have only
one Church Scholarship student from the Payemanu UMC.
Below are the categories of students.
LEVEL

NURSERY
K–I
K – II
GRADE 1
GRADE 2
GRADE 3
GRADE 4
GRADE 5
GRADE 6
GRADE 7
GRADE 8
GRADE 9
TOTAL

MALE

ENROLLMENT for 2019/2020
FEMALE

TOTAL

8
6
13
7
15
12
13
14
12
9
10
9
128

7
2
11
6
6
9
4
8
7
7
6
8
81

15
8
24
13
21
21
17
22
19
16
16
17
209

Because of the COVID – 19, the academic school year was suspended for five months. And later
resumed in August where enrichment classes were conducted for grade 6 to 9 and take home
assignments were given to students from nursery to grade 5. The academic school year came
to an end on November 8, 2020 with the distribution of report cards.
CHALLENGES:
Our challenges are: The fueling of the generator, the maintenance of the vehicle and the major
one is the feeding of the boarding students.
INFORMATION
 During the COVID – 19, we were blessed by our Partners and some permanent citizens
with food and cash.
 We were audited by the Department of General Education and Ministry LAC/UMC and the
result was fruitful.
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 The Local School Board is well structured and is headed by Mr. Chanwru A. Ponni as Board
Chairperson
 We were able to visit Bishop on August 24, 2020 as a Mission Station before his departure
to the USA.
 The George Z. Dean Clinic headed by Sis. Gurley F. Blim is providing medical services to
the Mission Station and the public at large.
 The Mission Rubber farm which is controlled by the Agriculture Department is now ready
for harvesting and all mechanism has been put in place for the tapping of the rubber.
 The reopening of the Academic 2021 school year started on January 4, 2021 according to
the Department of General Education and Ministry, LAC/UMC guideline. At present we
have the enrollment of 248 student, out of this number we have 42 boarding students.
 We were able to host the Liberia Annual Conference Board of Ordained Ministry teaching
session comprises of seven districts upon a short notice and all went well.
 The School sent 16 students for the West African Exam and all passed successfully.
FINANCE
GBGM FUNDS RECEIVED
 Total income ………………………………………………………………….…….. 36, 325
USD
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
 Staff salaries ……………………………………………………… 34,000 (ten months)
 Oil Palm processing mill ……………………………………………………..……
800
 Fuel oil for generator, gasoline for the vehicle and boarding
students feeding …… 1,525
The School was able to raise 190, 250 LD from tuition and was used for students P. E. T-shirts,
Stationary and Boarding students feeding and maintenance of the Mission Station.
COMMENDATION
We are grateful to our Partners in the USA the Peoria First United Methodist Church, East Ohio
Family for their constant visit and numeral contributions toward Camphor Mission, Bro. Abraham
Roberts our Communication man for keeping us inform up to date, and few of my staff who are
strongly supporting my work at Camphor, Sis. Sarah C. Williams, District Lay Leader, Teachers
and Support Staff, Rev. Dr. Isaac Chukpu Padmore, Rev. Hezekiah N. Franklin, District
Superintendent, St. John River District, LAC/UMC, Bishop John G. Innis, Bishop Samuel J. Quire,
Jr. Resident Bishop, Liberia Area and our Methodist Church. May God shower his many blessings
on them.
May God bless this august body and bless our Conference.
Submitted by:
Rev. George M. Mingle
Director
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e)

Pillar Five - Health & Social Welfare

Committee on Disaster Relief and Emergency Response
Introduction/Background:
In response to the global health pandemic, COVID-19 outbreak, the Liberia Episcopal Area of
the United Methodist Church responded by appointing a task force in March 2020, LAC-UMC
Anti-COVID-19 Task Force. The Conference President of the Liberia Annual Conference – United
Methodist Women, Dr. Muriel V. Nelson was named as the Chairperson for the LAC-UMC AntiCOVID-19 Task Force. Others named on the Task Force included: Mth. Theresa Davies, Acting
Conference Lay leader; Mth. Elizabeth Dempster, Conference Treasurer; Rev. P. Karyidia P.
Gartor, Dean Bishop’s Cabinet; Cllr. Hilton Powo, Conference Chancellor, Advisor; Rev. J. Joel
Gould, Admin-Asst to the Bishop; among others.
The LAC-UMC Anti-COVID-19 Task Force activities covered a period of four (4) months, March –
June, 2020 with interactive humanitarian services to local communities, disadvantaged and less
fortunate populations. Support to the Task Force came from a wide range of contributors, both
locally and LAC-UMC connectional partners, including LAC-UMC conference-wide contributions in
cash and kinds. Additionally, the Task Force manpower came from a wide spectrum of LAC-UMC
personalities – the young people, men, women, the elderly, etc.
With relative normalcy in the anti-COVID fight, the LAC-UMC Anti-COVID Task Force
transitioned into the Committee on Disaster Relief and Emergency Response. This report
provides a brief summary on the activities of this special working group appointed by the Bishop
of the Liberia Episcopal Area, Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr. as an immediate response to the need
for humanitarian support by the United Methodist Church in Liberia.
Anti-COVID-19 Response:
The LAC-UMC Anti-COVID-19 Task Force was mandated to create sensitization, education and
awareness throughout the country on the COVID-19 crisis, as well as provide advocacy against
stigmatization of COVID-19 victims, mobilization of resources, and provide support to affected
communities and individuals, etc. The taskforce was also responsible to liaise with all United
Methodist departments/organizations/programs of the LAC-UMC in coordinating and supervising
the implementation of activities geared towards the eradication of COVID-19 in Liberia.
In an effort to immediately intervene in the Anti-COVID-19 Campaign, the LAC-UMC AntiCOVID-19 Task Force sought support from partners in the amount of US$107,850. This effort
was to expand sensitization, education and awareness beyond the LAC-UMC Health facilities
and the local communities to allow for a nationwide impact. It was to also provide food for
distribution in the event of the momentary lock down. However, the Task Force received from
partners a sum of US$19,797, thus making the total amount generated to US$23,419.49. This
amount was utilized for the implementation of a number of activities while working in concert
with UMC Health Department and collaborating with national, county and district health
authorities.
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The LAC-UMC
1)
2)
3)

Anti-COVID-19 activities were divided into three phases that included:
Mobilization of resources and training and deployment of community organizers;
Information Dissemination, Community Sensitization and Public Awareness; and
Distribution of Anti-COVID-19 humanitarian assistance.

The funding for LAC-UMC Anti-COVID-19 Task Force activities were generated from the
following sources:

LAC-UMC Task Force Launching
594.49

Liberia Annual Conference
2,525.00

LAC-UMC United Methodist Women
500.00

UMCOR
9,997.00

Michigan Conference
4,500.00

Illinois Great River Conference
5,000.00

Others (STEP AID)
300.00
Total
USD$23,416.49
Contributions received in kind
1.
2
3.

Institutions/Individuals
Young Adults – LAC/UMC
Liberia Council of Churches designated
for Ganta Hospital
Community Services Department
Lac/UMC

4.

STEP – LAC/UMC Clarence Benson

5.
6.
7.
8

Theophilus J. Nelson, Sr.
UMU Graduate School – Dr. Jerry Kulah
Pauline Gartor
Conference United Methodist Women

Items
Rice
Rice
Nose masks
Rice
Soap
Clorox
Clorox
Liquid soap
Nose masks
Rice
Rice
Nose Masks
Nose Masks

Quantity/ies
3 bags
100 bags
500 pieces
20 bags
2 boxes
2 buckets
50 - 5 gallons
13 - 5 gallons
5000 pieces
26 bags
70 bags
100 pieces
1,500 pieces

Number of household members that benefited:

Michigan Funds supported 208 families estimated household members (1,248)

UMCOR Funds supported 400 families estimated household members (2,400)

ILLINOIS GREAT RIVER Fund supported - 220 Families estimated household
members (1,320)

UMU GRADUATE SCHOOL – 70 Families estimated household members (420)

Community Development Services - 20 families estimated household members
(120)

Young Adults Fellowship - 3 families estimated household members (18)

Theophilus J. Nelson - 26 families estimated household members (156)

Liberia Council of Churches - Ganta Hospital - 100 families estimated household
(600)
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Disaster Relief and Emergency Response:
With the experiences from the COVID-19 pandemic that has necessitated the creation of a
committee to address the emergency needs of people in the Liberia Episcopal Area, the
Resident Bishop, Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr., appointed the Committee on Disaster Relief and
Emergency Response. Accordingly, the Bishop appointed the Committee to will carry out the
responsibilities of attending to and responding to emergencies and disasters. The committee
will provide the extension of relief response to the Liberia Episcopal Area.
The purpose and key tasks of the committee will include:
To manage preparedness for emergencies requiring a response;
To serve in an advisory and policy making capacity in all matters relating to emergency
preparedness and recovery;
To identify and respond to emergency response-related issues;
To link with stakeholders’ group as required;
To link with the UMCOR to meet the requirements of emergency plan in the UMCT;
To intervene in potential danger and arrest such situation for the safety, health and
wellbeing of God's people; and,
To raise funds through fund raising rallies, proposals, etc. to support its work.
The fundamental task of the committee is emergency response preparedness for the Liberia
Episcopal Area-UMC for intervening in potential danger and arrest such situation for the safety,
health and wellbeing of God's people.
The chairperson of the committee shall be a United Methodist appointed by the Resident Bishop
the clerical support will be provided by the Connectional Ministries.
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

committee membership include:
Liberian Episcopacy-UMC
Administrative Assistant-Bishop
Conference Chancellor
Conference UMW President
Connectional Ministries
Conference Treasurer

The Acting Lay leader
The Health Department Director
The Human Rights Monitor
The Communications Department
The
The
The
The
The

Connectional Ministries
Women Representative
Men Representative
Young Adult Representative
Youth Representative

Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr. – Ex-Officio
Rev. Joel Gould – Advisor/Bishop Office
Fth. Powo Hilton – Advisor
Dr. Muriel V. Nelson – Chairperson
Fth. P. EmMersyn Harris – Co-Chairperson
Mth. Elizabeth Dempster – Head of Finance
Sub-Coordinating Committee Chair
Mth. Theresa Davies – Head of Resource
Mobilization & Sub-Coordinating Committee Chair
Lango Toe - Head of Health Sub Coordinating
Committee - Chair
Fth. Jefferson Knight – Head of Training SubCoordinating Committee - Chair
Fth. Edward L. Massaquoi – Head of Public
Awareness Sub-Coordinating Committee - Chair
Rev. George Wilson – Member
Mth. Pauline N. Roberts – Member
Fth. Abraham B. Newland – Member
Sis. Mai J Paelay – Member/Training
Bro. Cyrus Yini – Member/Training
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The Dean/Bishop’s Cabinet
Skills Training & Empowerment Program
The Board of Trustees
The UMU Graduate School of Theology
The Communications
The Ministry to the Aging
The Connectional Ministries

Rev. Karyidia P. Gartor – Member
Bro. Clarence Benson – Member
Mth. Eliza Kronyanh – Member
Rev. Dr. Jerry P. Kulah – Member
Bro. E. Julu Swen, Jr. – Member/Communications
Rev. Dr. Anna S. Kpaan – Member
Bro Joe Malleh – Member/Secretariat

Conclusion:
Now that the Resident Bishop of the Liberia Episcopal Area has appointed a Committee on
Disaster Response to continue in the role of the Task Force, we recognize that the task ahead
may seem enormous but with faith in God it will be worthy. We therefore call on all United
Methodists in Liberia to join in support of the committee and look forward to continuously
working with all of our partners. Going forward all work of the taskforce will be supervised
under the supervision of the Committee for Disaster Response.
We give God the praise for affording us the opportunity to serve humanity. We extend thanks
and appreciation to Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr. for entrusting to us such great task and
responsibility to share leadership with members of the LAC/UMC Anti-COVID-19 Task Force and
for giving their spiritual and moral support to the works of the Task Force. Many, many thanks
and appreciation to our partners and friends especially those from the United States of America
(Michigan, Illinois, UMCOR) for their timely response and intervention in the fight against
COVID-19 in Liberia.
Mth. Dr. Muriel V. Nelson
CHAIRPERSON

Department of Health
Greetings:
I am humbled and excited in my role as UMC Health Coordinator through a collective staff of over
325 dedicated workers to provide life-saving treatment services to more than half a million people
(mostly subsistence farming families) living among three counties in Liberia and one town in
Guinea. Our facilities include:
1. John Dean Town Clinic,
2. Camphor Mission Clinic,
3. Weala Clinic,
4. Diecke Clinic
5. Ganta Hospital.
Other operating UMC health clinics includes: Gbazohn Town Clinic, St. Matthews Clinic, and
Borpulu Clinic. These clinics operate under the supervision of District and/or local church
leadership.
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Guided by our Health Board, our Bishop, and The Connectional Ministries Office, the activities
outlined in this report would not have been possible without the hard, diligent work of our UMC
Health Office staff: Thomas Maldeh, Driver; Laurine Deemie, Administrative Assistant; McCull
Kollie; Finance/Procurement Officer; Elfreda Koffa, Malaria Mentor; DeLove Zangar, Maternal and
Newborn Child Health Project Officer.
GENERAL FACILITIES INFORMATION:
Ganta United Methodist Hospital

Firstly, we would like to extend our special thanks and appreciation to the Bishop, and the entire
leadership of LAC/UMC for their financial and morale support.
SERVICES PROVIDED AT GANTA U.M. HOSPITAL
Despite the COVID- 19 pandemic the hospital remains open. Out Patient Clinic, Dental Care,
Diabetes Care, ART Clinic, Mental Healthcare, Community-Based Primary Health Care, Orthopedic
Care, Surgical Care, X-ray and Ultrasound Care services, Emergency Care, Laboratory, Prenatal
Care, Labor and Delivery, In-patient and Eye Care The hospital, during the year 2020, had an
average monthly staff of 250, 7 doctors, 1 dentist, 1 pharmacist 48 Nurses, 9 midwives, 1 PA,
Nurses’ Aides and other para-medical staff.
Progress/Achievements
PROGRESS/ACHIEVEMENTS
 Number of patients catered to in 2020: 25,655 patients.
 Number of babies delivered at the facility in 2020: 1418
 Number of foreign nationals that assessed in 2020: 115 prs - Guinea 110, and Ivorian 5.
 The Global Mission Fellow, Brother Vincent Nya Yohanna who was assigned here in 2019
for 2 years still has 6 months here.
 Solar Power: the hospital received grant from UMCOR for a Renewable Energy Solar
Power. This when fully installed will serve four units at the hospital, (the Laboratory,
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Operation room, Drugs room and the dispensary), but not the entire hospital. The project
has been completed 95% and is current in use at the OPD only. However, the current is
only at the OPD because there is need to rewire three service areas to before they can be
connected. When this is done, it will reduce the huge cost of electricity bill and cost for
fuel.
 Again, the hospital recently purchased three laboratory equipment with fund from
UMCOR/GBGM through the effort of Bro. Vincent Yohanna and me.
 Dr. Fredrick Norkeh and his wife constructed a Palaver Hut for caretaker for the hospital.
The building is named in honor of Mrs. Dagmar Peterson Vasby who was one of the first
Nurses from America who worked with Dr. George Way Harley from 1949-1953.
 World Diabetes Foundation Grant: Ganta Hospital in partnership won a US$1.3 million
dollars grant from the World Diabetes Foundation. This project is implemented in 14
Counties excluding Maryland. This Project came about because of the good project and
financial management practice by the hospital.
 The Hospital Drug Revolving Fund (DRF) is working well and has been very helpful in
keeping up the hospital to function but is under pressure from the insurance and the
public.
 Our staff salary payment is current to the end of 2020.
Community Health Project:
 4 bole holes (wells),
 4 hand pumps (wells),
 5 rehabilitated wells
DONATION RECEIVED
A) Local donations:
 We remain very thankful to the women units of the various local churches, especially in
areas one, two and three for their continued yearly supply of local food items (eddoes,
plantains, palm nuts, greens etc.) which have been very helpful and useful in feeding the
patients. This goodwill donation has been and was very helpful to subsidize our budget
for patient feedings.
 The Chief Justice of Liberia, Justice Francis Korpkor, continues his fuel support to Ganta
Hospital, although it was not too regular like before.
 The UMC women of Gompa District, Felecia Yormie, LBNM, Steve Dennis, Nursing for All,
County Inspector, CHAL, ANC Party, National Lottery, CBC Church, Fth. Jeremiah Koung,
Phere Dekpah, Living Water, Bro. Victor Kpeiseh. Jonathan Paye-Laleh, LAC/UMC, Wokie
Dolo, Cummings Foundation, Edith Gonglo Weh, Council of Churches, Amadiaah Muslim,
CPP, NCHT, United Development, Thelma Kakia, Kids of Tomorrow, spotlight Initiative,
Ganta Development Association, Sons and daughter Bain-Gompa, and others.
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B) Foreign Donations:
 The Sua Foundations Inc. continue her scholarship grant to 2 of our staff persons,
who are presently in school at Cuttington University in Suakoko, Bong County.
 We received financial Support from Life for A Child (LFAC) twice to purchase IPC supplies.
 Asbury Church from Madison, Wisconsin gave us fund for Lawn Mower (grass cutting
machine) and for the reroofing of the Adult Ward.
 Direct relief, Insulin for Life, USA, sent us drugs and other diabetes supplies.
 We received 20,000 grants in drugs and medicals supplies from Blessing International
through the arrangement of the Administrator.
 Other friends and churches have been supporting the hospital through our Advance
Special #15080N.
STAFF
Study: Two of our (2) staff persons who were in training completed their studies and are
presently on staff. One Anesthetic Nurse who graduated from Phebe, and Registered Midwife
from Esther Bacon School of Nursing and Midwifery in Zorzor.
Retirement: Four persons were retired from the hospital. Two housekeeper, one cashier and X
ray technician.
Death: the head Housekeeper, and one Laboratory Assistant.
FINANCIAL
Summary
Audit was requested and approved but the hospital does not have fund to do the audit.
CHALLENGES
 The hospital received less than 50% of the 2019-2020 annual GOL subsidy of $200,000 for
the hospital,
 The total debt was reduced by US $58, 151 in 2020. These debts were accumulated from
since 2008.
 There was an increase in the number patient w of patients who could not pay partly or
fully for their medical bills especially because of the COVID-19. The total Gratis for 2020
was estimated around L$682,510 plus.
 Fuel and maintenance costs for operating electric generators to provide electricity at the
hospital.
 Shortage of IPC supplies which has caused increase in the cost of gloves and face masks.
 Our staff salary is not competitive enough to retain qualified personnel thereby leading to
a high staff turnover.
 Ganta Hospital, as a referral health facility, is still lacking an Intensive Care Unit. This
situation usually compromises our efforts to reduce cross-infections and to protect our
patients and health workers in the events of reportable diseases.
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RECOMMENDATION
1.
Still waiting for the Annual conference to find the special fund-raising Sunday for GUMH
and the Health Department of the Annual Conferences.
2.
We are asking for the restructuring of the Local Governance Board to include more locals
for increased community and District involvement.
Respectfully submitted,
Allen S. D. Zomonway, Hospital Administrator
0886432009/0777432000
allenphc2@gmail.com
Audit was requested and approved but the hospital does not have fund to do the audit.
John Dean Town (JDT) Clinic

John Dean Town (JDT) Clinic is located in Grand Bassa County and managed by a staff of five

(5)- Register Nurse, dispenser, registrar/vaccinator, cleaner, and security. The catchment area
covers about 35 towns and villages that are scattered across the southeastern Newcess area of
Grand Bassa County and borders Rivercess County. The clinic is open for outpatient services
though out the year, with few short stay services given to critical patients or deliveries.
Services offered at John Dean Town Clinic include prenatal care, deliveries, post-natal care,
vaccinations; community based primary health care and routine illness screening and treatment.
Weala Clinic

Weala Clinic is located in Weala, Margibi County and has a staff of ten: administrator, three

registered nurse, one laboratory technician, other non-medical staff. This clinic serves the town
of Weala and surrounding villages. It offers laboratory services, prenatal and postnatal care,
vaccinations, short stay options, screening and treatment of routine illnesses.
Diecke Clinic
Diecke health facility have a board that consist of nine members who provide supervision for the
clinic affairs. The said Board is headed by Mr. Dennis Weh, Project Manager, NAHWAH GUMH
and the co-chaired by Dr. Zaora Mahomy, Head of the Laboratory Department SOGUIPAH. It
meets quarterly every year, but due to the COVID-19 Pandemic meetings were not held. However,
the board communicates through emails and phone calls for decisions making. Unfortunately, on
the 24th of September 2020, the Board lost one of its only female member in person of Mme.
Madeleine Louamy.
Services
The Diecke United Methodist Health Center provides out-patient and in-patient services, Maternal
and Childcare, General Surgery, Ultra Sound, Club Foot Treatment, Laboratory Services and also
undertakes public health Campaigns and awareness for HIV/AIDS and others.
Staff updates
For the period 2020, we worked successfully with 31 employed staff along with Four (4) medical
practitioners serving internship. Among the Thirty-One staff, we have sixteen (16) medical staff
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and Fifteen (15) support Staff. We also have three of our medical staff still on study leave and
will be completing their time of studies 2021 ending. Moreover, we extended financial support of
one year school fees for each of them.

PROGRESS/ACHIVEMENT

 constructed a Training Hall at 85% completion level, with the help of our partner DIFAM
and its implementing partner TINKISSO , 80% fund from our local income and 20% fund
from external funding (DIFAM/TINKISSO).
 Purchased One New Epson L382 Printer along with a Canon D3221 Photocopy Machine.
 We did an increment of 5% in Salary for all the staff with the exception of the Chief
Medical Officer and the Administrator.
 Refurbishing of the Laboratory Annex by (removing the old window Glasses to Sliding
Glasses, changing of the ceiling strips, constructed window’s bars at each of the windows,
and replacing the back and front door with Steel Doors)


The 40ft containers were removed from in front of the building and relocated to a suitable
site which we constructed.

 We had a cordial working relationship with the County Health team and the others
Government Health facilities within our catchment Area. Our chief Medical Officer attended
all of the County Health Team monthly meeting where medical reports are presented. We
also participated in the County planning retreat and budget preparation for 2021 fiscal
period.
 The Diecke United Methodist Clinic and school shared the cost of renovating the Guinea
Circuit mission house which was in a deplorable condition.
 Started the connection of waters pipe in the entire building to enable us have running
water system, but the work was not completed due to major problem with the well which
is the source of water Supply. The work halted upon the advice of the plumber until the
well is rehabilitated. We are waiting for mid- February 2021 to commence the work.
 We did major repairs and maintenance of our bigger 5KVA generator which was purchased
in 2013 by the DOHAW.
 Despite, the outbreak of the COVID-19 and with the restriction of movement, we had a
successful time of work. All of the staff remain committed in rendering their services to
the public.
Donations Received and Projects Implemented by Partners
DOHAW LAC/UMC
 Provision of drugs, reagents and medical supplies quarterly from the INM Project
 The MNCH Project worked with the Trained Tradition Midwife and the community
volunteers who are working with us within our catchment communities. Raincoats and
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rain booth were provided for the TTMs and GCHVs. Financial aid was given for community
outreach to purchase gasoline and maintenance of motorbike.
DIFAM: TINKISSO & RECOSA
 We received huge quantity of Medical Equipment and assorted materials from DIFAM
delivered by RECOSA.
 Solar Power System which contains Eight Solar Panels, Four Batteries with a complete set
of regulator was donated to our work by DIFAM through RECOSA. The installation of the
power System was also done by them. This system was installed mainly for the Operating
Theatre for the use of the equipment with high voltage.


During the construction of our Conference Hall, DIFAM in collaboration with TINKISSO
initially contributed 4,000,000GNF towards the work. Later, they provided 3,000,000GNF
as payment for the Windows Bars, sliding glasses and the purchase of paints. Upon the
85% completion of the project, they also furnish the hall with a conference Table and 24
pieces of Chairs along with a 60-screen Television and a HP Laptop for training and
monitoring purpose. Moreover, the hall was also electrified with Solar Power system by
them (Two 200W Solar panels, two 12V Batteries, One Power inventor, along with
assorted electrical materials).

 We wrote a Family Health Project (HIV, STD and Family Planning) proposal to DIFAM
which consists of five Phases and it was accepted and approved. The total cost of the first
phase was Twenty- Five Thousand Euro (25,000 euro) with the duration of 9months. In
the month of September 2020, the amount of 20,000 Euro was deposited into our account
for the project to commence. The project is ongoing as we speak and it is supervised by
the District Superintendent Rev. Ebenezer Belleh and headed by Dr. Pauline Gamy the
Project Coordinator.
 They also provided trainings for seven of our staff collection of statistical data, neonatal
care, Monitoring and evaluation, Club foot training program, New drug prescription
Method and COV-19 Training.
 Ministry of Health Regional and County Health Team donated drugs and medication supply
to the facility.
CHALLEGES
 Lack of a Morgue
 Lack of Vehicle
 Poor Plumbing system
 Lack of Drug Room and Administrative Building
 2015-2016 Salary Arrears Payment for the Medical Doctor and Administrator
 Completion of the Newly Laboratory Annex (Electricity, Tiling of the floor and installation
of the laboratory equipment).
George Z. Dean Memorial (Camphor Mission) Clinic

George Z. Dean Memorial (Camphor Mission) Clinic is our UMC Health facility located in
Grand Bassa County and has a staff of four employees including our OIC, dispenser, vaccinator,
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and a trained, traditional midwife. Camphor Clinic provides services for over 7000 persons in the
west eastern part of Grand Bassa County, covering 62 towns and villages. Patients at Camphor
Mission Clinic have access to services ranging from deliveries, prenatal clinic, post natal clinic
visits, vaccinations, a family planning clinic, and routine illness (infections, colds, malaria, blood
pressure, etc.) screening and treatment. The nearest health facility stretches 13 kilometers away
so Camphor Mission Clinic plays an integral role in the healthcare of Grand Bassa County.
Other Health Facilities
Three additional health facilities exists but are not directly supervised by the Health Department.
The facilities were created and are administered either by or through local church or UMC district
leadership. The facilities are needed in the areas where they are located. They include: Bopulu
Mission Clinic located in Gbapolu County; St.Matthew Clinic located in Logan Town, Monrovia;
Gbason Town Clinic located in Gbason Town, Sinoe County.
GLOBAL HEALTH GRANTS:
We are happy to inform you that we were awarded four General Board of Global Ministrees Grant
for 2019/2020:
 Health Strengthening Support (HSS) Grant: $82,481,
 Maternal and Newborn Child Health MNCH) Grant: $99,926.00
 Imagine No Malaria (INM) Grant:$186,059,
 Health Board (HB) Operation Grant $55,791.
 Emergency grant COV-19 : 9,997.00
From the awarded grants, we received the following:
 Health Strengthening Support (HSS) Grant: $82,481.00;
 Maternal and Newborn Child Health MNCH) Grant: $99,926.00
 Imagine No Malaria (INM) Grant:$20,925.00
 Health Board (HB) Operation Grant $64,256.00
 Emergency COVID-19: 9,997.00
Advance Received: $4,900.00

Please see below the impact of these Global Health grants per facility:
JOHN DEAN TOWN CLINIC:
Health Strengthening Support Grant: Contruction of staff house, recondition roof and ceiling
of the clinic, painting of the clinic and tiling of the clinic.
Imagine No Malaria: Provision of essential drugs and mosquito nets , support for health
facilities heads meeting, Salary, communication, lodging and feeding support for INM project
Officer. Support for malaria behavior change messaging on radio station.
Maternal Newborn Child Health (MNCH): Monthly meeting support (transportation, food,)
for GCHVs and TTMs, purcase of tshirts, back packs, and training materials; blood pressure
machine, fetoscope, sterilization pot, suction machine , feta doppler); OIC (Officer in Charge)
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allowance to attend county health meetings, motor bike maintenance support, sharp pit
construction), MNCH Project Officer salary support and transportion allowance, Health
Coordinator and Project Officer quarterly meetings/mentoring with OIC.
CAMPHOR MISSION CLINIC:
Health Strengthening Support Grant: Painting of the facility, tiling in the living room,
bathroom, painting and fixing the Officer in Charge home and refubishing the clinic damange
ceiling and zinc .
Imagine No Malaria: Provision of essential drugs and mosquito nets, support for health
facilities heads meeting, salary support for Project Office, malaria behavior change messaging on
radio stations support; Malaria Mentor salary, internet fees, transportation support.
Maternal Newborn Child Health (MNCH): Monthly meeting support (transportation and
food,) for the GCHVs and TTMs purcase of tshirts, back packs, (purchased of obstritric drugs,
motor bike maintenance support, MNCH Project Officer salary support, transportion allowance,
and Meeting with OIC at head Office. Salary for OIC at Camphor clinic.
WEALA CLINIC:
Health Strengthening Support Grant: Changing of damage ceiling and zinc, painting of
facility, solar panel
Imagine No Malaria: Provision of essential drugs and mosquito nets, Training of OIC AND
dispenser, support for health facilities heads meeting and Malaria Mentor salary and
transportation support.
Maternal Newborn Child Health (MNCH): Monthly meeting support (transportation and
food,) for the GCHVs and TTMs purcase of tshirts, back packs, (purchased of obstritric drugs,
motor bike maintenance support, sharp pit construction), MNCH Project Officer salary support
transportion allowance, and Health Coordinator and Project Officer quarterly meetings/mentoring
with OIC and supportive staff.
DIECKE CLINIC
Imagine No Malaria: provision of essential drugs, training of dispenser and Officer in charge,
puchase of laboratory equipment and supplity, Malaria Mentor salary and transportation support.
Maternal Newborn Child Health (MNCH): Monthly meeting support (transportation and
food,) for the GCHVs and TTMs purcase of tshirts, back packs, (purchased of obstritric drugs,
motor bike maintenance support, sharp pit construction), MNCH Project Officer salary support
transportion allowance, and Health Coordinator and Project Officer quarterly meetings/mentoring
with OIC and supportive staff
GANTA HOSPITAL:
Imagine No Malaria: Provision of essential drugs and mosquito nets, malaria and laboratory
training; attendance support for health facilities heads meeting, purchase of laboratory
equipment; malaria behavior change messaging on radio stations support.
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Health Board Operational Grant: Monitoring and supervision allowance, stationeries, vehicle
fuel and maintenance,
salaries for coordinator, accountant, administrative assistant and driver; scratch (top up) cards,
Health Board meeting support, bank service charges.
COORDINATION OFFICE ACHIEVEMENTS JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2020
 Maintained cordial relationships with local and international friends
 Organized and excuted an onsite health clinic at the seat of our annual onference session
in February 2020
 Improved connection with Global Health Unit of GBGM
 Managed 2019/2020 Global Health Grants ( Health Board Operational Grant, Maternal and
NewbornChild Health ( MNCH), Health Strengthening Support ( HSS), COV-19 Training
Grant and Imagine No Malaria Grant
 Made Global Health Grant reports in a timely manner;
 Developed 2020 Health Board Operation Grant;
 Attended monthly meeting at the Ministry of health
 Attended and participated in the Liberia Council of Churches HIV Training
 Made monthly site visits at all health facilities;
 Secured and managed Advance Special funds to support office needs
 Collaborated with Ministry to the Aging to conduct COV-19 training for senior citizens
 Ensured salary payment for all staff at Weala Clinic January through December through
local intake
 Managed office staff.
 centralized system of maintaining bank accounts for JDT, Camphor, and Weala Clinic.
PARTNER CONTRIBUTIONS:
All these achievements outlined above could not have been possible without the support of our
partners:

Local Partners:

 Ministry of Health malaria and family planning drug support for Camphor Mission Clinic,
Weala Clinic and Ganta Hospital
 Ministry of Health training opportunities for Camphor, Ganta, Weala, and Diecke (Guinea
Health authorities support for training and drugs)

External Partners:






Local churches, individuals and conferences that gives to The Advance;
Global Ministries’ Global Health Unit;
Belleville First Church salary support for the Register Nurse at John Dean Town Clinic.
Mark support for Emmanuel Dawin training at the Nursing school
Michigan Conference supported reconditioning of ten hand pumps in JDT Communities

OUR CHALLENGES
 Maintanance of Salary for staff especially at the smaller facilities
 Camphor, Weala, John Dean Town Governance Boards not functional
 John Dean Town Clinic not certified by County Health
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 Clinic intake for Camphor and John Dean Town Clinics cannot support salaries
 No laboratories at JDT and Camphor Clinics
RECOMMENDATIONS
 Board members identify opportunities to source funding for training of lab aides to staff
lab units of Camphor and JDT Clinics
 A board member, or districtt superintendent, work with the Coordinator to engage
community stakeholders with objective of revitalizing Governance Boards
 UMC Liberia provide subsidy to mitigate staff salary budget shortfalls among the smaller
clinics
 Board of Health review its Board Manual and develop standing committees to mitigate
financial support opportunities, assessment of funded projects
OPPORTUNITIES TO SUPPORT US:
 Pray that God will give us wisdom, strength and good health to navigate all that is needed
to steadily develop our health facilities;
 Please support the Indigent Patient Fund through the Advance Special;
 Consider coming as a volunteer to work alongside us to:
 Enable specialized health training (specialized nursing like- diabetes, emerency room;
cadio vascular, nurse anesthetist, orthopedics, physical therapy, etc.) among facilities staff
 IT training among adm support staff
 Equipment repair training among our facilities technicians, etc.
 Please support us through the Advance Special:
General Health and Ministry Advance #3020622
To improve existing facilities and provide health education
OVERVIEW OF OUR STATISTICS AND FINANCIAL REPORT
JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2020
John Dean
Town Clinic
Total Persons
Accessing Facility
Anc Visits
Deliveries
Vaccinations
Hospitalization

Camphor
Mission Clinic

Weala
Clinic

4,301

3,309

6,738

Diecke
Health
Center
6,297

598
162
N/A
54

816
91
250
35

2,135
256
1,379
127

676
281
N/A
2,655

Ganta
Hospital

Totals

25,655

46,300

3,956
1,418
5,689
4,663

8,181
2,208
7,318
7,534

*Detailed statistics per facility can be received from our office upon request.
RECOMMENDATION:
1. We are still waiting for the Annual conference to find the Special fund-raising Sunday for GUMH
and the Health Department of the Annual Conferences.
2. We are asking for the restructuring of the Local Governance Board to include more locals for
increased community and District involvement.
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CONCLUSION
We are thankful to Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr., Residence Bishop of the Liberia Episcopal area
and the leadership of LAC/UMC, Global Board of Global Ministries, The Board of Health Chair Dr.
Francis Kateh, Co-Chair and members of health board, the Connectional Ministries and the Local
Governance Health Boards and all our partners for your prayer supports and guidance.
Your materials and cash donations help us fill our budget and resource shortfall gaps. As a result
of your supports, we are encouraged to continue to provide affordable and quality healthcare.
We also like to appreciate our hardworking staff. Together, our healthcare ministry mission can
be fulfilled. We are strengthened by our wonderful Christ-driven networks of partnership with
you.
Our journey is one graced by our collective faith is Jesus Christ which gives us perseverance and
hope as we seek to be good stewards of the resources placed in our hands.Please keep us in
prayers and may the Lord bless and guide all of us.
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH LIBERIA ANNUAL CONFERENCE
JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2020
NOTE: Exchange rate is 160 Liberian Dollars to 1 USD
BALANCES BROUGH FORWARD FROM 2019
ADVANCE SPECIAL
Sub-Total Advance Special

USD
3,500.00
3,500.00

IMAGINE NO MALARIA GRANT
MATERNAL AND NEW BORN CHILD
HEALTH STRENGTHNING SUPPORT GRANT
GLOBAL HEALTH BOARD SUPPORT
SUB-total Grants Brought forward

2,783.00
22,506.00
3,008.00
6,795.00
35,092.00

GANTA HOSPITAL
DIECKE CLINIC
WEALA CLINIC
CAMPHOR MISSION CLINIC
JOHN DEAN TOWN CLINIC
sub -total facilities Brought forward

26,679.88
2,400.00
490.71
619.00
30,189.59

SUB TOTAL BROUGHT FORWARD FROM 2019
INCOME (JAN-DEC 2020)
JAN-DEC 2020
ADVANCE
Sub-Total Advance 2020

68,781.59

LAC CONTRIBUTION
Sub-total LAC CONTRIBUTION

$1,380.00
$1,380.00

IMAGINE NO MALARIA
MATERNAL AND NEW BORN CHILD
HEALTH STRENGTHNING SUPPORT

$26,325.00
$49,963.00
$41,241.00

$4,900.00
$4,900.00
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GLOBAL HEALTH, HEALTH BOARD SUPPORT
Covid Emergecy Response Grant
SUB-TOTAL GRANTS

$28,502.00
$9,997.00
$156,028.00

GANTA HOSPITAL
DIECKE
WEALA
CAMPHOR
JOHN DEAN TOWN
SUB TOTAL FACILITIES JAN TO December 2020 INCOME

$1,236,004.08
$142,412.16
$14,737.94
$2,705.49
$9,021.02
1,404,880.69

SUB -TOTAL 2020 (sub facilities, Advance and LAC/UMC)

1,567,188.69

GRAND -TOTAL BALANCE, JANUARY - DECEMBER 2020

1,635,970.28

EXPENDITURE
Weala Salary Arrears
John Dean Town Salary Arrears
Comfort Flomo(JDT OIC) Salary Support
Emmanuel Dehwin scholarship funds
Rehabilitation of 10 wells in catchment arears grand Bassa
SUB-TOTAL ADVANCE FUNDS(EXPENDITURE)

1,500.00
300.00
4,200.00
1,000.00
1,400.00
8,400.00

LAC CONTRIBUTION(EXPENDITURE)
Purchase of Drugs for Annual conference, Lodging of nurses, hand sanitizers
SUB-TOTAL LAC CONTRIBUTION(EXPENDITURE)
MATERNAL AND NEWBORN CHILD HEALTH GRANT
Salary support for Project officer, Monthly supportive supervision, training material,
project officer and OIC salary,GCHVs training, Monthly meeting, feeding, rainboots, rain
coat, painting of T-Shirt and Transportation with GCHVs & TTMs etc.
HEALTH STRENGTENING SUPPORT GRANT
4 clinics renovation, M&E training, vehicle repair, Staff house painting of health facilities,
incinerator etc.
IMAGINE NO MALARIA GRANT
Drugs, Mosquito nets, Regular supervision support, scratch, Salary malaria mentor and
, training, etc.
HEALTH BOARD/OFFICE OPERATION GRANT
Staff salaries,stationeries,communication, veh. Maint., fuel, etc.
COVID-19 EMERGENCY GRANT
Training of clinician, District SUP. ( Monrovia, St. District, GOMPA, Bassa, Moweh and
Tarpatown ) purchase of PPE's
SUB-TOTAL GRANTS
HOSPITAL AND CLINICS OPERATIONS
GANTA HOSPITAL
DIECKE
WEALA
CAMPHOR
JOHN DEAN TOWN
SUB TOTAL CLINICS AND HOSPITAL OPERATIONS
BANK SERVICE CHARGE GLOBAL HEALTH GRANTS
BANK SERVICE CHARGE DEPARTMENT CHECKING ACCOUNT
SUBTOTAL BANK SERVICE CHARGE

1,380.00
1,380.00

72,165.00

28,662.00

16,800.00
32,472.00

9,997.00
160,096.00

1,043,275.18
138,973.82
14,220.00
2,272.45
8,900.00
$1,207,641.45

294.00
294.00
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GRAND T0TAL EXPENSES
NET INCOME/LOSS December 2020
CARRIED FORWARD TO January 2021
ADVANCE SPECIAL
MATERNAL AND NEW BORN CHILD HEALTH GRANT
HEALTH STRENGTENING SUPPORT GRANT
IMAGINE NO MALARIA GRANT
HEALTH BOARD GRANT
GANTA HOSPITAL
DIECKE
WEALA
CAMPHOR
JOHN DEAN TOWN
OTHER
Less Bank charge
TOTAL CARRIED FORWARD

1,377,811.45
258,158.83

-- 304.00
15,627.00
12,308.00
2,824.00
219,408.78
3,438.34
1,008.65
433.04
740.02
2,067.00
258,158.83

*Notes: Ganta Hospital & Diecke based balance funds are in the facilities’ bank
account/safe
*Weala, Camphor and JDT balance funds are in their bank account/safe.
Yours faithfully,
Lango W. Toe
UMC Liberia Health Coordinator
Phone: +231777074338
Email: langowtoern@yahoo.com
Advance #3020622- Improving existing facilities and providing health education

Department of Pension & Health Benefits
Greetings:
Tidings of joy, peace and love from the staffs, and the Director in the glorious name of our
risen Savior, Jesus The Christ, our Redeemer, Protector and Provider.
Bishop and Members of the conference, we were not able to accomplish anything much since
we left the Annual Conference in February 2020 due to the fact that Covid -19 entered into
Liberia in March 2020 barely less than a month.
However, we received the amount of US$149, 263.87 from Wespath for the four quarters
pension benefits payment of 2020. We received US$20,900.00 for administrative support,
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US$15,820.00 rice for beneficiaries during the heat of the coronavirus pandemic and
US$1,265.21 pension personal contribution (pastors who were contributing to their own pension
plan, but died during the period).
They are:
Name
Status
District
- Rev. Roosevelt G. Goah
Elder in Full Connection
Monrovia
- Rev. Philip B. Pyne
Elder in Associate Order
“
- Rev. James A. Smallwood Elder in Full Connection
St. Paul River
- Pastor James K. Flomo
Lay Pastor
St. John River
- Rev. Towah S. Swope
Elder in Full Connection
Tappita
- Rev. Jacob M. Togba
Elder in Associate Order
Kru Coast
- Rev. Nathaniel Befford
Elder in Full Connection
Sinoe
- Rev. Arthur Zoegar
Elder in Associate Order
Kokoyah
This amount was also been disbursed to retirees and dead active pastors’ respective families.
We wish to inform this conference that we lost nineteen (19) pastors during the period.
They are:
Retired Ministers
Rev. Joseph W. Tarr, Sr.
Pastor Rose Cummings
Rev. Nathaniel Befford
Rev. Thomas Wiah
Pastor Paul Toe
Rev. David Gongbaye E
Rev. Johnny Gbotoe
Pst. Daniel Synue
Pastor Joseph Dolo

Status
Elder in Associate Order
Deacon in Associate Order
Elder in full Connection
Elder in Associate Order
Deacon Probationary Order
lder in Associate Order
Elder in Associate Order
Deacon in Associate Order
Deacon in Associate Order

District
St. John River
Grand Bassa
Sinoe
Sinoe
Gee River
Tappita
Jorquelleh
Barrobo
Lofa River

Active Ministers
Rev. James Smallwood
Rev. Solomon Karngar
Pst. Comfort Bryant
Pastor James K. Flomo
Pastor Alfred Somah
Rev. Lattie V. Mah
Pst. Vincent Geegbe
Rev. Rancy Nunneh
Rev. William Kerkulah
Rev. Arthur Zoegar
Pst. Alexander O. Gray
Rev. Patrick Komonteh

Status
Elder in Full Connection
Elder in Associate Order
Deacon in Associate Order
Lay Pastor
Lay Pastor
Elder in Associate Order
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
Elder in Associate Order
“
“
“
“
Deacon in Associate Order
Elder in Associate Order

District
St. Paul River
St. John River
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
Grand Bassa
Sinoe
“
Gbarnga
Kokoyah
Weala
Gee River

We also lost ten (10) surviving spouses, and one surviving spouse got re-married, all their
names have been deleted from the payroll.
May their souls and the souls of all faithful departed saints rest in perfect peace.
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In May, 2020 we also wrote a proposal to Wespath through the Grace Funds Grant Committee
to purchase some 729 bags of rice for retired pastors and surviving spouses during peck of the
coronavirus pandemic. They responded that same month (May). The sum of US$15,820.00 was
wired to us which was distributed among the 20 districts and 1 circuit superintendents to serve
the intended purpose, and was carried out diligently by the Superintendents.
At present, we are catering to 190 retired ministers and 540 surviving spouses. We opened a
new account with the International Bank Limited (IB) in April 2020. We started a piggery in
October 2018 with eight piglets and have 16 pigs now, and are ready for sale. After every sale
40% of the income comes to our department and 60% goes to the Agriculture Department for
care, feeding, and medication.
We have received the amount of US$321.00 as our share of sales that were carried out. This
amount has been invested into a calendar project which sale is ongoing.
As my dream and aspirations to undertake a 20 duplex housing unit estate for rent to the public,
I wrote a letter to the Chairperson of the Board of Trustee on January 11, this year to kindly
donate at least two acres of land to us in Duahzohn, next to the Bishop Judith Craig Children
Village, but we are still awaiting response.
In our quest to make this 20 duplex housing project a reality, we intend to purchase some plastic
chairs and tables, and the purchasing of some mattresses for rental purpose to generate funds
for said project.
We visited few of our districts conferences during their conference sessions. They are: St. John
River, Kakata/Farmington, St. Paul River, Monrovia, Jorquelleh, Gbarnga and Weala districts.
After this 188th session of the LAC/UMC, we are determined to visit our districts in the south–
eastern region to educate the active pastors on why and how they should contribute to their own
pension plan and the benefits they will receive when they reach retirement age.
We will highly appreciate were the District and Circuit Superintendents to please serve us a copy
of their pastoral appointment listing to our office so we can follow up on pastors who are serving
the United Methodist Church in Liberia.
We are still encouraging Active Pastors to please bring their Birth certificate/National ID Card and
marriage certificate to the pension office to complete their files in our office.
We collected the amount of US$10,516.00 as Active Pastor’s Pension Payment/contribution to
their pension plan. Contributor for 2020 are listed below.
All these money has been deposited at Wespath in the United States of America.
Active Pastor's Pension Payment for the Period January 1 to December 31,
2020
No

Name of Active Pastor

District

1

Rev. Julius Z.K.Y. Williams

Monrovia

2

Rev. Decontee A. Johnson

Monrovia

3

Rev. A. Matthew Jaiah

Monrovia

4

Rev. E. Fredrick Simbo

Monrovia

5

Rev David T. Bondo

Monrovia
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6

Rev. George K. Monbo

Monrovia

7

Rev. S. Edward Holt

Central Office/BOP

8

Rev. Dorothy W. Macaulay

Central Office/LUMEF

9

Rev. Tehpamubo M. Sayeh

Monrovia

10

Rev. S. Eddie C. Langama

Monrovia

11

Rev. David Y. Smith

Monrovia

12

Rev. Carter P. Johnson

Monrovia

13

Pst. Eudona M. Barnes

Monrovia

14

Rev. Benedict W. Greene

Monrovia

15

Rev. Richard S. Wreh

Monrovia

16

Rev. Richard P. Saynwrah

Monrovia

17

Rev. Thompson S. Myers

Monrovia

18

Rev. Blidi Nimely

Monrovia

19

Rev. Robertha J. K. Nyankan

Monrovia

20

Rev. Simon Doe, II

Monrovia

21

Rev. Morrison Wleh

Monrovia

22

Rev. James M. Fomgbeh

Monrovia

23

Rev. Matthew B. Williams

Monrovia

24

Pastor Emmanuel K. Sanwon

Monrovia

25

Rev. Winslow C. Fiske, Jr

Kakata/Farmington River

26

Rev. Pade Miatakor Kialen

Kakata/Farmington River

27

Rev. Robert N. Sieh

Kakata/Farmington River

28

Rev. J. Methuselah Sackie

Weala

29

Rev. Joseph S. Bono

Weala

30

Pst. Moses B. Gemenie

Weala

31

Rev. Nyenmah Harris

Weala

32

Rev. Siakeh K. Joshua

Weala

33

Pst. Morris G. Kumon

Weala

34

Rev. Moses M. Kweikwei

Weala

35

Pst. Sackie K. Ndeamenee

Weala

36

Rev. Joseph K. Yeh,

Weala

37

Pst. Morris K. N. Kanneh

Weala

38

Pst. William B. Solewo

Weala

39

Rev. Boimah S. Coleman

Weala

40

Rev. Henry B. Dingwall

St. John River

41

Rev. David O. Zeopoegar

St. John River

42

Rev. George T. Y. Wrehdyu

St. John River

43

Rev. Augustus C. W. Barkon

St. John River

44

Pst. Solomon G. Doeyou

St. John River

45

Rev. Harris J. Wilson

St. John River

46

Rev. John M. D. Sayee

St. John River

47

Rev. Sam S. P. Whornee

St. John River

48

Rev. G. Moses Kpoesuah

St. John River

49

Rev. John P. Tommy

St. John River

50

Rev. James Gorlay

St. John River

51

Rev. Rebecca Z. P. Kaykaih

St. John River

52

Rev. Elizabeth K. Kardor

St. John River
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53

Rev. Julia N. Vondeh

St. John River

54

Rev. Esther W. Charlie

St. John River

55

Rev. Yatta Binda

St. John River

56

Rev. Victoria G. Williams

St. John River

57

Rev. Joe W. Tarr

St. John River

58

Rev. Eric J. Waiker

St. John River

59

Rev. Joe G. Whea

St. John River

60

Rev. Alfred D. Darclan

St. John River

61

Rev. Jacob S. Nathan

St. John River

62

Pst. Rudolph W. Bryant

St. John River

63

Pst. Ssmuel Joejoe

St. John River

64

Pst. Daniel A. S. Yarwon

St. John River

65

Pst. Emmanuel Autridge

St. John River

66

Pst. Alfred Somah

St. John River

67

Pst. Sunny G. Wallah

St. John River

68

Pst. Joe Zeekeh

St. John River

69

Pst. Samuel E. Bestman

St. John River

70

Rev. Aaron P. Davis

Grand Bassa

71

Rev. Sarah M. Watts

Grand Bassa

72

Rev. Julia B. Williams

Rivercess

73

Rev. Harry B. Bloyougar

Rivercess

74

Rev. Esther D. Goah

Rivercess

75

Rev. S. Snoh Myers

Sinoe

76

Pst. Andy Cheseman

Sinoe

77

Rev. Toby T. Pah, Sr.

Nana Kru

78

Rev. Victor W. Nyanneh

Kru Coast

79

Rev. Benjamin P. Toe, Sr.

Kru Coast

80

Rev. Sylvanus N. Putu

Kru Coast

81

Rev. Peter K. Jeh, St.

Kru Coast

82

Rev. J. Jappah Sikloh, Sr.

Kru Coast

83

Rev. J. Nyanpline Nyeswah

Kru Coast

84

Rev. Patrick N. Wreh, Sr.

Kru Coast

85

Pastor Andrew C. Pupah

Kru Coast

86

Pastor Stephen N. Teah

Kru Coast

87

Pst. Solomon K. Nyinti

Kru Coast

88

Pst. Daniel T. Tugbeh

Kru Coast

89

Rev. Adolphus M. Pleh

Kru Coast

90

Pst. Martin Toe

Kru Coast

91

Pst. David N. Toe

Kru Coast

92

Rev. Aloscious Gray

Kru Coast

93

Pst. Patrick Mah

Kru Coast

94

Rev. Kumah Togba

Kru Coast

95

Rev. Solomon T. Nyema

Cape Palmas

96

Rev. David J. Goyanvator

Gbarnga

97

Rev. Joshua B. Belekpilee

Gbarnga

98

Pst. James K. Bono

Gbarnga

99

Rev. Reginal Dennis

Gbarnga
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100

Rev. Peter B. Perkins

Gbarnga

101

Rev. Joe Yarkpawolo

Gbarnga

102

Pst. Victor Reeves

Gbarnga

Rev. James M. Tomkorkollie

Gbarnga

103
104

Rev. Alexander B. Juekollie

Gbarnga

105

Pst. Zackie Kollie

Gbarnga

106

Pst. Josiah Gbavah

Gbarnga

107

Pst. Kerkulah Flomo

Gbarnga

108

Rev. John M. Anderson

Gbarnga

109

Rev. John N. Dennis

Gbarnga

110

Rev. Samuel K. Flomo

Gbarnga

111

Pst. Moses S. Gaitay

Gbarnga

112

Rev. Othello J. Karfiah

Gbarnga

113

Rev. John Y. Kerkulah

Gbarnga

114

Rev. Philip K. Mineyah

Gbarnga

115

Rev. Daniel S. Vah

Gbarnga

116

Rev. B. Amos Kerkulah

Gbarnga

117

Pst. Sumo Mulbah

Gbarnga

118

Rev. James W. Yarkpeah, Sr.

Gbarnga

119

Rev. Moses ThankGod

Gbarnga

120

Rev. Edward B. Darwolor

Gbarnga

121

Rev. Anthony Flomo

Gbarnga

122

Rev. Arthur B. George

Gbarnga

123

Rev. Richard George

Gbarnga

124

Pst. David M. Klygboe

Gbarnga

125

Rev. S. David J. Goyanvator

Gbarnga

126

Rev. Singbeh Jermen

Gbarnga

127

Rev. James J. Johnson

Gbarnga

128

Rev. Emmanuel Kerkulah

Gbarnga

129

Rev. Laylen Kolleh

Gbarnga

130

Rev. Mulbah Kollie

Gbarnga

131

Rev. David M. Mulbah

Gbarnga

132

Rev. Abednego F. Yarkpawolo

Gbarnga

133

Rev. Joseph S. Yarkpawolo

Gbarnga

134

Rev. Yonkor Feikai

Gbarnga

135

Rev. Gibson K. Kerkulah

Jorquelleh

136

Rev. J. Harrison Kollie

Jorquelleh

137

Rev. Moses C. Kpeleh

Kokoyah

138

Rev. John W. Gongar

Kokoyah

139

Pst. Paul Khaki

Kokoyah

140

Rev. Emmanuel Garway

Kokoyah

141

Rev. Borbor Madeh

Kokoyah

142

Rev. Joseph K. Brown

Kokoyah

143

Rev. Moses Gueh

Kokoyah

144

Rev. John Tarpeh

Kokoyah

145

Rev. Andrew Davies

Kokoyah

146

Rev. John Gboyah

Kokoyah
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147

Rev. Moses Dolo

Kokoyah

148

Rev. John Gbanyan

Kokoyah

149

Rev. Emmanuel Kpoe

Kokoyah

150

Rev. Amos Dounkpo

Kokoyah

151

Rev. Hilary Jacobs

Kokoyah

152

Rev. James S. Gebeh

Kokoyah

153

Rev. David Barchue

Kokoyah

154

Rev. J. Damai K. Yallah

Kokoyah

155

Rev. J. Cammue Momah

Kokoyah

156

Rev. Jerry Yarkpayarkpa

Kokoyah

157

Rev. John Gbenyan

Kokoyah

158

Pst. Joseph Mulbah

Kokoyah

159

Pst. Jacob Gbanyan

Kokoyah

160

Pst. Maison Frangai

Kokoyah

161

Pst. James Kekulah

Kokoyah

162

Pst. Nathaniel Gueh

Kokoyah

163

Pst. Jerry Nanleh

Kokoyah

Recommendation
We recommend that an Investment Committee be establish for the purpose of investing for the
growth and sustainability of the Board of Pension & Health Benefits and to be accountable to the
Board.
Appraisal
I take this appropriate time to register my thanks and appreciation to Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr.
for appointing me to serve as Director to this prestigious board, to the Chairman, Co-Chairman,
officers and members of the Board, my hard working office staff for their cooperation,
commitment, dedication in making my appointment as Director a success. I love you all. Thank
you for your services rendered over the years.
Prayerfully yours,
Respectfully submitted:
Rev. S. Edward Holt

DIRECTOR

Board of Pension & Health Benefits
Liberia Annual Conference
The United Methodist Church
Approved:
Rev. Dr. Samuel B. Browne

CHAIRPERSON

Board of Pension & Health Benefits
Liberia Annual Conference, UMC
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Department of Ministry to the Aging
Greetings:
We bring you greetings from the Senior Citizen, Coordinators, the Board of Advisors, Caregivers
and Staff of the Ministry to the Aging.
We thank God for carrying us through the COVID-19. It was not easy last year. The coming of
COVID-19, brought setback last year. We did not reach out to the central and southern region
because of Covid-19 as was planned. Despite the COVID-19 virus, we executed some of our plans.
ACTIVITIES:
We conducted staff capacity building workshop in March 2020. The mean reasons of the workshop
were to empower, equip, and strengthen the staff to continue to be committed. The second
reason was to know their responsibilities and duties and continue to have cordial working
relationship with each other and the Senior Citizens.
VISITATION:
We visited some of our Senior Citizens who are homebound and others that are living in deplorable
conditions. Despite of the virus, we risked our lives to reach out to our people, because the
Ministry is the hope and refuge for them according to them. Some of our visitations brought tears
in the eyes of our Senior citizens, whenever we visited them. Our visit made them to feel the
sense of belongingness knowing that the Church still love them. One of our seniors made a
statement like this “Thanks be to the United Methodist church to still think about me, if the church
could not have come to my aid I would have been dead long time.”
PAPA AND MAMA DAY CELEBRATION:
Papa & Mama day is a time in December to appreciate and honor seniors for their sacrificial
services rendered to the church and state. It is also the time for Board Members of Ministry to
the Aging to interact with the senior citizens and the staff. We have the celebration every year,
to remind them about the importance of Christmas, sharing love and gifts. The occasion was
graced again by community based senior citizens, children, well-wishers and community leaders.
The program is usually held at the Residential home in Duazon. We are grateful to Mth. Zoe
Anderson Bryant, Chairperson of Papa & Mama Day and to her co-chairperson Rev. Rose Farhart,
and Mth. Francis Porte, Mth. Sarah Q. Quire, Mth. Lango T. Williams and Rev. Matthew Jaiah for
the work well done.
PARTIAL RENOVATION:
We did partial renovation at the senior Citizen home in Duazon. It was worthy because we want
the seniors to be healthy and live a comfortable life in their old age.
BAPTISM
One of our senior citizens who is 76 years of age, Fth. Moses Jallah was baptized on February 28,
2021.
PEACE HUT:
The Peace Hut, is being used as multipurpose building. It is being use for devotion, Bible studies,
workshops, Health screening etc.
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The building is still under construction, we need to build skeptic tank, 2 doors in the back and
front etc.
COMMUNITY BASED PROGRAM:
The Ministry To The Aging through the Liberia Annual Conference does not only carter to United
Methodists. The Ministry does not discriminate, it is also through this program that we share the
word of God through counseling, prayer time, teaching etc. Some of the Senior Citizens are given
their lives to God. The church is a refuge and hope for the Senior citizens who are in dying need.
Coalition of caregivers and advocates for the elderly in Liberia (COCAEL)
COCAEL, is an umbrella organization that seeks the welfare of senior citizens in Liberia. It is an
umbrella organization comprising of 16 legally registered organizations providing services to
senior citizens in Liberia through residential and community-based program and in our
communities, who are of the most vulnerable social groups in Liberia. All 16 caregiving
organizations jointly launched older people stay- at home campaign. The stay-at home was
launched on May 15, 2020.
Ministry To The Aging is part of this organization. Social worker did data collection to know the
condition and to know where they live. There were 390 persons who were in full attendance. As
part of the campaign Mth. Lango T. Williams and DElove D. Zangare from the department of
Health of the Liberia Annual Conference. They created awareness on COVID-19 Virus at the end
distribution of food and other essential items were given. We are grateful to Mth. Lango T.
Williams and Comfort Flomo for the work well done.
MEDICAL:
We were praying for nurse or nurses that could help us with the medical aspect of the ministry.
Mth. Lango kindly asked two of her nurses in persons of Sis. Comfort Flomo and Delove D.
Zangare who are taking care of the people medically. Medical is very costly. We do health
screening for seniors at the Residential home in Duazon every three months.
PLIGHT OF THE SENIORS:
We need support from the 20 districts, local churches and one circuit and Individuals to help us.
Some of our seniors that are not living at the senior citizens’ home are living in deplorable
conditions, some go to bed without food, some died of disease(s) that could have been prevented,
medical aspect of our work is very costly. We are calling on kind hearted, compassionate, loving,
caring children of God to support the ministry. Matthew 25: 35-36.
OLDER ADULT DAY:
United Nations has set aside 1st of October every year to be observed as older Adults Day all over
the world to appreciate older people who have worked so hard for the State and Country of the
world to address issues affecting them, such as (1) injustice (2) abuse (3) abandonment,
discrimination, medical, shelter education etc.
The Ministry to The Aging took active part in the celebration. Your humble servant Rev. Anna S.
Kpaan is the president of COCAL in Liberia.
Old Age starts at conception, we can’t escape from being old. Old age is not a curse or burden
but it is a blessing. Remember that you are getting older every day.
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DISTRIBUTION OF RELIEF ITEMS:
We distributed relief items with senior citizens regardless of religion, race etc. Through the Liberia
Annual Conference Task Force headed by Dr. Muriel Nelson, we divided items such as rice, oil
salt & beans.
Thanks be to the Liberia Annual Conference Task Force, our partners and our Bishop for the work
well done. It was a form of evangelism.
ACHEIEVEMENTS
1. Souls have been won to God, and seniors are eager to hear the word of God.
2. Our dreams of restoring the dignity of Senior Citizens in Liberia is becoming a reality.
3. Senior Citizens at the home are well- fed and taken good care of.
4. Importance is attached to the health of senior citizens at the residential home and out of
the home.
5. Reached out to the unreached. Etc.
NEEDS
1. Electricity
2. Mini Clinic
3. Fencing of property
4. Completion of the renovation at the residential home.
5. Furnishing of the home, etc.
CHALLENGES:
1. Fencing of the residential home. Home is vulnerable people are trespassing day and night
and stealing from the home.
2. Completion of the Peace Hut. When it is completed, it will be used for chapel, workshop,
bible studies, medical distribution etc.
COMMENDATION:
1. We thank Bishop Quire and Mth. Quire for their support
2. Rev. George D. Wilson, Jr. for his continuous support.
3. Rev. Dr. Jerry Kulah & family for relief items distributed with some of our seniors
4. DCS for giving rice, oil, masks etc. Mth. Emma Okai-Wleh we say thanks to you and your
staff for your kind gesture
5. 1st United Methodist Church on Ashmun Street, Rev. Dr. Williams, officers and members
of 1st UMC, we say thank for your concern, love, care for the seniors. Rev. Dr. Erlene P.
Thompson, we say thank you for your support.
6. Mth. Mildred Reeves – thank you for the support, for the food stuff, well done.
7. Fth. Henry Brunson, thanks for the financial contribution.
8. Bro. Jefferson Knight thanks for the food stuff.
9. Mth. Massa Crayton, thanks for your contribution in kind and cash.
10. Mth Awah cole, thanks for the clothing and shoes
11. Mth Eliza thanks for clothing, shoes and jewelry
12. Thanks to the lay leader for donating 15 Ghana must go bags of clothing
13. Bro. David P. Guinkpa for his continuous support.
14. Fth. John Wah for helping with our work sometimes.
15. Bro. Alex Mah for services render to the ministry.
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16. Bro. Emmanuel for his assistance.
17. Sis. Saybah Harris for rice & beans from the USA.
18. Fth & Mth. Patrick Mantor for their continuous support
19. Rev. Pricellia Gleyeneh for contribution to the success of the ministry,
20. Sis. Helen Roberts for her willingness to help when we are stranded,
21. Sis. Yamah Dumbar for her concern and support in the ministry,
22. Thanks to all of our pastors lay members and district superintendents for taking care of
our seniors in the various districts,
23. Rev. Farhat for making papa & mama day possible by God’s grace,
24. Cllr. Tweh for financial contribution
25. Rev. Dr. Winslon Fiske & Pastoral staff for serving our seniors communion every first
Sunday
26. The Chairperson of the Board of Advisor, we say thank you for your able leadership. All
Board members we say thank you for your commitment. Continue the good work.
Thanks to my staff for the work well done. Continue the good work. May God bless every one of
you.
Submitted by: Rev. Dr. Anna S. Kpaan
Director, MTTA, LAC/ UMC
Approved: Rev. Dr. Matthew A. Jaiah
Chairperson of the Board of Advisors

Department of Hope for the Death Ministry
Greetings
I bring you greetings and best wishes from the students and instructional staff of the Hope For
The Deaf Ministry. The following programs are operated by the Hope ForThe Deaf Ministry of
the Liberia Annual Conference, the United Methodist Church.

Academic

Vocational

Inclusive Education

School to Home
Academic program
Our academic program is a regular program designed for deaf children between the ages of six
to twenty years. Our record for academic 2019/2020 shows the total enrolment of 54 students;
37 boys and 17 girls. At the beginning of our Second Semester in early February 2020, we
experienced 3 dropped out at the result of re-location of parents. In early March 2020,
Government announced a complete lockdown across Liberia which seriously affected our school
system. We have since been out of school until September 2020. The 2019/2020 school year
came to an end in November 2020 with three (3) of our students from grades 2, 4 and grade 5
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repeating their various classes due to poor performances. The rest of our students were all
successfully promoted to the next class. We want to congratulate our teachers for their patience
and devotion to their work.

Regular class time

Physical Education

During the first phase of the academic year under review which was actually in 2019, we had
couple of academic activities. Like in previous years, our students had the opportunity to
participate in an inter-school academic challenge to help build their capacities in studying
their lessons. In September 2019, our school took on the Camp of the Deaf Elementary
school located in Mt. Barclay in Paynesville. This was all about helping to build our students
comprehension capacity in Math and Language Art. It was a wonderful experience for many of
our students and again they are appealing to administration to include this exercise in their
extra curriculum activities.
We never had our regular year end program, rather we had an all day activities and fun with
the kids and it was really admiring. Administration gave fund to students to prepare their own
food and bought soft drinks and water and they had a real great time together. At the end of
the day’s activities, the listing promotion was read by Mr. Eric Drow, Vice Principal. Six students
were recognized and appreciated for successfully completing all required courses for the
Elementary division and qualified to transition the Junior High division. These students are now
in our Inclusive Education program at the Free Pentecostal High School on 10 street, Sinkor.
As indicated above, in 2020 much work was not done and very little was achieved at the result
of the lockdown which of course affected our academic calendar. In September of 2020
academic activities resume after about six months of closure. We started on a very small scale
in observant of the Coro virus protocol. Few students were able to return and our class
scheduled was readjusted to meet up with the medical with Health Ministry guideline. Academic
program lasted for three months, December 3, 2020 was the climax of all of our school
activities for academic 2019 n 2020.

Students wearing masks at school
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Vocational Program
Our goal at the Hope For The Deaf is DEAF EMPOWERMENT. Empowering deaf children through
academic vocation programs which includes tailoring and shoemaking. During the first
phase (first semester) we had 3 students in our tailoring class and 4 students in our shoe
making class. Our wish has been to begin to commercialize our produce in academic
2020/2021.
Unfortunately our plan did not fully materialize at the result of the pandemic. We hope for to
recruit more students and start training classes as soon as we return. We are still believing and
trusting God for the introduction of a cosmetology program in the near future for our students.
We will need about a thousand five hundred United States dollars to start that program. Please
remember us in prayer.

Tailoring CLASS

shoes making

KAKATA
Hope For The Deaf Academy is located in Kakata City and is currently being supervised by the
Director of the Deaf Ministry of the Liberia Annual Conference. The construction project of the
Hope For The Deaf Academic in Kakata is currently at phase II while phase I is being used to
accommodate students from beginners up to grade 4. Phase II will hopefully be completed and
dedicated on the 10 of March 2021 by the resident Bishop of the Liberia Annual Conference in
person Rev. Dr. Samuel Quire. This construction project is being sponsored by the German
Weltmission. Following the dedication of the phase II of our project, the Hope Kakata Hope For
The Academy will now be able to operate a full Elementary Division Academic Programs
beginning academic 2021/2022 school year.
Future Programs
Prior to the pandemic we had the total of 29 students (19 boys and 10 girls) and four
instructional staff. Enrollment for academic 2020/2021 stands at 34 students (22 boys and 12
girls).

Phase I Building
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HOME TO SCHOOL
Our School to Home program was designed specifically for parents with a deaf child/children.
The goal is to help tutor parents in the sign language to enable them communicate
understandably with their children thereby helping to break the communication barrier between
parents and children at home. Unfortunately in 2020 active classes were not conducted at the
result of the pandemic.
ZOOM MEETING
In 2019, we conducted a Teachers Workshop with facilitators from Gauleudent Deaf University
in the United States and the Maryland School of the Deaf also in the United States of America.
During the one training, we were basically looking at Reading Comprehension. An follow-up
training was planning for April 2020 but canceled due to the lockdown. In December of 2020,
we decided in closed consultation with our facilitators, to conduct this follow-up by ZOOM
Presentation. The 22 of December 2020, we had a very successful Zoom presentation. The
presentation was of course focus on Reading Comprehension with emphasis placed on prereading, sight words, spelling and independent reading. We are so grateful to God for the
knowledge and strategies learnt to develop our students reading skills.
Training Institute For the Deaf
The Deaf Ministry of the Liberia Annual Conference has over the years being praying and
trusting God for the establishment the First Training Institute for the Deaf in Liberia. A grant
proposal for the construction of a Training Center for the Deaf is being studied by The General
Board of Global Ministries of the United Methodist Church and is seriously considering providing
financial support in the very near future. The Deaf Ministry is currently working on some
specifics to be fully qualified for the grant support. One of those specifics is the training of deaf
teachers and trainers in Ghana to serve when the project is done. .
Visitation
In October of 2020, we (students & teachers) were very blessed when we received a huge
delegate from The Greater Monrovia Lions Club, headed by their president Mot. Awah Cole who
is also secretary of the Bishop of the United Methodist Church. They brought with them about
hundred and twenty packages of food to share with not only our students but the staff as well.
We remain thankful to The Greater Monrovia Lions Club.

Future Programs
Empowering deaf students through academic programs and skill training is our goal at the Hope
For The Deaf. As we continue to work to make more deaf self-supporting and contributing to
their communities, we are looking forward to creating and developing more skill programs
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including cosmetology, computer training, catering, etc. in the near future. We also want to
make education accessible to our rural deaf kids. We are hoping to begin with the teaching of
sign language to our rural deaf children thereby creating enabling them to express themselves
fluently in sign language.
Recommendation
We respectfully recommend that all of our District Superintendents provide us a statistical
information on deaf kids in their various Districts as we look forward to working with our rural
deaf children.
Thank you and God bless us all in Jesus’ name.
Submitted,
David T. Worlobah, Director,
Deaf Ministry
Liberia Annual Conference
United Methodist Church
dt.worlo@yahoo.com
0886523369/0770177442/0886669793
Approved,
Dr. Elizabeth K. Harris
BOARD CHAIR

Bishop Judith Craig Orphanage Home
GREETINGS /INTRODUCTION
We are pleased to report the affairs of the village.
This report covers from the beginning of this conference year up to date. It include:
Administration, activities, update of kids, gifts received, visitation, Project, Achievement,
Challenges, Recommendations and conclusion.
Administration
The administration is compose of five person:
 Book keeper
 The GMF (missionary-GBGM)
 Assistant Business Manager
 The business manager
 The director
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The staff is compose of:
 Ten (10) mothers
 Four (4) securities
 One (1) {RN} nurse
 One (1) driver
 One (1) technician
 Three (3) barbers
Activities:
 Daily devotions are held, morning in their homes and evening in the hall.
 Weekly cleaning up is done on Saturdays
 The second face of the Life Skills Training is ongoing, in the areas of (1.) Carpentry (2.)
Tailoring & (3.) Catering with 30 of our children involve. This program is funded by
Peachtree City UMC in Georgia, USA through Pastor Destiny Newon.
Update of the kids
From the beginning of this conference year, we hosted eighty one kids. During the conference
year three of the children were reunited with family members because of bad behavior:
i.
Daniel Jackson from Farmington river
ii.
Chris Blay- Monrovia district
iii.
Cyrus Toe Weh- Cape Palmas district
The academy 2019/20 school year ended with five of the children graduated from the Harriette
E. Bailey United Methodist high school:
1. Agatha Hoto- Cape Palmas District
2. Braima Shamma – Moweh Distrist
3. Robertline Sue Sieh – Monrovia District
4. Karim Warity – St. John river District
5. Deborah Garmuyou – Grand Bassa District
Note: All five of the children were successful in UMU entrance exam and three of them are now
attending UMU.
Currently, the total children of the village is seventy three (73) - thirty six (36) boys and thirty
seven girls.
Gifts Received:
#
1.

Organization/ Individual
Our lady of Grace international school

Location
15 street
Sinkor

Date
1/29/20

2.

Brother Bill O. Marshall through bro.
Austin Garjay
The Monday’s family
Mr. Bill Williams
Mrs. Felecia Kamara
Mr. Sam slewieon
UMC Development Service

-

4/29/20

-

4/29/20
4/29/20
4/29/20
4/29/20
4/29/20

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Item’s
3 bags of 25kg rice, 1 cartoon of juice, 1
bag of mixed items, 1 pack of sugar, milk
and flower, 1 bottle of ago oil
15 bags of 25kg rice & 3 tins of 3 gallon
oil
5 bags of 25kg and 1 tin of 5 gallon oil
5 bags of 25kg rice & 1 tin of 3 gallon oil.
4 bags 25kg rice
2 bags of 25kg rice 1 tin of 3 gallon oil.
15 bags of 25kg rice, 4 buckets of clorax
& 4 cartoons of soap.
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8.

Monrovia District young adults

5/15/20

9.
10.

Jimmy Garlayeah
Weah project

5/15/20
5/15/20

11.

5/15/20

13.

Miss Eva Clington celebrated her birthday
with children
The department of general education and
ministry of LAC/UMC – through sis Helen
Roberts
Nelis Liberia

14.

Cummings Foundation Liberia

5/6/20

15.
16.

Mrs. Felecia Kamara
WFP

5/6/20
6/26/20

17

Philanthropy

10/21/20

18.

A group of young people led by Mildette
A. Somah & Natalyn O. Beh

8/24/20

19.

A gift through Mrs. Felecia Kamara

8/20/20

20.

The Liberia Community of Syracuse –Mr.
Jackson Yonty
Mrs. Elsa Bailey

12.

21.
22

5/15/20
5/6/20

USA

22/12/20

USA

22/12/20

23

4 – H – Liberia Emmergency food
distribution Package funded by Seed
Solution
The Mondaye Family

24

Mrs. Felecia Kamara

11/01/21

25

Philanthropy ( Gifts through Missionary
Lainah Phiri)
Cheerful Givers- led by Miss. Barbra
Benson

12/01/21

26

24/12/20
DUMC

Monrovia

03/01/21

16/01/21

10 bags of 25kg rice, 10 bottles of oil,
some washing and 6 bottles of clorax
5 bags of 25kg rice
4 bags of 25kg, 2 buckets of washing
hands and some fish cups
2 bag 25kg rice, 1 cartoon of copy book,
with candies, juice & etc
50 buckets with food stuff
2 bags 25kg rice, 1 gallon Argo oil & 1
cartoon of clorax
15 bags 25kg rice, 3 sac of pop soap 3
sac of supper garie & 1 cartoon Argo oil
3 bags of 25kg rice & 1 pack of pop soap
3 bags of 25kg rice, 2 gallon of argo oil &
2 ½ bags of beans
104 bags 25kg rice, 51 gallon of argo oil &
10 bags of beans
4 bags of 25kg rice, 2 tins of argo oil, 3
sacks of tissue, some bath soap, tooth
pest, vita, bottle of clorax, powder soap,
half cartoon of oats, 1cartoon of washing
soap and some use cloth
4 bags of 25kg rice, 1 tin of argo oil, some
powder soap with sardine and candy
25 bags of 25KG Rice
3 bags of 25 kg rice and tin of 3 gallon Agro oil
23 bags of 25kg rices and 10 tins of 3
gallon – agro oil
3 bags of 25kg rice, 3 gallons of agro oil
and 2 cartoon of girls supplies (cortex)
4 pks of Chee wee, 3pks of candy and
1cartoon of biscuit
3 bags of 25kg rice, 1 tin of 3 gal –agro
oil, 1 cartoon of meat part with juice.
51 pcs of school Book bags alone with
some copy Books

Visitation:
During this conference year we have two groups of visitors:
o A work team from the Michigan conference, led by Rev. Duane Miller and Jon Reynolds
o A team from the Peach tree city UMC of Georgia led by Sandy Whittle
Challenges:
During this conference year, we had some challenges especially from May – September.
Because of the Covid -19, our partners were not sending money to cover our monthly
expenses, therefore we have to do the following:
a) Reduce our ration in the homes. Every little money received, we put it towards food.
b) Our staff was not taking pay. What we did was: talked with all of them to bear with us.
We were not getting funds from our partners because of the Covid-19 and we were
making efforts to get funding.
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c) We were in constant communication with Rev. Jon Reynolds about the challenges that
we were going through.
d) Rev. Reynolds asked me to do a video which I did and sent it. The video sent to him
was played during the Michigan conference.
FINANCIAL/BUDGET: (Attached is the budget summary for this Conference -year 2021)
Description
Total Income Summary:
Expenditures Summary

Approved
$148,500.00
$148,500.00

Actual
$74,233.13
$74,233.13

Variance
$69,396.87
$74,266.87

Proposed Budget
$126,320.00
$126,320.00

Achievement:
We were able to achieve the followings:
 Our personnel is paid up to date
 The local gifts received from organization, churches etc. had help us greatly during the
conference year of Covid-19
Recommendation:
 The children be supported by districts, especially the district they are coming from.
That districts include the Children’s Village in their yearly budget.
 That the LAC/UMC be fully involve in the support of the village.
Conclusion
To conclude this report, we are grateful to God for life, strength and health. Thanks to all that
made us to be successful: all that brought gifts and funds as well as the administrative staff
and non-administrative staff. May the Lord be with us all.
To God be the glory for great things he has done.
Respectfully submitted:
Signed: ______________________
Rev. Robert N. Siehs sr.
Director/BJCCV
Approved: _______________________
Rev. Dr. Emmanuel F. Bailey
Board chair/BJCCV
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f)

Pillar Six - Peace, Reconciliation & Unity

Department of Human Rights & Justice
Greetings:
This report covers the programs and activities of the Human Rights Monitor for the period, 2020.
During this period, the Monitor duly implemented its required mandate as enshrined in the Social
Principles of the United Methodist Church consistent with the Five Years Strategic Plan of the
Liberia Annual Conference, The United Methodist Church. The Coronavirus Pandemic had its toll
on our programs, especially during the lockdown and the restrictive measures that were put into
place by the Liberian government, including the imposition of curfew, etc. The Leadership of our
church led by Bishop Samuel J. Quire suspended work at the United Methodist Central Office,
including regular worship services across the Liberia Annual Conference in a bid to fight the
disease. Jefferson B. Knight, your humble servant was appointed to serve on the Liberia Annual
Conference, United Methodist Church’s COVID-19 Taskforce that was set up by Bishop Quire.
The year under review commenced with high expectations, but one filled with daunting challenges
alongside opportunities. Despite the imposing challenges/difficulties, the Monitor forged ahead,
doing what is required under the given circumstances by addressing issues of human rights
concerns, social and economic justice under the Water for Life program, and by ensuring human
rights education, awareness, and human rights monitoring and documenting were carried out
alongside taking appropriate steps to pursue active collaborations with both local and foreign
partners in addressing human rights situations in the country. As a result of the foregoing, the
Monitor made significant achievements and impacted the lives of its targets with successes as
indicated below:
1. Human Rights Protection and Promotion through Advocacy. The Monitor granted
18 press interviews to the media and spoke to various human rights violations/abuses,
including the raping of underage children, women and girls; the increasing wave of armed
robbery in the country; the hash economic situation, Police brutality of peaceful citizens
including some Journalists, etc. Also, about 21 radio appearances were made to speak to
different national issues, including good governance, bad labor practices, human rights
violations, etc. Some of the radio stations include: Power FM 89.1 and TV, Truth FM 96.1,
OK FM 99.5, ELUM 98.7, Prime FM 205.5, etc. Also, 19 press releases were issued on
different human rights and justice issues, which were intended to call the attention of
national and local authorities to address same, as well as to create awareness on those
issues as a way of rallying the general public to take action in remediating them. These
advocacy initiatives by the Church through the Monitor resulted to addressing some of the
issues by influencing national policy issues, which brought a sigh of relief to the public
and victims. For example: The Monitor condemned the brutality against peaceful citizens
by some personals of the Armed Forces of Liberia in the Township of Slipway, Monrovia
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for allegedly violating the 3:00 Pm curfew. The AFL was compelled to apologize to the
victims and the general public, as well as treated the victims.
2. Social and Economic Justice Program under the Water for Life program-The
Monitor yielded tangible results by constructing 37 wells/hand pumps in Lofa, Bong, Grand
Bassa, Nimba, and Montserrado Counties. Some of the specific communities that benefited
from the program include: Beeyeamah Town and Coton Tree Community, Jorquelleh
District Conference, Bong County; Gbatalla, Davita, Gbarnga District, Bong County;
Lepula, Nimba County; John Dean Town, Grand Bassa County; Wacheken, Garraway
District, Grand Kru County; Moweh, Rivercess County; Tubmanville and Farmerville, Sinoe
County; Iron Gate, Montserrado County, etc. These wells/hand pumps have brought
hope, health and life to these communities, especially at the time when they never had
clean water to drink in the midst of the COVID-19 situation. One classic example is at the
Iron Gate community: Our intervention in the Iron Gate community thwarted a potential
danger that could have destroyed the lives of hundreds of the community residents. The
only well that the community depended on was poisoned with a harmful unidentified
chemical substance in March, 2020 by an unscrupulous and unknown individual. The
unknown individual was spotted by a 14 year old girl when he was pouring the chemical
substance into the well. When the girl raised alarm, the individual dropped the empty
bottle and fled the scene. Mr. Suah Kollie, community Chairman of the Iron Gate
community was immediately informed about the situation and he immediately reported
the situation to the Police. The Police investigation confirmed the harmful chemical
substance that was poured into the well and advised the community to close the well and
discontinued using it. In April, 2020 The United Methodist Church intervened through the
Water for Life program and constructed a brand new hand pump for the over 5,000
residents of the Iron Gate community.
3. Sexual Gender Based Violence Education and Awareness-The Human Rights
Monitor embarked on and implemented a one month Sexual Gender Based Violence
awareness emphasizing rape. The awareness effort titled “CRUSADE AGAINST RAPE IN
LIBERIA” was carried out in four communities, S.D. Cooper Road, Soul Clinic, 12th Street,
Sinkor, and Banjor, Montserrado County from October 26-November 26, 2020. The
objective of the crusade was to motivate and encourage community stakeholders to
committing themselves to the fight against and curtailing Rape and Sexual Gender Based
Violence in the country.
4. Human Rights Monitoring, Documenting and Reporting Human Rights
Violations/Abuses- During the period under review, the Human Rights Monitor
monitored, documented and reported 49 human rights violations/abuses, including sexual
gender based violence issues, mob violence leading to death, bad labor practices, land
conflict which resulted to the burning down of a village and brutality of three individuals
in Rivercess County. Some of the violations/abuses documented include:
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5. The raping of a two year old girl by one Vamunya Swary, 29 years old man in Logan Town
in June, 2020. 2. A 21 year old woman was raped by a 45 year old man called Benjamin
Duncan in Sugar Hill Community, Bong County. 3. On March 29, 2020, a 9 year old girl
was raped by a 22 year old man in Nimba County. 4. In Voinjamin, Lofa County, a 13 year
old girl was raped by one Winston Sololu on July 19, 2020. Please not that 90% of these
rape cases occurred during the COVID-19 lockdown and restrictions. 5. On December 22,
2020, a 6 year old child was killed in Gleekloh, Henryville Township, Samgbarlor District,
Rivercess County with body parts extracted from the Lid. Nobody has been arrested in
connection to her death. 6. In December, 2020, over fifteen houses were lit on fire and
burned down to ashes in Taboe Clan, Timbo Statutory District by residents of Neeziun,
Doewein Clan, Central Rivercess County over land dispute. Details of these reports are
available upon request.
6. Drug rehabilitation and recovery under the New Life Recovery Center_Drug
addiction, especially among young people in the country is on the rise. Most of the future
leaders of the country are been destroyed by drugs and other harmful substances. The
society has labeled them as “Zogos” because of their repulsive life style. The Monitor’s
intervention is helping to arrest this situation by rehabilitating them at the New Life
Recovery Center in Marshall, Margibi County. In 2020, 14 persons got rehabilitated and
were reintegrated into the society. Some of them are gone back to school, while others
are learning skills to become marketable for the job market. Also, during the year under
review, a one day seminar was held in October, 2020 at the First United Methodist Church
in Gbartala, Gbarnga District, Bong County. The objective of the one day event was to
educate pastors, community leaders and traditional leaders about the danger that drug
addiction poses to the development of the country.
Other Achievements during the year under review include the recognition of your humbled
servent as the best human rights personality/advocate of the year, 2020 by three different
independent media institutions. Those institutions and organizations that honored Brother Knight
include the Corridor News Paper, Investigative Journalists Association of Liberia and the On Line
Justice Network and Development group.
Challenge(s)-These successes and achievements are not void of challenges, some of which
include limited office space as the works continued to expand and limited resources to train all of
the 75 Grassroots Organizers of the Human Rights Monitor Network System that are scattered
throughout the country.
Recommendations
1. That Pauline F. Gartor is placed on the Liberia Annual Conference, United Methodist
Church pay roll. She has served the LAC/UMC through the department of Human Rights
Monitor for the past five years as women/children protection officer as well as
documenting and reporting human rights violations/abuses.
2. That additional office space is provided to the Human Rights Monitor to enhance its
operations and other responsibilities.
Thanks to my staff and volunteers for their commitment and dedication. We will continue to fight
for human rights and human dignity.
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Where justice is absent, peace is elusive.
Faithfully submitted:
Jefferson B. Knight
Program Director

S. Edward Peal Center of Trauma Healing & Counseling
Greetings:
Activities:
The S. Edward Peal Center for Reconciliation and Renewal has the responsibility to respond to
psychosocial problems of members and other affected by some crisis has continued to do its best
by conducting individual, family marriage group counseling and monitoring of school counselors.
Though, as a department, we have tried in executing some of the above mentioned activities,
but notwithstanding, our major focus which has to do with our school counselors as well as
training were not held, because of lack of funding. Though, school counselors meeting and
training were not held, but in our unofficial visit to some of our learning institutions, we observed
the following:





Drugs and alcohol abuse: Some students, both boys and girls go to school drunk and
with alcohol.
Poor academic performance: The unwillingness of some students to study their lessons.
Lack of parental care: that is, some student are struggling on their own to make ends
meet. They often suffered violence in the Street and at home.
Some students because of the drugs abuse poorly performed and misbehave in school.

However, observation concludes that due to our school counselors skillful interactions, positive
changes are now taking place in the lives of some of our students.
During the period under review, the Peal Center took advantage of a two days Trauma Counseling
Training in the month of May 2018; and certificates were awarded to each participant at the end
of the program.
We are grateful to Sis. Wilma Dunbar through whom the Peal Center became part of the training,
as well as Sis. Elizabeth W. Dempster Conference Treasurer, who also funded the trip.
Bishop and members of the Conference, Peal Center, being one of the founding members of West
Africa Network for Peace Building (WANEP), in collaboration with said organization and with the
Civil Society Peace Building Coalition held series of workshops and peace building meetings.
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And at the end of the meetings, we were informed that our Church (The UMC) was in arrears;
meaning she has not being paying her Due to the Parent-body (WANEP), for the past 12 years,
in the amount of One Thousand United Sates Dollars (US$1,200.00); at the rate of US$100.00
per year.
In order to maintain our status as one of the founding members, in which the Church could also
benefit in his networking partnership, we are asking and appealing that the Church regularize her
due payment to WANEP to smoothly continue with our partnership with this organization,
particularly as one of the founding members, Bishop and members of conference the amount
US$139.00, was provided for the renovation of the office that the conference treasurer through
the directive of the council director, Rev. George D. Wilson Jr.
Commendation/Recommendations:
In time past, Operation Classroom has been the major source of funding in the entire operation
of S. Edward Peal, but as we speak, this organization is no more, therefore Bishop, we are
appealing to your good offices that the Conference should try to empower the Peal Center for its
budgetary support for it smooth function in our conference. Secondly, there is a need for an office
aid or assistant that the office remain open when we are out on the field for office related matter.
In conclusion, we would let to thank our Resident Bishop, the Rev. Dr. Samuel J. Quire, Jr., for
his spiritual leadership, our District Superintendents, agencies/departments and the Treasurer’s
Office of the LAC/UMC for their support in our work.
As we being this New Year 2021 with new enthusiasm an commitment, specifically as a blessed
Church of God, we must use what we have to smooth sustain our church.
Respectfully submitted,
Morrison M. Wleh (Rev.)
Director, S. Edward Peal Center, LAC/UMC
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g)

Pillar Seven - Age-Level Ministries

Conference United Methodist Men
Greetings:
We bring you Calvary greetings of peace and love in the matchless name of our Lord, Jesus Christ
on behalf of the Officers, Advisors and the entire membership of the Conference United Methodist
Men Organization.
Introduction:
As we give account of our stewardship for the conference year 2020, this report covers
Administration, Programs, Meeting/Membership, Ministry focus; outreach, Nurturing; Project, and
commendation.
Administration:
I am pleased to report to this august body that our administration is still intact and continue to
enjoy the overwhelming confidence of the entire membership of the conference.
Listed below are members of our team:
1) Bro. Abraham Benedict Newland
President
2) Bro. Samuel Swen Kun, Jr.
1st VP/Region I
3) Bro. Nathaniel P. Zain
2nd VP/Region II
4) Bro. Daddy S. Nyenswah
3rd VP/Region III
5) Bro. J. Julius Matadi
General Secretary
6) Bro. Sheku Sam
Asst. General Secretary
7) Bro. J. Amos Gberkaley
Financial Secretary
8) Alphanso Sieh
Asst. Financial Secretary
9) Bro. Bill G. D. Innis
Treasurer
10) Bro. Gregory D. S. Goaneh
Chaplain
11) Bro. Oscar Todd
Statistician
Meetings:
The 1st quarterly meeting of the conference Men was held in Kakata City, Margibi County at the
St. Mark United Methodist Church. The meeting witnessed the attendance of individuals and few
District Presidents present.
Programs:
Consistent with calendar of events, program of the conference Men were not executed during the
period under review 2020 as scheduled due to the Coronavirus pandemic which engulfed the
country and paralyzed most of its activities including the church.
Membership:
The issue of the Conference Men actual membership has been and still remains a major challenge.
We want to urge all District Presidents to assist us in collecting their membership data for onward
submission
to
the
email
of
the
Conference
United
Methodist
Men
(umcmenorganizationlib@gmail.com) as we intend to establish a membership data base for the
conference.
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Ministry Focus:
A. Outreach:
During the conference year, inspite of the Covid-19, we were able to reach out to few of our
members who had pressing needs and have us informed. In this light, we reached out to Bro.
Nathaniel P. Zain, 2nd Vice President during his wedding; Bro. Bill Bonkuo, Gompa District Men
President (presented him a purse for the death of his brother); Bro. Snosio B. Twegby (presented
him food items), etc.
B. Nurturing
Training and capacity building workshops could not be held due to the Coronavirus pandemic that
caused almost the entire country to be lockdown. Inspite of this, we were able to give two
students scholarship attending the Ganta United Methodist school upon the recommendation of
the Gompa District Men.
Project:
The parsonage project in the Kakata/Farmington River District under construction by the
Conference could not be worked on further since the roofing phase was completed and
measurement taken for the welding of window bars and steel doors due to insufficient funds.
Farming tools (ten hoes and ten cutlasses) were presented to the leadership of the Gompa District
Men through the 2nd vice president, Bro. Nathaniel P. Zain. The donation of these tools was
intended to establish an agricultural program, using the Gompa District as a supply base. In
addition to the tools, we also presented a pair of pigs. It is our expectation that this initiative
which is intended to empower Districts across the conference will be taken seriously.
Challenges:
During the period under review, our challenges were training and capacity building for leeward
districts as well as difficulties experienced in traveling to remote districts due to bad road condition
and Covid-19.
Collaboration:
We are pleased to report that we collaborated and attended all meetings of the LAC and auxiliaries
to which we were invited. We also attended the Assemblies of the Monrovia District Men, St. Paul
River District Men, Kakata/Farmington River District Men and Gompa District Men Organizations,
respectively.
Necrology:
During the period, the below listed brother of the conference were called from labor to rest: Bro.
Theophilus Mills (St. Paul River District), Bro. B. Bonokollie Zinnah (Monrovia District), Yarkpawolo
Kollie (Kokoya District President), Fth. John N. Randall, (Monrovia District) Bro. D. Benedict
Freeman (Monrovia District), Fth. Samuel Bomah (Monrovia District) our falling brothers who left
this world and we could not get the record of them will be reported by district presidents. May
their souls find sweet repose in the Lord and light perpetual shines on them.
Commendation:
On behalf of the leadership, we extend our heartfelt thanks and appreciation to Rev. Dr. Samuel
J. Quire, Jr, Resident Bishop of our Annual Conference, Bro. Tolbert G. Nyenswah, Conference
Lay Leader, the 1st, 2nd and 3rd vice presidents; the Dean and Deputy Dean; All District Presidents;
Chairpersons, Co-chairpersons and members of standing committees for their supports.
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I want to give special recognition to the program and project committees headed by Bro. Samuel
Thompson and Bro. Yardley M. Perkins for their hard work. Also warm appreciation to my
secretary, Bro. Julius Matadi; Assistant Secretary, Bro. Sheku Sam; Special Assistant, Bro. Joe Z.
Malleh; Media Consultant, Bro. Edward Lahai Massaquoi; and Administrative Assistant and Project
Coordinator, Bro. Joshua M. Davidson, Bro. Joseph Mensah and Sis. Theresa M. Davis for making
themselves available whenever they were needed and their generous financial contributions in
moving the conference forward.
Finally, I give due recognition to my darling wife, Mother Gwendolyn Brooks Newland and my
children for the time allotted me to do God’s business through the Conference United Methodist
Men Organization.
Conclusion:
As we bring this report to a close, we want to urge all men of the conference to cultivate a new
spirit of work and to support the ministry and mission to which we are called. Let us exercise
commitment in the performance of our duties and responsibilities.
May God bless us all and save our conference. I thank you.
Respectfully submitted:
Bro. Abraham Benedict Newland
Conference President

Conference United Methodist Women
Conference Women President in Action

GROUND BREAKING FOR UMW VILLAGES
(Photo by: Rev. Dr. J.S. Nelson, Jr.)
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GREETINGS:
We bring you Christian greetings in the name of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, whose presence
brings peace and joy into the world, even amidst the many turmoil, trials, pandemics, and
perplexities of our time. In response to our disciplinary mandate of United Methodist Church
around the world, we have gathered for the 188th Annual Session here on Mount Gbarnga to
give account of our stewardship for the year under reviewed. As we gather here, there is a sense
of awe for God and the way in which He has dealt with all of us collectively or individually. Our
experiences throughout the past year have increased our joy and strengthened our faith to
continue in our work, walk, and journey with God today and even into the future. At this juncture,
we beg your undivided attention as we seek to report on the State of Affairs of United Methodist
Women, Liberia Episcopal Area for the period March 1, 2020 – February 28, 2021.
INTRODUCTION
Charles Wesley, the great Hymn writer of the Wesley family, wrote and I Quote; “And are we yet
alive to see each other's face? Glory and thanks to Jesus give for his almighty grace!” Yes, had it
not been for the grace of God, where would we be? The year 2020 has been one of surprise,
wonderment, fear, admiration, amazement, sadness, joy, celebration, and hope depending on
the hand of cards life has dealt each one of us. It has not been easy, but God has always been
with us in spite of us; and for this reason, we are blessed and grateful.
The Conference Theme gives us an opportunity to know and worship God for ourselves. May we
be strengthened and blessed. This annual report takes a retrospect of 2020, accounting for our
stewardship through the activities which were planned and implemented. It will highlight five key
areas: Administration, Strategic Direction, Challenges, Achievements and the Way Forward.
ADMINISTRATION
According to the United Methodist Women Handbook, The President of the Conference United
Methodist Women is the head of the women’s leadership team and provides strategic directions
for United Methodist Women in the Liberia Episcopal Area. Working alongside with the
Coordinator of the Women’s Work Department, all elected officers, and with support from the
advisors, and staff, we seek to live out our vision of turning faith, hope and love into action for
women, children and youth. We are therefore pleased to officially inform you all, that at the seat
of the 187th Annual Session of the Liberia Annual Conference, Mth. Pauline N. Roberts was
recommended by the CUMW Leadership Team to Bishop Samuel J. Quire for appointment to the
position of Coordinator for Women’s Work Department. This appointment replaced Rev. Rose R.
Farhat, who answered Gods’ call to Ordained Ministry and was assigned to the Lott G. Matthew
United Methodist Church, as Associate Pastor. We thank God for Rev. Rose R. Farhat and her
ministry to women, children and youth. We welcome Mth. Pauline N. Roberts and her ministry to
women, children and youth. An official hand-over ceremony was held on February 28, 2020.
Thanks be to God. We continue to work along with the members of the leadership team to move
the work of United Methodist Women forward.
MEMBERSHIP
According to information provided by our districts, the status of membership in our conference
with regards to women is 5000. We need to work very hard to expand and increase our
membership through the revitalization of our programs of spiritual growth, worship, bible study,
devotions, prayer meetings, and prayer retreat. We must encourage women from local to
conference level to improve their intimacy with God. We must reach out to women from the rural
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areas and bring them into active participation and leadership of the church. For the Psalmist
clearly states: “Unless the Lord builds the house, those that build it, build in vain; unless the Lord
watches over the city, those that watch over it, do so in vain” (Psalm 127:1). Without a strong
foundation in the Lord, we as women can never be Bold to Go and do God’s work. Therefore, we
need to put into action a program to establish the real number of United Methodist Women
membership in the Conference.
NECROLOGY
On this note, I invite all of us to please stand for a moment of silence recognizing and honoring
the names of our mothers who heeded the Master’s call from labor to reward. We recognize their
lives and ministries to United Methodist Women. We give thanks to God for giving them to us.
Scripture encourages us “to do the work that God has sent us to do while it is yet day; because
the night is coming when no woman can work” :(John 9:4). Lay down our dear mothers. Lay
down and take your rest…. We love you but Jesus loves you best. We bid you good night.
FINANCES
We are proud to say that the United Methodist Women are moving in the right direction with
regards to our financial stewardship. It has not been easy, but we have been working overtime
to ensure that our financial records are in good order. We are pleased to inform you that to date,
we have a financial policy and manual which will guide all United Methodist Women local units,
districts and the conference in our stewardship to God and the ministry. For the period under
review, we work with both the internal and external auditors to reconstruct our financial system
for better records and reporting purposes. As we graduate from manual accounting to QuickBooks
systems, we are certain that financial accountability will yield good fruits in utilizing
funds/resources for our ministry to women, children and youth. Our financial officers will be
undergoing training to improve their skills and ethics for effectiveness.
Property Management Committee:
For the period under review, a Property Management Committee was appointed by the President
to review and catalog all United Methodist Women property and to serve as the ones responsible
for the management of our properties with supervision by the women’s leadership team. Part of
their responsibilities is to locate an office space for the President and the work of the elected
officers as they come in on a regular basis to do United Methodist Women business. This is
important as we know that a good working environment brings motivation to the work. This
committee is headed by Mrs. Jean Diamond Thompson.
Scholarship Committee:
The Scholarship Committee has been appointed to work along with the CUMW Leadership Team
in identifying needed students and awarding scholarships. The committee will also follow-up on
our students and provide opportunities for interviews, counseling and feedback that support our
students. The scholarship committee is headed by Mrs. Naomi T. G. Davies and her team.
Education Committee:
The Education Committee was appointed to supervise and regulate the activities of the Daycare,
with the Directress and President serving as ex-officio. This committee will provide support to the
women’s work department in helping to develop curriculum, fund raiser for rehabilitation of
building, recruit teachers, etc. so that the Daycare can be opened in the soonest possible time.
This committee is headed by Sis Elizabeth K. Harris and her team.
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Program Coordinator:
The ministry of United Methodist Women in Liberia is expanding. The need to identify donors and
fund raise to support the work is ever increasing. In this direction, we have identified and
contracted Sister Leona Gono as the Program Coordinator who will implement the role of
identifying donors and seeking support for the programs. She will work along with the Department
in making sure that all of our programs are cataloged, reports for partners/donors are on time,
and our website is updated frequently with reports and photos are uploaded.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION
In 2018, United Methodist Women of the Liberia Episcopal Area gathered in Cape Palmas to craft
their five years strategic plan. The plan was launched in 2019. We are at mid-term in our Strategic
Direction, and I am pleased to report on the work in progress on the following ministry focus
areas:

Strategic Direction #1: HEALTH – Without good health, no one can do anything. Our focus is on
both spiritual and physical health;
 Secured funds for just and resilience project – hosting forum to talk about violence during
the pandemic and embarked on the writing of devotional for persons experiencing abuse;
the devotional is a work in progress we hope to complete it by the middle of this year.
 Held annual prayer retreat at the Tubman UMC with over 75 women in attendance;
 We conducted daily prayer time at 3:00 p.m. in the Women’s Office
 Local and district women are involved in prayer, bible study, tarry, and other spiritual
growth activities;
 Your humble servant is on the Church & Society Bible Study Team responsible to develop
a bible study on Gender Based Violence in Africa. The work has begun and hopefully the
Bible study will be completed and ready by April, 2021
 We held workshops to educate women on their health needs/issues
 We conducted Peace and reconciliation meetings for women in two rural districts (Lofa
River & Tappita)
 Attended and participated the World Day of Prayer hosted by the Ecumenical Women
Organization;
 We provide counseling for women facing trauma and legal actions
 Celebrated World Federation Day in October 2020.
 During the peak of COVID-19, we contributed $500.00 USD and 1500 nose masks to the
LAC/UMC Task-Force;

Strategic Direction #2: EMPOWERMENT – provides opportunities for Women to discover who

they are, build their capacities and experience abundant life in Christ. Under this strategic area,
we implemented the followings:
 Identified and secured funding to support Village Savings and Loan training for three
districts (Monrovia, St. Paul River and Kakata/Farmington River districts). This support
came from the Methodist Women in Britain through the World Federation of Methodist
and Uniting Church Women;
 Empowered 350 women in the production of sanitary cloth pads for girls; each district will
receive a package in support of this project;
 Restructured and expanded the training program from tailoring, catering, arts & crafts, to
include head dressing, interior decoration, basket making;
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Identified, survey and probated 20 acres of land in Fish Town, and Kakata/Farmington
River Districts for the construction of the United Methodist Women Village.
We now have in our possession the deed for the 50 acres in Gbarnga

Strategic Direction #3: LEADERSHIP – Building leadership for United Methodist Women is
important in our strategic direction. As we hold election for various positions, the need for
continuous training cannot be over emphasized. We are introducing a leadership training
weekend, where elected officers from the districts will gather to focus on the leadership training,
understanding the United Methodist Women Handbook, and strengthening intimacy with God.
Under the UMW leadership program, we encourage the following:
 Provide scholarships and mentor to women and girls
 Support the Adult Literacy of women
 Women’s participation in international meetings

Strategic Direction #4: PARTNERSHIP – We have a parable in Africa that says “one finger

cannot pick lice”. Working with others ensure that our resources are maximized and results
impactful. For the period under review, we expanded our partnership to include: Methodist
Women in Britain, Church & Society and UMCOR;
 Attended Zoom Assemblies of three districts in the Michigan Conference
 Attended the Michigan Conference Women Assembly on Zoom
 Received gift of 17 t-shirts and 41 tote bags from Michigan Conference Women Mission U
team
 Participated in the revision of the Liberian Women Manifesto at the Ministry of Gender,
Children and Protection Service in Liberia.
 Participated in the month coordination meeting on human trafficking chaired by the
Minister of Labor, Republic of Liberia.
 Participated in the monthly coordination meeting on child protection chaired by the
Minister of Gender
 Attended the installation of the Women NGO Secretariat
OTHERS

1. CHALLENGES







UMW Properties – There is a need for mutual respect and common understanding
with the LAC board of Trustee involvement when it comes to making decisions for
women property without reference to the Women Organization;
Scholarships – The high rise in economic hardship has placed a burden on parents
to support their children in their education journey and the most vulnerable in this
category are women and girls; lack of funds for scholarship in the last year was
very challenging as we had to turn away many women and girls;
Vehicles – There is a dire need for the UMW to own a road worthy Jeep, pick-up
and bus. We need to be able to reach women in rural districts; the cost of
commercial transportation, from one area to another, is extremely high, and the
roads are terrible, especially during our annual Assembly;
Finances – Due to covid-19, it was difficult to fund raise during the pandemic. Our
need to fund raise for the UMW village is a little challenging. Most of the partners
are still facing the impact of the COVID-19. Please let us lift them up for prayers
and seek God’s intervention;
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Lack of fencing of the UMW property breeds insecurity and high cost of spending
replacing stolen pipes and broken doors damaged by thieves living in and around
the community.
Lack of office equipment (electronics) and furniture to do the work of United
Methodist Women;
Lack access to reliable electricity and internet capability and connectivity.

2. ACHIEVEMENENTS















Held 74th Annual Assembly at Gbason Town Mission
Acquired deed for fifty acres of land in Gbarnga for UMW village
Expanded land for UMW village from 10 to 20 acres in Fish Town - Gee River
district; Kakata/Farmington River District;
Trained close to 350 women in livelihood skills; village savings and loan
Improved the capacity and status of staff and volunteers
Produced and launched of CUMW Newsletter
Established and launched CUMW website – cumwliberia.org
Secured an android phone and voice recorder to support effective communications
and easy access to networking.
Purchased one projector for PowerPoint presentations
Secured two printers for easy publication of reports and minutes;
Aligned with new partners for new projects and programs
Provided Scholarship at UMU for about 25 young women through the UMU/UMW
lease agreement; 2 students are supported in GST
Visited the district women in regions one, two and three
Expanded economic empowerment and leadership development to women in Gee
River, Barrabo Circuit, Cape Palmas, Garraway, Kru Coast, Nana Kru, Sinoe,
Rivercess, Morweh, and all women attending the women assembly;

3. NEW PROGRAMS













UMCOR Anti-Human Trafficking Project
Just and Resilience Project
UMCOR Migrant Project – Up coming
Village Loan & Savings Project
Women Devotional Project – In Progress
https://www.cumwliberia.org/CUMW WEBSITE
UMW ASSEMBLY 2022 – The Assembly will be held in Orlando, Florida, May 2022, 2022.
World Federation & Uniting Church Women Assembly – 2022 in Sweden August 714, 2022.
UMW Reading Program – Up coming
UMW Mentorship Program – in progress
UMW Volunteer Program – progress
UMW Membership Project – up coming

4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT & APPRECIATION

We give thanks to God for taking us through the past year. We extend thanks and appreciation
to Bishop Samuel Jerome Quire, Jr. for his support to women’s ministry; our appreciation to our
partners and friends for their continuous support; Our special thanks to Mr. Moses Yamah and
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team at the Gbason Town Mission for the warm welcome and hospitality demonstrated towards
the hosting of the 74th Annual Assembly and Anniversary. You gave us a goat, a cow and a grand
hospitality for our conference. The women say a very big thank you. Please convey our gratitude
to Mrs Yamah, Rev. Benny and family, and all the staff, faculty and students of the mission for
their support and hard work. Appreciation to Mth. Pauline N. Roberts, Directress of Women Work;
the Vice President, officers and our hard-working Department Staff, Advisors, missionaries, all
district superintendents, and everyone for your support. I am grateful to Mrs. Elizabeth N.
Dempster for her commitment and support to this ministry. I do not know what I would have
done without you. Every time you prove your sisterhood time and time again. Thanks for the
sleepless nights at my house making sure that United Methodist Women work stays on course.
Our gratitude to Ms. Nyamah Dumbar for her support in fund raising and challenging us to venture
into new territories. Thanks to Sisters Comfort Railey and Winifred Newton for coordinating and
leading support for care packages for the 74th Assembly. Congratulations to Ms. Comfort Nyemah
for becoming Miss Conference UMW 2021-2022. Special, Special thanks to my spouse and friend
Rev. Dr. Julius S. Nelson, Jr and our children and Siblings for their support towards our ministry.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS





That a separate offering be taken at the seat of the 188th Annual Session to
intentionally support the legal process in securing of deeds and probates of all
United Methodist Church legitimate properties that are in conflict, especially the
mission stations;
That a Team/Taskforce of legal minds all across the LAC/UMC be drawn up to work
with all district superintendents and the board of trustees to secure the legitimate
properties of the LAC/UMC before it gets too late;
That the CCF&A makes an annual budgetary allotment for the legal
Team/Taskforce to do its work in reference to the land survey and probating of
deeds, and court issues dealing with the UMC legitimate properties.

6. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we gave thanks to God for a beautiful journey of 2020. I appreciate the opportunity
to work for women, children and youth. Although we were met with many challenges in the past
year, yet we are of the conviction that tough times don’t last always; tough people/folks do.
May God strengthen us and bless the work of United Methodist Women in Liberia and women all
around the world.
Not for ourselves but for others
Mth. Dr. Muriel V. Nelson
PRESIDENT
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Department of Women’s’ Work
Greetings:
Jesus is all the world to me, my life, my joy, my all. He is my strength from day to day, without
Him I would fall; when I am sad to Him I go. No other one can cheer me so, when I am sad, He
makes me glad He’s my friend. The second stanza says, Jesus is all the world to me and true to
Him I’ll be; O how could I this friend deny when He is so true to me. Following Him I know am
right, because He watches over me day and night, He’s my friend.
I bring you sincere greetings of peace and love from my family and in the Blessed name of our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
As we elaborate on the Theme: “Know that I am God”, with Texts taken from: Psalms 46:1-11,
let us be reminded that it is faith in God that can carry us through. Because when the Storms of
Life are Raging, it is only our Lord Jesus Christ that will stand by us.
This report covers two parts: The administration and the Women’s Work programs which includes
the daycare, training center and the hostel. We thank God for the opportunity to meet this year
again and to give account of our stewardship for the period under review.
ADMINSTRATION:
At the seat of the 187th Annual Session of the Liberia Annual Conference, held in Gompa District,
your humble servant was appointed Directress of Women’s Work by Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr.
through the recommendation of the United Methodist Women Leadership Team. On February 28,
2020, your humble servant took over as the Directress of Women’s Work for the United Methodist
Women in Liberia. We are grateful and are honored to be your servant. The Administration of the
Women’s work department is very unique in a way and the staff, volunteers and support team
have been very cooperative.
Goals – Our primary Ministry focus for the period under review has been to support the four
Ministries focus of United Methodist Women namely Health, Empowerment, Leadership and
Partnership. It is very important to note that each of these Ministry areas is connected to our
LAC/UMC five years Strategic plan. Through the implementation framework and the (eight) Pillars
of the Liberia Annual Conference, we achieve communality as a team and have common goals in
Ministry. In addition, We work alongside the women’s leadership team and provide support to the
ministry of women, children and youth in Liberia. Together, we are a team turning faith, hope
and love into action for women children and youth in Liberia.
Staff status - Due to health challenges, Mth. Marie Simms Massaquoi, a long serving staff of
over 27 years with the department was retired. Mother Massaquoi requested early retirement,
and in consideration of her health, the United Methodist women organized a retirement service
at her local church; there, Mth. Massaquoi was honorably retired and given her benefits. We
thank God for Mother Massaquoi and her years of services rendered to the ministry of women,
children and youth in Liberia. Due to the vacancy created by the retirement of Mother Massaquoi,
Sister Emmangie P. Capehart, a volunteer in the Women’s Work Department, was recruited to
serve as Administrative Secretary for the Department. In Addition, Sis. Gwendolyn Newland
position was changed from expeditor to procurement officer while Mth. Famatta Ashong serves
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in the position as Financial officer. In addition, Sis Martha Dobboh was recruited to serve as the
Matron for the girls’ hostel while Evelyn Toe coordinates the Catering Program at the Women’s
Training Center. Leona Gona is the program coordinator who helps with our projects.
Women Training Center 1. The Programs: We continue to operate our training center that offers classes in the
following areas: Catering, tailoring and Arts/Craft. The catering department of the center
is headed by Mth, Evelyn Toe and her staff Persons; the program offers training in
Pastries, cooking and Hospitality. The small staff have managed a small cafeteria that
serves at least a light breakfast and Lunch. Snacks are also served at our office for
executive and quarterly meetings. The students in training are given the opportunity to
prepare all of the meals, and they are doing extremely well. There is a total of 15 students
in the catering program.
Also, within the same training center, we have classes in Sewing, Arts and Craft and Interior
Decoration. This session of the training is strengthened by two of our Missionaries, Mth.
Princess Jusu and Mth. Nancy Carew. They are doing a great job in helping our young women
who are willing to put their hands to work. They have passion for this area. We are grateful
for their work. We are moving the Tailoring program to another level. Mr. Sampson has been
asked help generate income from the tailoring program. He will be supported by Bro. Lansana
and Bro. Larry who are doing very well in teaching our students.
2. Livelihood Skills Training:
Essential life skills for economic independence are also part of our empowerment Program. During
the year under review, an intensive skills training workshop was held for one week with three of
our closest Districts. They are Monrovia, St. Paul River and Kakata Farmington River Districts.
During the year, 15 of our women came from these three Districts (Five from each). They took
advantage of the opportunity in learning some skills including Soap making, Air Freshener,
Perfume, Clorox and Alcohol along with other household cleaning products. This skills training is
done by one of our mothers who also have learned so many Skills. Mth. Sue Togba is a very
patience and hardworking lady. From this training many of our women can now boast of what
they have achieved as a result of learning. They are selling these Items and making a living for
themselves and their families and saving for the future.
Not only that, at the end of the skills training, three hundred and fifty United States dollars
(USD$350.00) was given to each District through the District President. They are to return said
amount after six months.
We got support from the Methodist Women in Britain (MWIB) for this training workshop. We say
a very big thank you to our sisters and mothers, our partners from the United Kingdom. God Bless
you.
The women training center is under going reform and additional training opportunities will be
added to improve the livelihood of vulnerable girls and women in Liberia. We are working hard
to add hair dressing, interior decoration, basketmaking, computer program, small business skills,
etc. The catering will remain in the training center while the other program will be moved to the
Gibson building top right floor for more space. We encourage local churches and districts to make
use of the opportunities to empower your women. Registration for the training center is in
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process, and you are welcome to register your students. We are in the process of finding someone
to focus on the tailoring and arts and craft so that the program can bring income as well as
transform lives in our communities. This will enable us to provide professional sewing, and we
encourage you all to bring your materials to the training center.
Day care/Preschool: – The day care plays a significant role in the ministry of the United
Methodist Women Organization. Bringing hope to our children is important for transforming their
lives at an early age. There have been great challenges on the opening of our Day Care or Preschool. But with God, all things are possible; and we will overcome those challenges one day in
this same year. During the period under review, we invited the Ministry of Education (The Early
Childhood Division) to assess the property. Mth. Felecia Doe Somah and her team came in and
have and assessed the building. They will be assisting us in developing a curriculum and designing
the classrooms within the building. From the assessment, two recommendations were made. The
first recommendation was that the place be demolished and reconstructed for the day care. The
second option was for the place to be rehabilitated and expanded in the future based on the
needs. In our meeting, the conference decided to go with option two. In this direction, two
assessment for renovation were conducted by two engineering companies 3 STAR Incorporation
and Boima Engineering Company. Both bill of quantities is around $25,000.00 United States
Dollars to Rehabilitate the Day Care. We are working on a comprehensive project proposal to
include the renovation cost, staffing, playground, and feeding at the daycare. We are praying
that if all goes well, the daycare will reopen in September 2021. It is our hope that the program
can be used as a teaching lab for students reading early childhood education.
In support of the work at the daycare center, the president appointed an education committee
headed by Mth. Elizabeth K. Harris. The Committee will assist in the coordinating of policies and
support for the daycare.
Girl’s Hostel – The CUMW Girls Hostel continues to provide shelter for girls that are attending
University/College in the Monrovia area. Because of the comfortable environment and efficiency
of the hostel, the students can now focus on their studies. They are doing well from report we
normally get from the school.
When we took over, there were five girls on the hostel. Due to health and person reason, one of
the girls left the hostel. Currently, there are 6 girls at the hostel. Students at the hostel pay a
monthly fee of $25.00. We are requiring that students only live on the hostel when school is in
session. The purpose for the hostel is to provide affordable housing for girls while they are in
school.
The good news now is that we have a Matron on the Hostel. Her name is Martha Dobboh. She
has oversight responsibility of guiding the Girls. She makes a monthly report to the office.
Presently, we have six girls on the Dormitory. We are expecting four more girls to join in this
year. We were able to connect the sewer system to the septic tank. The office is still proving
electricity to the dormitory.
The new Matron has been very helpful in coordinating activities at the hostel. It is our prayer and
hope that more girls can join the hostel. Mainly girls from the interior of Liberia looking for
affordable and safe space to live. Students at the hostel do their own feeding. Application forms
are available.
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Challenges – The challenges for the period in review were not many. The main challenge being
the outbreak of the Corona virus to put a stop to fund raising and seeking support for the hostel.
The second challenge is the constant stealing pipes from the sewage line. The third challenge is
the insecurity due to the exposure of the campus. The fencing is not complete so streets boys
roam the campus stealing anything they can lay their hands on. We need to hire and assign two
security one day and one night for the campus.
We need to complete the kitchen and rehabilitate the roofing of the hostel. We need the furnitures
for the living room and to keep the electricity stable. We need a refrigerator and an ice box for
the kitchen so that the residents can store and preserve their food. We need to put in the water
line so that water goes into the hostel and training center. We need the pump for the daycare
water to go into the building.
Achievements – For the period under review, the following are our achievements:
 Renovated the sewage line for the second apartment of the hostel; now the apartment
students are living in the apartment;
 Recruited additional students for the hostel
 Provided monthly electricity for the hostel
 Recruited a new matron
 Assessed the daycare
 Developing curriculum for the training center
 Provided space to accommodate the tailoring and arts and craft program
 Prepared report to the donors who support the dorm.
 Revised the dorm policy and application forms
Gratitude/Appreciation I am pleased to submit to this 74th Annual session of our beloved
CUMW The Administration of the CUMW during the period under review has been very cordial.
The Leadership of the Conference with our hardworking president Mth Muriel Nelson along with
her code of elected Officers has been very understanding and reasonable.
We have built on the Principle of mutual respect and tolerance of each other, Praise be to God.
We have over the period continued to maintain a good working relationship and free flow of
communications with each other. Our team of officers and members has exercised their functions
in a perfect cooperation and coordination with our mothers under the umbrella of a genuine
cordiality, through giving us fruitful results.
The good and friendly relationship between the President, the Directress, District Presidents and
members of our various Districts cannot be over emphasized.
GRATITUDE/APPRECIATION:
To God be the Glory for great things He has done and continue to do in our lives. I am very
grateful to the Almighty Father this opportunity to serve my Mothers of the Liberia Annual
Conference, the United Methodist Church.
My thanks and appreciation go to our Resident Bishop, Bishop Samuel Jerome Quire, Jr. for
appointing your humble servant to serve my Women and the Liberia Annual Conference as
Directress for Women Work.
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My heartfelt thanks to our hardworking President, Mth. Dr. Muriel Nelson, commonly called
Prezzo, who for her patience, tolerance and understanding can always give us her listening ears.
Thanks, Prezoe, and God Bless you.
Our easy going but strong Vice President Mth. Lucia Herbert normally called ‘Lady V.P’. Rev.
Mth. Rose Farhat, Former Directress who I normally call my Senior Advisor. Whenever I call on
her for anything she is willing to help me up. Thanks, my own senior Consultant.
Our District Presidents and their Officers, and Members for their support to the work of our
Conference, by working alongside our team. The CUMW. You Mothers are all blessed.
To all of you my Mothers, my Sisters, Friends and daughters of this conference, had it not been
for God First and you with your collective efforts, the work of the women would not have been
done so far. Thanks for giving me the courage, your good pieces of advice, I listened well this is
why I have come to say thank you in the Liberian way. Thank you yaaaaa. Last but not the least;
the first shall be the last. My sweetest thanks and appreciation go to my Better half, the man of
the year, Fth Ernest C. Roberts Sr. for his support, concerns, care, and love. He never gets vex
whenever it comes to Conference Women, rather he will always remind me of my schedules. Not
forgetting my own Sister and bestie, my second Sr. Adviser, Dr. Mth. Elizabeth K. Harris, may the
Lord continue to give you strength to do more for Him.
Memories/Remembrance;
To my Sisters Mth. Ruth, Sis Theodosia Nagbe, Miss Senamie Nagbe, and Palleh Nagbe, you
would have been here to see me report on my new appointment from our Bishop. I know you
are here with me in spirit. I missed you all, rest in perfect peace and light perpetual shine on you.
Respectfully Submitted
Mth. Pauline N. Roberts
Directress – Women’s Work

Department of Youth and Young Adult Ministries
The report of the youth and young adult ministry covers the activities of the period March 2020
through February 2021. We are pleased to report on the followings, Administration, activities,
Liberia-Asbury Delaware UMC Rescuer center, the youth fellowship and young adult fellowship,
ecumenical relations, challenges and recommendation.
Administration
The is headed by Rev. Daniel G. Lincoln who later traveled to the U.S.A. thereby leaving your
umber servant, Joseph J. Swen, Associate Director as acting Head of the Department. At the
moment the associate director and one support staff are the only two employees of the
department of Y/YA.
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Liberia-Asbury Delaware UMC Resource Center
As was reported last conference, the computer training program was negotiated by our Lay
Leader, Bro Tolbert G. Nyenswah and family with the Asbury UMC Delaware. The partner sends
twenty eight pieces of Lab top and USD $ 5,250 for renovation, rental, desk, chairs and air
conditioning of the lab. Thanks to the Trustee director and the Business office for the
supervision and finances of our work. The lab was dedicated to the glory of God December 18,
2020 by Bishop Samuel J. Quire Jr. As we speak registration is in progress.
Ecumenical Relations
Our church through the Y/YAM is making headways with LCCEYO. Currently; Bro. Abraham P.
Johnson, a former president CUMYAF was elected and inducted as president of that young
people group. Meanwhile our participation and contribution to NSCCC remains strong.
COVID 19
By the pronouncement made by President Weah stating a single of the virus in Liberia, the
LAC/UMC through Bishop Quire announce the closure of all normal activities of the annual
conference. However, Bishop appointed a special anti-COVID -19 responds committee of which
our two Presidents were members, Some young adults and youths were mobilize and train
throughout Montserrado and Margibi counties in disseminating anti-COVID-19 messages.
Thanks to the young people for their support during the pandemic.
CUMYAF
The conference united Methodist young adult fellowship is under the leadership of Sister Mai
J.G. Paley along with other elected officers. The fellowship planning retreat, Dinner and
instillation programs were held on Saturday and Sunday, March 14 & 15, 2020 in Buchanan city,
Grand Bassa County. These activities brought together more than two hundred young adults
from across the annual conference.
Thanksgiving Service
In an effort to reawaken the flame of hope and revamp the activities of CUMYAF, a
thanksgiving service was held on Sunday, September 13, 2020 at the New Georgia UMC.
Young Woman Network Annual Gathering
The annual young women gathering was held from September 24-27, 2020 with the St. John
River District young woman. This gathering brought tougher more than one hundred young
women from twelve district of our conference. The session was characterized by motivational
speakers and training in making African slippers design, clorax, beg amongst others. Thanks to
sisters Grace Lloyd and Felecia Dorbor chair and co-chairperson respectively.
First EXCO Meeting/Worship
The Grace united Methodist church in the Rehab community, Ganta City was host of these
activities. The gathering which began October 23-25, 2020 brought together Exco members and
others, thanks to Bro. Emmanuel Kpon Saye, former President, Gompa District YAF and Bro.
Victor Haward Former CUMYAF president for the facilitation.
Coronation
A team from the CUMYAF headed by the president former queen sister KUKU Y. Yeanue
departed for River Gee on November 21, 2020 for the coronation. The Team also conducted
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training of young people in how to conduct a good meeting meanwhile, on Sunday, November
22, 2020 Sister Beatrice S. Samuel was crown and sash as Miss CUMYAF 2020/2021.
Spiritual Growth
A two day fast and prayer revival was held at the refuge UMC in Monrovia Distract. Thanks to
the committee for that great Joy.
Necrology
Earth has no sorrow that heaven cannot heal; on July 1, 2020 the cold hands of death took
away Brother Ralph G. Wolloh, first vice President of CUMYAF after a period of brief illness. His
death shook the fellowship with pain and greave. Brethren the fellowship did about 70% of
burial cost. Thanks to all who contributed. May the soul of our first vice and other young adults
rest in peace!
Wedding
During the period some young adults implemented the scripture “forsaking all others and Clave
to one wife” brothers Emmanuel Lloyd, Emmanuel Kpon Saye, Alfred Mensah and Jonathan
Reeves, May your Homes be bless.
YAF Annual Assembly
The CUMYF observed 35th annual assembly and 36th anniversary with the Weala Distract YAF
from Feb. 3-7, 2021 with the theme: “If it hand not been for the Lord” Text: Psalm 124:4
Prior to the assembly, the director having received the complaint consulted the chairperson of
the council on young people’s ministry who instructed that an investigation be immediately
conducted into the matter. The director further consulted the advisory committee of UMYAF
consisting of all former presidents. During said meeting, the former presidents advised that the
director institute an immediate investigation consistent with due process. They further advised
the director as follow:
That the investigation be conduction prior to the YAF conference in order to avoid any
confusion at the pending conference
That the complainant be made to proof their allegation or otherwise be made to apologized
That if the president failed to meet her burden of refuting the allegation upon substantial
evidence provided by the complainant, she be made to recuse herself from the affairs of the
fellowship pending full investigation.
So, following the second investigation meeting held on February 2, 2021 and having consulted
with the Director of the connectional Ministries and consistent with best practices and tradition,
the Director communicated with the President, Sis. Paelay mandating her to recuse herself from
presiding over the affairs of the fellowship pending final determination of the matter. The
communication was written on February 3, 2021. This action was consistent with due process
and best practices since the president legitimacy to preside had been called into question.
The action led many young adults to demanding the president to preside over the assembly.
However intervention by both the conference lay leader and the Bishop enable the young
people to understand the matter. Consequently the assembly concluded on Sunday, Feb. 7,
2021 at 4:00 P.M.
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CUMYF
Brethren, since the last assembly which ended in dead lock, the Bishop appointed a special
committee to investigate the concerns. The council met and extended the turn of the leadership
due to the investigation. However, prior to the submission of this report the special committee
report had not come out.
Conclusion
As we conclude we, wish to extend our thanks and appreciation to Bishop Quire for our
preferment to server the conference and the united Methodist. Thanks to our partners (Asbury
UMC Delaware families), Business office, leadership of both youth and young adult and the
entire young people ministry for the support.
May god blessed everyone as we look to the future with hope.
Christ above all and Growing in Christ
Respectfully submitted
Joseph Jlorplah Swen
Associated Director / Acting Director Y/YAD
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h)

Pillar Eight - Ecumenical Relations and Connectional
Partnerships

United Methodist Volunteers-in-Mission (UMVIM)
Greetings
Introduction
During the COVID-19, all of the activities were badly impacted. Most of our Partners were hint,
especially partners within the USA. Therefore, for this reporting period we could not achieved
our targeted goal. We are in touch with most of the partners and working on an assessment
visit from them in the soon distance future.
Partnership Relations
East Ohio Conference, Illinois Great River Conference, Oklahoma Conference, Detroit-Michigan
Conference, Rio Texas Conference, New Jersey Conference remains our partners.
We are continuing ecumenical Partnership both nation and international and encouraging team
work and coordination amongst the LAC/UMC, partners and locals in the districts.
Even though we are not meeting physically, we have had virtual meetings with East Ohio and
Illinios Conferences. Hoping this health issues will be over soon.
Challenges
As we do ministries in the various mission areas, there are challenges that we face.

Amongst the many challenges, transportation is a critical issue.
Conclusion
I am grateful to God and Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr. , the Cabinet members, Rev. George D.
Wilson, Jr. the General Board of Global Ministries- VIM section, Volunteers in Mission-Liberia and
all those who helped in the process.
No Work Teams for 2021
Respectfully Submitted
Dehkontee Precious Tarr
Coordinator
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3.0 Next Steps & Conclusion
The Office of Connectional Ministries’ activities were overwhelmed with the shutdown resulting
from the health pandemic, COVID-19. However, a number of program agencies and some
mission stations conducted activities in compliance with the respective health protocols – social
distancing and the use of face mask. As the current situation stands, and with the health
protocol compliance, some reasonable actions are ongoing while the next conference actions
are being anticipated. Thus, the 2021 Conference Year Work Planning is anticipated to
undertake some essential activities including the Strategic Direction Program Mid-Term
Performance Review. The performance appraisal exercises will be inclusive of the program
execution as developed and approved for implementation by the Office of Connectional
Ministries.

a)

Program Mid-Term Performance Appraisal

The Office of Connectional Ministries will undertake a Program Mid-Term Performance Review
of the Strategic Direction Program. This exercise is intended to assess the program execution
and examine it implementation strategy – the current status of the program performance as it
relates modalities set for each pillar action – objectives, tasks, funding, etc. The mid-term
performance review will provide indicators that will determine the continued implementation
actions required for the program conclusion.
This mid-term performance review exercise will form an essential component of the proposed
Conference Program Dialogue Forum, an annual activity being designed to formulate programs
and activities for the Connectional Ministries’ execution. The mid-term performance review will
involve districts connectional ministries, program agencies and mission stations in order to
foster coordination and enhance collaboration for improving performance and achieving
efficiency and effectiveness.

b)

Ministry Review & Conclusion

The Office of Connectional Ministries is most honored to submit this annual ministry review for
the consideration of the Liberia Episcopal Area program performance appraisal. The actions
undertaken were facilitated to enhance the mission and ministry of the Liberia Episcopal Area.
This ministry review was challenged by the global health pandemic but was reasonably under
taken with the needed support thou limited to facilitate minimum and limited interactions and
engagements, considering social distancing, will require mostly online activities pending the
return to the normalcy of routine activities. Such actions included video conferencing,
conference calls, chat rooms discussions, etc.
And finally, the Office of Connectional Ministries, Liberia Episcopal Area, the United Methodist
Church is particularly grateful for the level of cooperation and support we continue to receive
from the Resident Bishop, Bishop Samuel J. Quire, Jr., the Dean and Cabinet of the Bishop, the
Liberia Episcopal Area laity, various partners and program stakeholders. Thou it has been very
challenging, but we have made it this far by the grace of the Most High Lord, our Guidance and
Sustenance.
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